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ABSTRACT

The purpose

of this thesjs is to anaìyze Valeriian Pidmohyì'nyi's

novel Misto by show.ing his vision and perception

of the city

and

ìts

jn Ukrajne after the Revoiutíon. Very little has been written
about Pidmohy'l'nyj. He was purged jn the thirties; as a result Sopeopìe

vjet critìcs generaì'ly'ignore

hjm

are generaì1y negative. Western
very sparìngìy on
The

first

cisms voiced
devoted

or thejr

critics,

comments about

his

on the other hand,

works

comment

hjm.

of the critiabout Pìdmohyì'nyj's prose. Chapters II and IiI are
chapter of

this thesis is

an overview

to the topìc of the city ìn generaì.

The second chapter deals

with the cìty from a historical perspective, while the third chapter
deals with the

city as Pìdmohyl'nyj

perceived

it.

Pìdmohyì'nyi's

city is djvjded into two spheres -- the outer c'ity and the inner
cìty. The outer cìty is the city of the streets, parks, and alleyways. The jnner city is found insjde the buì'ìdings and represents the
core of the c'ity, a core that ìs degeneratìng.
Chapter IV presents the secondary characters
Stepan Radchenko meets

in the city.

geared towards mass escape from
pì

st

f i lm and I

They create

reality

of the novel, whom

a stagnant society

by means of alcohol, esca-

'iterature.

Chapter V deals

wjth Stepan Radchenko. He came to Kìev as an

alienated 'individual and communist who, on the one hand, wanted to

cìty and, on the other hand,
tried to become a member of the socìety and live like the jnhabitants
of Kìev. Fìnalìy, he rejected this socjety and decided to l'ive his

destroy everythìng he found'in the

Ii

fe i n h'is own manner.

The novel poìnts

wants

to the conclusion that the 'indivjdual, if

to preserve his/her indiv'iduality, can survjve only by rejecting so-

cìety and by determjnìng his/her
cause

he/she

jt

leaves the indivjdual

forces that

demand conformity.

own course. Th'is

in

js a drast'ic action be-

an isolated pos'itìon, surrounded

by
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CHAPTER

T

Pidmohyl'nyj and His Critics

Valerijan Pidmohyl'nyj was born in 1901, the son of
a peasant family, in the village of Chapljakh. In l_919, he
finished school in Dnipropetrovsk and then went on to uni=
versity. His studies were disrupted due to the Revolution
and the subsequent civil war. To support himself he started
teaching.
D u ,r i n g
1918 - 1919, he taught himself
French, became knowledgeable in western European literature,
and started to write his first

literary works. His first
stories appeared in the magiazine Sich_ in 1919.
In 192I, Pidmohyl'nyj moved Lo Kiev. At first he
taughtthere also, but then he started to work for various
publishing houses. rn L928, he became one of the editors of
the Kievan literary_¡nonthlv !_Þvttj" i tevorjutslþ (Life and
Revolution) r. ,which was one of the more prominent publications
of the-.eia. He held this position until the early 1930's,
when, according to Hryhorij Kostjuk, he lost this position
due to an unofficial ban of him and of his works.l From
this time on, his only source of income was that which came
from his transrations. He translated almost alr of Anatore
France, as well as works by Balzac, de Maupassant and stendhal.
In 1932, Pid.mohyl'nyj moved to Kharkiv, which was at
that time the administrative center for the soviet ukraine.
Hryhorij Kostjuk, "Valerijan pidmohyl'nyj, " in Valerijan
Pidmohyl'nyj, Ivlisto (New york , I9S4) , p. 286.
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In Kharkiv, however, Pidmohyl'nyj \rras unable to get quarters
for himself and for his family, and therefore, \das forced to
live in the writers' building Slovo (V'lord) "
fn 1934, Pidmohyl'nyj \¡¡as arrested and charged with
being a member of the All-Ukraine Terrorist Borotbist Center.
He was sentenced to ten years in the concentration camps.
After July, 1935, his further fate is unknown.2
Pidmohyl'nyj's writings appeared in many of the journals and anthologies of the twenties including: Vyr revoli¡¡lsiji (the whirlpool of the Revolution), I92Li Zhowten'
(October) , L92L; Shljakhy mystetstva (rhe Paths of Art) , L92J-;
Nova hromada (A New Community), 1923; Chervonyj shjakh (The

ZþVttja i revofj"tslÞ (r,ife and Revolution). Pidmohyl'nyj had many other articl-es published in
both Chervonyi shljakh and Zhyttja i revoljutsija in the
later twenties. Pidmohyl'nyj's first book of short stories
was published in Lg2O. The book, Tvory (Works), contained
the stories Starets' (The Beggar), VanjarVazhke pytannja
(fhe Important Question), Prorok (Prophet), Hajdamaka, Dobryj
boh (The Benevolent God), Na seli (In the Village), Na imenynakh (On the Nameday), Did Jakym (Granfather Jakym) and
Sighgslg-r. In 1922, his book, 9e!-ap_lhgplglg was published.
Also in Ig22, in Leipzig, a collection of his stories, V
gpfdenichnomu baratsi (In the Barracks of Epidemics), made
an appearance. This collection caused Pidmohyl'nyj some
Red Pattrway), L924;

problems because it was published outside the Soviet Union.

rbid.

4

In order to protect himself from the criticism leveled
against him, Pidmohylrnyj wrote a letter to the journal
Chervonyj shljakh explaining the reasons for his actions
and claiming that his work coul-d not be published in Kiev
due to the financial difficulties
within the publishinq
houses.- In 1924, another story, Vijskovyj litun (Army
Pilot;.) , calne out. In L923, Syn (Son) appeared and in 1926,
it was followed bV I¡etja revofjutsiþ (The Third Revolution). fn L927, another book of short stories appeared.
This book, Problema khliba (The Problem of Bread), included
sòme stories that had been published earlier.
New stories
included Problema khliba, Sontse skhodytr (The Sun is Rising),
I¡lorija pani ¡lvny (The Story of Mrs. Jivha), P'jatdesjat
verstov (Fifty Versts), Sobaka (The Dog) , and E¡lqrt' (Death) .
Pidmohylrnyj published a number of stories including Nevelychka drama (A Litt.le

Drama)

, which was serialized

magazine Zhyttja i revoñutsija

in the

in 1930. According to Jurij

Smolych, just before his arrest, though Smolych never men-

tions the fact that Pidmohyltnyj \Mas arrested, Pidmohyl'nyj
$/as working on another novel which was never published.
Smolych claims that he read the first few chapters of this
novel.

4

Valerijan Pidmohyl'nyj, "Lyst do redaktsiji," Chervonyj
shljakh, No. 2 (1923), p. 2BL.
Jurij Smolych, Rozpovidi prg nespgk+j nemq.je kintsja,
Book Three: Shche des
z dvadtsiatvkh i trylSiat
rokiv v ukraiinsikomuffi
uti (Kiev, L972) ,
pp-

5

During the twenties, Pidmohyl'nyj was a member of the
l-iterary group Lanka (Link) , together with such writers as

Hryhorij Kosynka, Borys Antonenko-Davydowch, Evhenij Pluzhnyk and Todos/' Os'machka. T,ater this group attracted Ivan
Bahrjanyj and. Borys Teneta. In 1926, when the latter two
joined, the name of the organization was changed to MARS
(Ma'istry revoljutsijnoho slova, Masters of the Revolutionary
Word).

Lanka was different from the other literary

organiza-

tions of the time, such as Pluh (Plough) or Vaplite (14-U-na
akademija proletars'koji literatury, Free Academy of Pro1etarian Literature). These latter organizations believed
that the political message that they were preaching was the
most important activity that they \,rere engaged in- Lanka,
on the other hand, emphasized artistic creativity first, while
the political message \^¡as given a secondary place in their
scheme of values.5 This, howeverr.did. not prevent eidmohyltnyj from becoming involved in the political and literary discussions that vlere going on. Througtr he was not as vocal as
some of the other writers of the twenties, Pidmohyl'nyj did
a
support Khvyljowyj and his call for a rq@,
literature of life, based on the writings of Plekhanov with
heroes that fitted the description of plekhanov's "live"
A
person. o The vitaist here had three major qualities - He/
O. Doroshkewych, "Literaturnyj rukh na Ukrajini v
T.," zhyttÞ i revoljutsija, No. 3 (1925) ' p- 66ktytyk.
Jaroslav Hordyns'kyj , Ljtetatr*.
(LtvivKiev, 1939), p.6:6.
koji ukrajinv

L924
'

6

she had to be able to think independently, possess talent,
and be free.

Pidmohyl'nyj also was
_ knowl-edgeable about
all the nelv psychological discoveries and advances that were
made, most notably those by Freud. This is shown very

clearly in an article he wrote about fvan Nechuj-Lewytskyj.T
rn this artícre, he ana$ zes Lewytskyj from a purely Freudian
point of view.
From the very beginning, critics'have had problems in
trying to deal with pidmohyl'nyj and with his writings.
This can best be seen in the wide spectrum of critical opinions that have been e>çressed about him, even by a respectable critic like Mykhajlo Dolengo. In Ig24, Dolengo wrote
at least three articles about Pidmohyl'nyj. In the first
one, he claimed that Pidmohyl'nyj was similar to Khvyljovyj
and Vynnychenko, and that Pidmohyl'nyj was an epic realist.B
rn another article, only a few months later, Dolengo claimed
that Pidmohyl'nyj was an expressionist and. that his stories
hlere made up of separate short, dry phrases. He arso added
that the essence of Pidmohyl'nyj's writings $¡as the portrayal of the struggle between the conscious person and his,/her
surror:ndings, where the struggle accomplishes nothing, but

Valerijan Pidmohyl'nyj r "ïvan Levyts'kyj-Nechuj, ,, ZhyLt.:i_a i revoljulsija,
No. 9 (L927), pp. 295-303.
frg&haj1o Dolengo, "Impressionistychnyj liryzm v suchasdij
ukrajins'kij prozí," ÇÞ"rto"Vj rnfj"tfr, No. 1- 2 (L924)
p. L73.

only leads to the downfall of the individual.9 In a third
article from that year, Dolengo claimed that Pidmohylrnyj
rÄTas the opposite of Khvyljowyj and that he was a naturalistl_c reall-st'.. l-0
Dolengo also consid^ered Pidmohylrnyj a writer who was

neither revolutionary nor bourgeois. Pidmohyltnyj can best
be described, according to Dolengo, âs an intellectual's
intellectual.
Dolengo saw in Pidmohyl'nyj the whole spectrum of human e>q)erience from the tragic to the tragicomic.
Dolengo also wrote that there was a prevailing skepticism
and pessimism in Pidmohyl'nyj's writing=.fl
Yurij Lavrinenko supports Dolengo's first position,
agreeing that skepticism and pessimísm, comparable to that
found in the writings of Andreyev and pshybyshevskyj, are
found in the writings of Pidmohyl'nyj. Lavrinenko, however,
tries to make this skepticism and pessimism seem positive
somehow with lines like, 1'This is the healthy skepticism
and pessimism of a writer who sees the incapabilit.y, defeat
and doom of man in his
The end result of this vision
"ra. "12
of mankind, according to Lavrinenko, is a society "that with

10

11
T2

, "Trahedija nepotribnoji trahichnosty, " Chervonyj
shljakh, No.4-5 (1924), pp. 264-272.
, "Notatky do istoriji zhovtnevoji prozy ta eposur,'
ZÞovtneWj "¡irryt (1924\, p. 110.
A. Leites and M. Jashek, Desjat,rokiv_ukrajins'koji
]fleratury tigli - I9r) (
Yurij Lavrinenko, Rozstriljana vidrodzhennja (Munich,
1959), p. 446.

B

a cold, painfully developed peace will accept and will bless
death

writes that many of the critics from
the twenties more or less shared the same views on pidmohyl'nyj as did Dolergo,14 there were individuals who differed,/in
this regard. Serhij Jefremov was one of these. Jefremov,
fairly early in Pidmohyl'nyj's career, called him the most
contemporary of all Ukfainian writers. According to Jefremov, Pidmohyl'nyj's literature was based on blind incj-dents
or accidents of fate, where the individuals involved believed
that they controlled their own insig:nificant lives.15 Jefremov disagreed with Dolengo, claiming that there was no pessimism in Pidmohyl'nyj's literature.
"He is not at all a
pessimist and his philosophy does not at all remind one of
the graveyard moaning of the enamoured 'superfluous peopler'
Hamletized paralytics with¡ âs Lesia Ukrainka put it, shin-l
ing eyes."*- fefremov believed that pidmohyt'nyj's- strength
as a writer fay in the fact that he presented the contemporary individual as he/she reaIly was.
He does not go off to the side for the actions,
he does not wander among insignificant details,
but goes straight to the point
to present
the contemporaly person with his uncertainty,
waverings, infatuations, fatalisfr¡ inclination
Though Kostjuk

ç,

13. rbid.
14" Kostjuk , "Va1erijan Pidmohyl'nyj," p. 283.
15. Serhij Jefremov, Istorija ukrajins'koho pys'menstva,
VoI. II (4tfi ed., Kiev-Leipzig, L9L9), p. 398"
16. rÞ!d. , p.4O2.

because even the Revolutowards mysticism
with _hjs apathy,
tion has its own mysticism
even to a certain kind of deathwish. r/

Burghardt saw Pidmohyl'nyj's characLers as variations
on the Quasimodo theme, or in other words, social rejects.lB
Doroshkevych wrote that Pidmohyl'nyj "does not reflect life
but recreates it, searching in it for some kinã of final

goal, which ís hidden from us. "f9 ïn another article Doroshkevych wrote that
Pidmohyl'nyj \^/as basically a realist with a great deal of
impressionism in his work. Doroshkevych also believed that
Pidmohyl'nyj was influenced by Chekhov.20
Feliks Jakubovs'kyj believed that Pidmohyl'nyj developed out of Chekhov and Vynnychenko, but he was critical
of Pidmohyl'nyj, claiming that "with regardtolsubiect matter, he
is pa1lid and ideologì-ca1ly not clear .'2I
sense, some kind of distant, idealistic

Vùhile discussing Pidmohyl'nyj's Problema khliba (The

Problem of-Bread), I. Lakuza wrote that the story was very

well written, but that it did not capture life as it really
L7

Ib-id., p.

1B

O. BurhardL , Review of Vi j s'kowyj litun.
Chervonyj shljakh, Nos .

L9

O. Doroshkevych, "Literaturnyj rukh na Ukrajini v 1924

20

, Pidruchnyk istoriji ukrajins'koji literatury
(3rd ed. , Kharkiv-Kiev, L927) , p. 318.
Feliks Jakubovs'kyj, "Do kryzy v ukrajins'kij khudozhnij prozí," Zhyttja i revolujutsija, No. 1 (L926),
p. 45.

2I.

403.
Opovid.ann j a,

T.," p. 66.

10
\.,üas.

22

of the more innovative articles about Pidmohylrnyj and his writings was written by A. Muzychka. This
article was written from a Freudian position and everything
is seen in terms of Freudian symbolism. Muzychka also
believed that there was a continuous pattern in Pidmohyt'nyj's work and that it can all bê unravelled using Freud.
As Pidmohylrnyj fel-l further and further into disfavour with the Party, the Party critics started to criticize him more and more. Andrij Xhvylja accused him of being
a nationalist.24 Korjak claimed that Pidmohyl'nyj's writings reflected kurkul-izm.25 The Bryhada group claimed that
Pidmohyl'nyj \^ras an anarchist and a Trotskyite and, there.26
fore¡ âD enemy of the State.-Because the Communist Party censors have banned Pidmohyl'nyj.'s writiogs, the articles ín Soviet books written
after his arrest and sentencingr are slanted to make him and
his writings look as negative as possible. An example of
One

22

I. Lakyza, Review of lroblema khl-iba, Zhyttja i revoljutsija, Ño. L2 (1926), pF

23

A. Muzychkar "Tvorcha metoda Valerijana Pidmohyl'no-hor"
Chervonyj shljakh, No. 10 (1930), pp. 107-L2L, and Nos.
IL - 12 (1930) , pp. L26-137.
Hordyns'kyi, Literaturna krytyka pidsovjets'koji Ukrajiny, p. 77.
V. Korjak, "Khudozhnja literatura na suctrasnomu etapi
sotsijalístychnoho budiwnytstvar " Chervonyj shljakh,
No. 5 (1931), pp. 69-77 and No. 6 (1931), pp. 83-BB.
Bryhada, Review of Petro Kolesnyk's Review of Valerijan
Pidmohyl'nyj, Lim (Kharkiv, L932) , p. 32.

24
25

26
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this is the cliscussion of Pidmohyl'nyj in the official Istor]ja ukrains'koji radjans'koji literatury (rhe History of
Ukrainian Soviet Literature) " The author of the article
sees the influence of Andreyev, and the pessimism and the
skepticism, as well as the "Tragedy of unnecessary trag"dy."27
Pidmohyl'ny.j's writings are ful1 of "individualistic incommunicativeness and subjectivism.uZB His main characters are
essentially alienated beings that were created "in the spirit
of sickly psychology."29 pidmohyl'nyj is graphic testimony
to "how strongly certain writers held in their jaws the
traditions of the bourgeois decadent, naturalistic method in
literature. " 30
Istoriia ukrajins'koji literat¡¡¡y (The History of
Ukrainian Literature) follows the traditional line in denouncing Pidmohyl'nyj, but does so for different reasons- Pidmohyltnyj's major fault was that he !'generally concentrated
his attention on negative happenings (.literary Bohemia,
street people, unusual people, and so forth); he did not
know how to see and recreate the positive processes that
represented the face of the proletarian city-"31

27
2B

29.
30

31

Akademija Nauk USSR, Istorija ukrajins'koji radjans'
koji lileratury (riev, ffi

rbid.
rbid.
rbid.
f

¡gtorija t¡t<rajins'f

(Kiev, 1970), p" 336.

, Vol- vI

12

pidmohyl'nyj, though they
do not fol1ow a strict lìne, do not shed any greater light
on Pidmohyl'nyj and on what his writings are alI about.
Lavrinenko writes that in Pidmohyl'.ryj's early works there
are traces of expressionism which disappear in ¡,listo.32
This is contrary to the beliefs of many critics of the twenties who refer to Pidmohylrnyj as an impressionist.33 yurij
trVestern commentators on

1ll

Bojko allud.es to Pidmohyl'nyj as a nationalist.'o

Ohloblyn-

Hlobenko wrote that Pidmohyl'nyj is a neo-realist yet his

early works aïe naturalistic with elements of impressionism
?(
and expressionism."" This is very similar to what Hal-rchuk
had written six years earlier.
Valerijan Pidmohyl'nyj started with psychological
stories where naturalistic elements were united
with impressionistic fixations of separate sensations; the most descriptive features, here and
there not without influence of the lyricalr âs
they called it, 'ornamental' prose (Works, l-920).
The next stage in the development of this prose
writer is marked with his putting on the first
plane the solitary person in the worId., that
looks on everything through a prism of his/her
pain, suffering (maybe under the influence of the
German Expressionists) . Jb

32

33
34

35

36

Lavrinenko, Rozstriljane vidrodzhennja, p. 446.
Kostjuk, "Va1erijan Pidmohyl'nyj," p. 287.

Yurij Bojko, "Nevelychka drama na tli disnosty 2O-ykh
rokivr" Vyþ¡grre, Vol. I (Munich , I97J_) , pp. 195-210.
M. Ohloblyn-Hlobenko, "Ukrajinjs'ka proza I92O - pochatku 1930 rokiv," Istoryko-literaturni statti, Vol.
CLXVII of Zapysky naukovoho tovarystva imeny Shevchenka (¡lunich, 1958), p. 93.
Dl. Hal' chuk, Literaturne
kij Ukra"hy!q_g__!_g_j.idsovjets'
jini, VoI. f : Pr
W.
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Generally, most of the commentators on pidmohyl,nyj
agree that his novel Misto was his best work as a writer.
However, the opinions voiced about Misto are just as varied
as those about Pidmohylfnyj himself. soviet party commentators, in keeping with the policy of denouncing everything
about Pidmohyl'nyj, denounce the novel whenever they deal
with it.. one of the first peopre to denounce the novel was
Mykhajlo Mohyljans'-kyj. He craimed that the novel had no
redeeming sociar value because the characters were not convincing, while the novel- itself had nothing to do with the
realíty that Mohyljans'kyj =.r.37
This is in direct contrast to what Nikovs'kyj wrote
about Misto.

He claimed that some of the characters are

definitely based on real- people that pidmohyl'nyj and others
knew in Kiev and that is how pidmohyl'nyj 's f riend.s viewed
Lhe novel.38 Nikovs'kyj also wrote that there is no basic
difference between the people from the city and those from
the villag:es_. The only difference between them is that the
village youth has a different political a\,varenes".39 The
theme of the novel, according to Nikovs'kyj, is the illustration of how an oïganism that is removed from one set of
surroundings and is placed into another set adapts itself

37

Mykhajlo Mohyljans'kyj, "Ni mista ni sela ....r"
vonyj shljakh, Nos. 5 - 6 (1929) , pp. 273-275.

3B

Andrij Nikovs'kyj r "Pro 'Ir{isto' V. pidmohyl, noho,
Zhyttja i revolutsija, No. 10 (1928) , p. 111.
Ibid., p. 106.

39

Cher-

14

to the second set. Later the organism returns to the original set only to find itself al-ien there.40 stepan was
this organism that totally adapted itserf to the urban environment forgetting everything from the viIIage. However,
he did gain something in Nikovs'kyj's eyes. What he did
gain was knowledge, which wourd. be the basis for his novel
about p"opl".41 Nikovs'kyj arso wrote that stepan's career
\,vas totally accidental and unjustified, despite the fact
that stepan was a blind egotist and an unscrupulous careerist.42 He also claimed that stepan was the new person that
had no knowledge of traditional morar varues and that everything he did was geared towards his own betterment. However,
according to Nikovs'kyj, pidmohylrnyj did not want the reader
to judge stepan because,firstly, stepan is st.irl developing
as a human being, and.,secondly, because stepan is a product
of his eïa, that is the era of the twenties.43
In Ukrajinsfka radjals'Ea entsyklopedija (The Ukrainian, soviet. Encyclopedia) ; there is only a one-sentence statement about the novel. "rn the novel Misto (Lg27), he showed
a misunderstanding of the New Economic policy; he pitted Lhe
village against the city .-"44
40
4L
42

43
44

Ibid., p. 108.
Iþi_d. , p. 10 B.
Ibid., p. t0B.
Ibid., p. 109.
Ad.kademi ja Nauk_Ul_Sl, Ukf?jiTrs I ka radjans,ka enLsyklopedija, VoI. VII (Xievffi

15

A more colorful description appears in Istorija

ukra-

jins'koji

radjans'koji literatury, where Stepan Radchenko is
portrayed as a careerist and a materialist. All he did in
the city, according to the authors was to precure for himself a comfortable life consisting of money, fame, soft job,
and lovers. Pidmohyl'nyj delves into the turbid depths of
Freudianism ín order to come up with the philosophy that promotes,"eternity" and the baser instincts of man, which the
authors believe is pessimistic.45
In Istorija ukrajins'koji literatury, Stepan is descríbed in a similar manner as a "narcisstic egotist and a
careerist, a person without morals and without responsibilities. t' '"
Holubjeva claims that the novel is a failure because
Pidmohyl'nyj does not show the era more fully. She claims
that Pidmohyl'nyj shows a fairly complete picture of Stepan,
including his creative work and aesthetic views on the era
and on the literature of that t me, but she cannot find an
adequate reason for Stepanrs actions in the novel. Another
fault that she finds in the novel is the fact that Pidmohylrnyj does not make any sweeping generalizations thaL would
describe the era in accordance with the political bias that
she is echoing.4T Stepan is a totally negative character in
¿.6,

45
46

47

ukrajins'koji radjans'koji literatury, p. 141.
, Vol. VI, P. 336.
I"torij" "t t"ji"s'Lo
z. S. Holubjeva, Ukrajins'kyj radjans'kyj roman 20-ykh
rokiv (Kharkiv, 1967) , p. I25.
Istorija
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her view. she describes him as a person "who is unbalanced,
egotistical, a person of momentary moods far from the new
life, a careerist, a person who adapts things for his own
4A

needs . . . . tt'"

western interpretations are much more diverse, but

they are equally

disputable. Har-'chuk compares Misto and
Stepan Radchenko to Balzac's work.
The high point of pidmohyl'nyj's creativity is his novel- Misto (1928) | witfr its graceful composition, serene and thrifty unfolding of
the subject, with its refined selection of 1anguage (here are evident influences of the French
realist school of prose). The hero, a village
boy, the student Stepan Radchenko, fights foi
his fate in Kiev during the time of N.f.p. and
Ukrainianization. He tries to conquer the city
in the same manner Bal-zac's heroes did, and hiã
career, like the path of Balzacrs heroes, is not
without sacrj-fices (Tamara, Zos'ka). 49
ohloblyn-Hlobenko sees the novel essentiarly as a
story about a poor, formerly oppressed, village boy who
makes it big in the city after going through and surviving

great obstacles. According to ohloblyn-Hlobenko, the first
obstacle that stepan had to face was the fact that he was
going to a city that was largely dominated by a foreign element; but in the end, after working hard, stepan does become
part of city life and, after becoming a writer, he is able
to get recognition and material security. According to
ohloblyn-Hlobenko, stepan'|s victory over the city is symbo4B

49

Ibid., p. L47.
Hal'chuk, Literatulng zhyttja na pidsovjets'kij
jini, vo1. r, p. 27.,

Ukra-
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lized by his conquering of Rita.50
George Luckyj sees Stepan Radchenko, at the end of

the noveI, as being a totally positive character. stepan,
in Luckyjrs eyes, has been abre to overcome everything he
found in the city including the bureaucracy, prostitution,
and corruption.5l This apparently symborizes the triumph of
the good village boy over the city and the inherent evil
found there.
John Fizer echoes Luckyj's beriefs ' and adds some anticommunism of his o\,vn in an attempt to make stepan seem like
a noble figure surrounded by a corrupt city.
V.lerijan Pidmohyl'nyj's The City (1928)
. another
is
tribute to the ukralnïan Çfl1age,
hence, to the peasants' moral superiority over
the city corrupted by the Communist reforms.
Stepan Radchenko, a young village Iad, comes to
Kiev with the intension of acquiring a higher
education. His worl-d view, his ideas about
society, are a product of his peasant upbringing.
He is limited in his speculative abíl-ity, his
reaction to the problems he encounters are often
naive, but his,common sense judgrment is always
to the point, Kiev after the Revolution, instead
gf being regenerated, has all the signs of moral
degeneration. Bureaucracy, bribery, prostitution are more widespread than ever. yet, Rad.chenko, a symbol of the uncorrupted life in the
village, heroically fights all such vices_4nd
thus demonstrates his moral superiority. )¿

50

Ohloblyn-Hlobenko, "Ukrajins'ka proza Lg20 - pochatku
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Luckyj,
Ç9orge
(Freeport, New lftgrary
York,
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1930 rokiv," p. 103.
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John Fízer, "Ukrainian Writersr Resistance to
Thought Patterns, No. 6 (1959), p. 78.
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The opposite view is held by yurij Sherekh. The only

victor, in his eyes, is the city and the victory that can be
attributed to stepan comes from the fact that stepan had
divested himself of everything that was related to the village. Stepan became a total urbanite. Sherekh also believed
that Pidmohyl'nyj welcomes this triumph of the city.53 He
also believed that in the novel there is a "tendency towards
irony, towards skepticism, but on the first plane appeared a
greedy interest in life, in the diversity of people, and their
feelings and. reactions. "54
Lavrinenko claimed that the novel was written in a
style similar to Balzac or de l{aupassant. According to Lavrinenko, the novel proved that in a socialist city, the better qualities of the village character disappear, whire the
worse one of the citv develop.55
The problem with the criticism,of pidmohyl'nyj is that
it deal s w'ith general 'i zati ons ;
Pidmohyl!nyj deals with basically "reaI" people and not with dogmas or stock storybook
characters that can be easily divided into groups of black
and white, or good and evil.
His characters aïe individuars
and not embodiments of broad general-izations. pidmohyl'nyj's
purpose in writing the novel Misto was an attempt to create
an ukrainian urban literature and in this way bridge the gap
53
54

55

Yurij Sherekh, "Ljudy i ljudyna," in his Nê dlja ditej
(New York, L964) , p. 86.
litera, "Bilok i joho zaburennjar" Ukrajinsk'ka
turna hazeta, No . 9 (27) (L957) , pþ. -T:2 .
Lavrinenko, Rozstfiljane: vidrodzhennja, p. 44G.
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between the village and the city in the ukrainian psyche.

I wrote Misto because I love the city and
I do not see myself nor my work apart trom it.
I wrote it in order to bring together the city
and the Ukrainian psyche, in order to make it a
concrete part of it. And when a group of critics accuses me of supporting the peasant hatred
of the city, then f can accuse myself of inqratitude towards the vi1lage. But we have liied
for too long underneath the thatched straw roofs
to remain their romanlici zers. 56
eidmohyl'nyj, in rejecting the return to the villages,
also rejected the return. - to nature. only dreamers still
believe that in going back to nature will happiness be for:nd.
These dreamers are individuals who want to avoid. the reali-ty
around. them altogether.
Nature is and wi]I be one of the most weIcome shelters, where those oppïessed by reality
seek appeasement. She seems far from the noisv
wars, simple and at the same time wondrous.
The root of this feeling
a deep atavism,
flavored with a naive belief that the past was
better than the present. And nature stands
before the eyes of a dreamer, âs a symbol of
the most distant pasþ. therefore, the happiest
time of human life. 5 t
soviet critics write that pidmohyilnyj "pitted
the village against the city," they fail to point out two
important points. The first is that pidmohyl'nyj castigated
both the city and the village for essentially the same reason. They both promote alienation. stepan, because he was
when

56
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From an article

published in Universal I n zhurnal, No.
(1929), cited by Holubjeva, UEEãif nsìl
radi ans 'k
roman 20-ykh rokiv, p. 165.
Valerijan Pidmohyl'nyj , ',Bez sterna, " Zhyttja i revoljutsija,tNo. 1 (L927), p. 42"
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an orphan' was not given a place in rurar- soci_ety
because
he did not have any famiriar- ties. As a resurt,
he was con_
tinually left on the outside of this society.
This developed

anti-social feelings in him. In the city, he
could not get
rid of these feelings and,, therefore, he continued
to be
alienated until he could start to relate to people
and acæpt
himself for what he was.
The second thing that the soviet critics

fair to point
out is that pidmohyl'nyj emphasizes peopte, rather
than some
political or socio-economic doctrine. The character
of the
city is determined by the type of people who live
there. The
same hor-ds true for the village.
The village is the type of
place the villagers want it to be. pidmohyilnyj
ends up com_
paring the people of the village and the city,
not because
they are both guilty of the same sort of actions,
both groups
l-ook similar, and, therefore, no great distinction
can be
made between the two.
pidmohyl'nyj rejected the rurar
option because he saw
it as a return to the past rather than the building
of the
future. virrage society is buirt on familial relationships,
while the society of lg@
is based on strongl
individuals- The soviet party line is to promote
a society
based on the mass rather than a society
based on the indivi_
dual and, therefore, pidmohyl'nyj has to be iondemned.
Horubjeva seems to contradict herself when
she says
that eidmohyl'nyj shows the reader his hero,s inner
thinking
and life' but that there is no adequate explanation

for his
actions. Her second criticism is.also one that
lacks credi__
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pidmohyl'nyj's novel is about his main character
and how he relates to his surround.ings. He relates to specific concrete events and people, rather than vague philosophical generalizations
Essentially, she is criticizing stepan Radchenko because he is human and not some mythical socialist realist
worker who sticks to one job for forty-five years without
questioning anything in rife. Her accusations are either
unfounded or meaningless. condemning stepan because he
adapts things for his own need.s, means that she is condemning everybody who is resourceful and innovative. She claims
that stepan is a careerist. To a certain extent this is
true, but it is not stepan's careerism that got him places.
stepan started out as a cultural worker who decided to
improve himself and so went to the rnstitute in Kiev. Here
he started to write and come into contact with other writers.
They elected him
secretary of the magazine because they
fert he was competent enough to do the job. His talent got
him there, not his careerism. Holubjeva totally avoids this
side of his character and other intricacies of his character.
, The problem with ohroblyn-Hlobenko's commentary is the
fact that the novel is somewhat more complicated than he
makes it. out to be and also in the fact that stepan does not
conquer Rita. rn fact, he is afraid of her and he is qlad
that she is not staying in Kiev for very long
Fizer claims that stepan is morally superior to the
other people of the city. i'leverthe,less, Stepan is just as
cruel and as heartless as the others. He jilts zosrka after
bility"
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leading her on and still e>çects her to be waiting for him.
The only difference between stepan and the other people in
the novel is that stepan feels guilty after he learns of
Zos'kats suicide, while nobody else seems to
"-r".58
is not the basis for any moral superiority.

This

Stepanrs victory, if there is one, is not that he gets

rid of the village in himsetf, but that he has gone through
the whol-e spectrum of human experience, which nobody erse in
the novel can say that he/she has done. The city has not -trÈ
it is still populated by people who are essentially non-creative beings and who strive to avoid all responsibilities whire living in their o\¿rn escapist fantasies.
umphed because

Both Lavrinenko and Fizer fail to realize that for

a

long time before "socj-al-ism" was established or even thought
of, writers, especially the early nineteenth century romantic
writers, had been claiming that the industrial city was an
evil place, and that only in the pastoral villages and countrysides was "good" revered. -pid.mohyilnyj wanted to get rid
of this romantic vision of life in the . villages and this is
especially evident in his early short stories.
Lavrinenko and Fizer also fair to realize that the
city that Pidmohyl'nyj is presenting is a direct continua-

tion of the czarist city. The social problems are stilr the
same. The alienation which caused people to remain solitary
beings in Artsybashev's Sanin and in Kuprin's yama (The
Pit), both of which were written before the Revolution, is
58

Pidmohyl'nyj, Misto, p. 254.
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also found in Pidmohyl'nyj's city. The city, itself, has
not changed at all. The same establishments are still open,
The
emphasizing the continuation of the same lifestyle.
most graphic example of this is Maximr=r59 a cafe open before
the Revolution and still open after it, frequented now by NEP
*"n.60 The political implications that Lavrinenko and Fizer
' attack aqainst the Soviet
raise are nothinq more than a
Union.
The major problem with tlre criticism of Pidmohylrnyj

is that nobody deals with the intricacies of his characters
or of his writings. The critics generally deal with his
writings veïy superficially and emphasize whatever suits
their needs instead of dealing with the whole work. Not one
of the commentators mentioned dealt with the topic of romanlyþa vitaizmu in Pidmohyl'nyj's work, yet he was one of the
first supporters of this doctrine.
Vlhen dealing with the main characters in Misto, the
sane is seen again. Stepan is categorized as either good or

59

At Maxim's cafe a p1ump, fascinating Roumanian mad.e his
violin whistle like a nightingale; his gorgieous eyes
sad and languorous with bluish whites, and his hair like
velvet. The lights, shaded with gypsy shawls, cast two
white electric light downwards,
sorts of light
orange light upwards and sideways. The ceiling was
draped star-like with swathes of dusty blue sil-k, huge
diamonds glittered and rich auburn Siberian furs shone
from dim, intimate corners. "And it smelled of roasted
coffee, sweet vodka and French perfume. Mikhail Bulgakov, !Þg__Wbttg-__guafg, translated by Michael Glenny
(London, I97L) , p. 52.
Pidmohyl'nyj, Misto, p. zIL.
:
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evil. Everything that Stepan does in the novel cannot be
justified, but he does do some positive things. condemning
him for just one side of his character, or praising him for
one side of his character is onì! a partial evaluation.,:-, stepan
is a much more complicated character than that and should be

treated as such.

CHAPTER TT

The Ukrainian City in the I92Ot

s

The soviet ukraine in the rg2o,s was trying to rebuild
and recover from the devastating war of the previous decade
and the subsequent civil warr âs well as trying to buil-d a

socialist state. vüar communism, as it had been practised
during the civil war, had not stimulated the economy. Farmers produced only what they needed for themselves and did
not produce for trade. rndustrial production, due to a
shortage of raw materials, also felI.
rn order to stimutate
industrial productivity in the cities and agricurtural productivity in the countryside, N.E.p. (New Economic poricy)
Ìdas instituted.
N.E.P. \{as geared to help the small private entrepreneur in the city (who employed less Lhan twenty people) and
the family farm operations and cottage industries in the villages- Because ñ.8.p. was geared to pacify the peasantry, a
debate raged within the communist party about the validity
of the program and how it was going to help build the utopian socialist state. Those in favor of the program arg.ued
that this was the only way to build the socialist state.
They believed that the only way to have a strong industrial
capacity would be first to have a strong "grassroots" industrial base. This could be achieved. only through N.E.p. The
small entrepreneur wourd buy the raw materiars necessary
from the state and produce finished products wh.ich wourd be
distributed through the various state-owned. outlets. As the
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small entrepreneur would start to e:<pand, he/she
would be_
come more intertwined with the state-owned
i_ndustries until
the two wour-d finally merge- rn this wây, strong,er,
largescale industrial development would take prace.
The problem
with this sort of development was that it was a
long time in
coming, while the opposition to N.E.p. wanted
large-scare
industriar development to take place i-mmediately,
bypassing
'the development
of the grassroots.
N'E'p' was also frowned on by some of the party
members because i-t was a policy first promoted by
the Menshevik
faction' The party hardliners also disapproved
of N.E.p.
because it guaranteed a set price to the agriculturarproducers, but did not guarantee a price to the industrial
pro_
ducers- This was seen as a selr-out to the peasantry
because
it placed them in a privileged position.
N'E'p-, however, did succeed. in getting industry going
ag"ain in the soviet union, but it did have
some negative side
effects' All the 'ferons ; and the speculatorst
who had gone
rrnderground during the Revorution, surfaced
again, hop,ing to
make large speculative profits and live
rike the rich had
done before the Revolution. They succeeded.
This, in turn,
led to fairly widespread corruption. The N'pmen,
as they
!üere calledr propagated this corruption, not
caring about
what would happen to them if the government
ever decided to
clamp down on N'E'p' Most NEpmen never expected
N.E.p. to
last for any great length of timer so they were making
the
best of the situation, spending their profits as
soon as
they cao'e in- This, in a roundabout wêy, helped
to streng-
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then the economy because it kept the money moving. people
inlere buying and selling rather than hoarding their money,
which was now soviet paper money instead of czarist gold.
People, leery of paper money, knew from past experiences

with czarist paper currency, that commodities were much more
valuable in times of crisis and this became another reason
behind the great spending spree.
The second task of N.E.p. was to bring the peasantry
and the urban proletariat closer together by showing them

that by working together they uzould be able to create the
utopian socialist state where they wourd be equal partners.
-This dj-d not take place. The split between the two giroups
widened during N.E.P. as the urban and the rural economies
were being reorganized. The guaranteed price that the agricultural producers received created a scissors effect on the
economy. rn the beginning of N.E.p., the rural populus was
in a better economic position, but as N.E.p. progressed, the
urban proletariatrs standard of livinq rose.
Real- wages of the workers in terms of purchasing power were only 69.1 percent of the 1913
level in L923-4. Thereafter, there was a
steady rise to 85.1 percent in Lg24-5, to 108.4
percent in 1926-7, and 11I.1 percent in Ig27-9.
Moreover, in the latter years of N.E.p. the
worker was eating more than in I9I3, and his
working day fe1l from 8.5 hours in L92L Lo 7.46
hours in tgZl-e. 1

Leonard schapiro, rtte co* uni=t p"rt
(London, 1960), p.f

thê soviet i4io4,
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There was a similar increase in the standard of living for the peasantry. Grain production in 1926 - rg27 was
62 percent greater than the grain production in 1913. How-

ever, there was only a 26.3 percent increase in the grain
marketed in Lg26 - rg27 over Lgr3.2 schapiro claims that the
peasant used the rest of the grain for his or^rn purposes, thus
increasing his own standard of living.
Private industry went the road that the supporters of
N-E-P- claimed it would. rn L923-1924, roughly one-third
of the industry was in private hands. By 1926 - rg27, this
percentage had slipped to 20.8 percent.3 with N.E.p., many
new job opportunities opened up in the cities and because of
this' many peasants left their subsistence farming operations
to come to the city in search of work. Joining them in the
search were those workers who had earlier left the cities
during the war years. unfortunately, there vrere not enough
jobs for all the work force. rn rg27 -rg2}, there were about.
one million unemployed, most of whom were peasants who had
come to the cities.4
The influx of peasantry to the cities created a whore
new series of problems in the soviet ukraine. Although ethnic ukrainians \,,¿ere in a majority position throughout the
country, they were predominantly a rural group. Less than

2

3
4

Ibid., p. ??o
rbid. , p. 332.
rbid. , p" 332.
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10 percent v/ere found in the cities.

The Russian community

living in the Ukraine, however, was generally an urban
group, and though they were onry a minority, they dominated
the urban scene. They made up 44 percent of the urban population compared to the ukrainians who made up only 36 percentoftheurban population.5 These are figures from the Lg2s
census. The influx of the peasantry into the cities was so
great that according to the 1926 census the balance had
shifted to favor the Ukrainian element. Ukrainians accounted
for 42 percent of the urban populatíon in Kiev, while the Russian element accounted for only 24 percent. rn Kharkiv, the
ukrainian element made up 38.3 percent and the Russian 37
percent. rn Dnipropetrovsk, the ukrainian erement made 35.9
percent while the Russian element accounted for 31.5 percentf
such a rapid change in the population did not help to
improve the rel-ationships between- the peasantry and the
urban populatíon. This was not aided by the fact that due
to a stringent Russification program instigated by the czarist regime, culminating with the banning of the ukrainian
printed word in r876, Eastern ukrainian cities v¡ere fairly
extensively Russified. Russian bureaucrats had been imported
from Russia, while ukrainian bureaucrats who wished to ad.vance in the czarist regíme all-owed themselves to be Russified. Despite this, there was a strong and continuous proRobert S. Sullívant., Sowiet politics
(L9I7 - L9571 (New uorÇ

and the Ukraine

V. Kubijovych, "The National Groups on Ukrainian Ethnic
Territory", Ulirainian Concise Encvclopedia, Vol. I, p. 2].6.
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ukrainian movement in the l-ate nineteenth century. Though
it developed through many different stages, its effectiveness
and support among the proletariat and. the peasantry has to
be questioned" Jevhen Chykalenko's reminicenses give witness
to this in a joke.
ff the train from Kiev to poltava which carried
delegates for the unveiling of the monument to
the poet Kotliarevsky in 1903 had crashed, this
would have meant, it was said jokingly, the end
of the Ukrainian movement for a long time; nearly
all the leading personalities of the movement
travelled in two cars on the train. 7
The city was seen as a symbot of domination by the
peasantry, andrtherefore, it was a negative place. This led
to a feeling of ill will on both sides a¡d a hatred of the
other. The peasantry, partly jealous of what seemed to them
to be a better material life in the city and partly antagonistic towards the urban dwellers because they saw their
lives being run and controlled by the cities, developed an
antagonism towards everything and everyone associated with
urban life.
An example of the anLagonism between the peasantry and the urban population can be found in the writinqs of
Peter Skorevetanskii from 1919.
The city rules the village and the city is
f'alien". The city draws to itself almost all
the wealth and gives the village almost nothing
in return. The city extracts taxes which nevei
return to the Ukrainian viIlage. fn the city
one must pay bribes to be freed from scorn and
red tape. In the city are warm fires, schools,
theaters, and music plays. The city is expensively dressedr ðrs for a holiday; iL eats and
rvan Rudnltskyj , "The Role of th-e ukraine in Modern Historyr" Slavic Review, Vol. XXII, No. 2 (1963), p. 2O:-.
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drinks well; many people promenade. In the
village there is nothing besides hard work,
impenetra-ble darkness, and misery. The city
is aristocratic, it is alien. It is not ours,
not Ukrainian. B
The feelinEs of the city dwellers, especially those
of Russian ancestry, towards the peasantry \iüas equally harsh.
An example of this is found. in Bulgakov's The White Guard,
where Bulgakov describes life in Kiev in l91g d.urinq the
Civil Idar.
They neither knew nor cared about the
real Ukraine and they hated it with aIl their
heart and soul. And whenever there came
vag-ue rumors of events from that mysterious
place called 'the countryr, rumors that the
Germans were robbing the peasants, punishing
them mercilessly and mowing them down by
machine-gun fire, not only was not a single
indignant voice raised in defence of the
Ukrainian peasant but, under silked lampshades
in drawing-rooms they would bare their Leeth
in a wolfish grin and mutter:
Serves them right! And a bit more of
that sort of treatment wouldn't do 'em anv
harm êither. I'd give it 'em even harder.
That'11 teach them to have a revolution
didnrt want their own masters, so novr they
have a taste of another! 9

can

The peasants lvere coming to a Russified. city, and they

did not like this. They wanted a ukrainian city since the
cities were on Ukrainian territory.
The Ukrainian Communist
Party agreed with this, and it instituted a program of ukrainianization. This program \iras supposed to make the cities more
ukrainian and to ease the tensions between the urban prore-

Sullivant, Soviet Politics and the Ukraine
p. 332.
Bulgakov, TÞg_vûhile Guard, p. 56,
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tariat and the rurar peasantry. This program involved items
like changing the language of government from Russian to
ukrainian to teaching factory workers ukrainian. This pro_
readily accepted by the ukrainian side of the popu_
lati-on, but it. did not meet with a great deal of enthusiasm
from the Russian side- The program ar-so brought into question what kind of ukrainian language should be brought to
the cities- of the two options that vüere open, one was the
gram was

lan9uage spoken by the peasantry, generally an i1l-iterate
lot, speaking a dialect understood only in specific rocales,

while the other one !ùas a literary

language, spoken by almost

no one.
The rurar-urban problems were responsible for the
rise of another debate in the soviet ukraine. various rÍter_

ary groups were arguing among themselves about what the ideal
future ukrainian communist was going to be like and where
the starting point for the development of this idear being
\^ras. Some groups like pluh (plough) claimed that the ideal
future ukrainian communist should be based on the ukrai_nian
peasant because the peasant, they argued, best
retained the
traditional ukrainian characteristics. other groups such
as
Hart claimed that the peasant was not superior to the fac_
tory worker- They incruded. everyone in their formula for

the creation of the idear ukrainian commr:nist. The AspanFut
(Association of pan Futurists) stressed the concept
of a
world revolution rather than merery a purely ukrainian o.r".10
10

clarence Manning, Twentieth century__ukra¿ne,
1951) , p. LlZ.
--

(New

york,

,1

During this debate many different manifestoes \,rere written
with various writers signing them and proclaiming their

allegience to this or that concept.
western infruences did not help to unite the rural_
and the urban groups. rn western Europe, industriarization
lras more or less complete in the twenties and the debate cen_
tered on whether the industriar cíty was a positive erement
in life or not. The two most vocal personalities in this
debate were F. T. Marinetti and oswald spengl_er who took
opposing sides. The irony about this debate is that both
ended up supporting fascism.
Marinetti and the rest of the rtalian Futurist movement welcomed the new industrial city with open arms. They
accepted everything that the industrial city had to offer
and called on the poets of the future to write about the
wonders of the industrial world.
We will sing the great masses agitated
by-work, pleasurê¡ oï revolt; \^/e wili sing the
multicolored and polyphonic surf, of revolùtions in modern capitals; the nocturnal vibrations of arsenals and docks beneath their glar_
ing electric moons; greedy stations devouríng
smoking serpents; factories hanging from the
clouds by the threads of their smoÈe; bridges
like_ giant glzmnasts stepping over sunny rivers
sparkling like diabolical cutlery; advãnturous
steamers scenting the horizor-i large-brea5ted
locomotives bridled with long tubeõ, and the
fJight of airplanes whose propellers
-=1ipp9fy
have flaglike flutterings and apptairseè of enthusiastic crowds " 1r

11

T. Marinetti, "The Futuristic Manifestor" in Theories
of Modern Art, ed. Herschell B. Chipp (Los .Angeles; I9J5,
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p. 286.
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spengler saw the city in a totally negative light.
gis ideal person vüas the pastoral villager, who did not

stray beyond the confines of his rural existence. The
industrial cityr on the other hand, \^/as a haven for nomadic
beings who were part of the faceless mass that resided there.
The city dweller was an unproductive being with no respect
for any of the traditionar things of life like religion or
the class structure. spengler saw the city dweller as an
atheist and a sly individual with nothing to of fer .rryorr..12
spengler also proclaimed that Europe was dying and that it.
\,vas in need of a new order. Ho\^rever, this new order was going to be essentially the restoration of the old cl-ass structure.
spenglerrs and -lrlarinetti's proclamations were heard
in the soviet union. one of the individual_s who l_istened
was Mykora Khwyljowyj. Khiryljovyj wrote that there were two
sides to-Europe, a positive side and a negative side, and
that it was this negative side thät was dying. He also
wrote Lhat Europe would be revitalized by the aziiats,kvi.
renesans (Asian Renaissance) as proclaimua uy z"tor.13

Essentially, what alr this meant was that the new soviet curture that was being created, after absorbing the best elements
L2

13

Oswald.SpengleT, "Organic Logic of History,,,in Uodàrn
Eradition, êd. Richard Ellmann and charleË neideïsõñl-

Jr. (New York, L965) , p. 492.
Mykola.Khwyljovyi, "pro Kopernika z Fraenburgu abo abetka azijats'koho renesansu v mystetstvj- (Druhyj lyst do
literaturnoji molodi), " in og:<umenty urrajinsìÉorró komrylÈ3rTrg, ed. Ivan Maj strenko
.
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of western European civirization, like Marx, Darwin, and
Goethe, would create a new culture in vüestern Europe. Nothing, however, was mentioned on how to bring the ukrainian
peasantry and proletariat

croser together. Khwyljovyj, in
fact, had a running battle with the peasant writers that
belonged to the literary organization pluh (plough).
A new type of literature and a new type of hero were
needed for the evolving soviet culture, and so Khvyljovyj
proclaimed his re.@,
a literature of life,
based on the writings of plekhanov. This new hero \¡ras an
independent individual with his/her own thoughts, freedom,
and tale.rt=.f4 Though he generalry avoided the manifestoes
and the politiking that was going on, pidmohyilnyj did sup-

port Khvyljowi in his call. rn Khvyljowyj's vision, there
was no difference between the proletariat and the peasantry
because he dealt with individuals; however, that was still
not enough to bring the two sides,together. Everlrwhere the
gulf between the urban and the rural populus was widening.
As has been stated earlier in the opening chapter,
Pidmohyl'nyj wanted to bridge the gap between the city and

the village in the ukrainian psyche with his nover. pidmohyl,nyj does not write anything positive about the industrial
city, but he does not condemn it either. However, he does
reject the pastorat option by showing it to be just another
escapist dream. rn the novel he shows this through r.evko
I4

Hordyns'kyj , Literaturna krytyka pidsovjets,kp ji llkrainy,

p.

62.
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to go back to the villages and watch the cossacks
riding the steppes again. This is an extremely naive idea
because in the age of the machi-ne, the horseman has been
left behind
who wants

Pidmohyl'nyj's city and life in it are not something
that can be seen in simple. clear-cut terms rike black versus
white, where the village is the white part as the populists
saw it.
rt is a much more complicated place where everything can be found and e>rperienced, both good and evil. The
same is true of the peopre. They are also complicated individuals that cannot be placed into simple categories.
The issues that pidmohyl'nyj deal_s lvith are not the
same political and economic ones that the manifesto writers
as being important. However, they are just as relevant,
if not more relevant, because they are the issues of a contemporary society rather than the society that has yet to be
sa\¡/

created. Pidmohyl'nyj dears with alienation; the confl_icts
between the individual and society, and life in the twentieth
century. Tt is because pidmohyl'nyj dears with the issues
plaguing the twentieth century that ,Jefremov craimed that
Pidmohyl'nyj was the most contemporary of all ukrainian wri-

,15
ters.
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CHAPTER TIT

Pidmohyl'nyj's City
The character of the city as presented by pidmohyl'nyj can be summed up very simply. The city is full of con-

tradíctory elements that somehow are able to co-exist. on
the surface at least, the city is a continually moving,
active place, furl of excitement. rt is fulr of energy and
life, with everything going on at a very fast pace. This is
the first impression that stepan has as he -rrives.l
The
city is swirling around with one action leading into the next
one. what stepan essentially sees is a kaleidoscope of
images and sounds that seem to be going on in a totally chaotic fashion; yet at the same Lime, these images do have an
overall- structure and meaning.
This view of the city can be attributed to the fact
that this is stepanrs first contact with one, and he does
not know what to expect. Because of this, everything goes
by so quickly that he is only abre to grasp certain erements
rather than a whole image. But even after stepan does become accustomed to the city, Kiev is still the same, even at
night, when everybody is supposed to be resting in preparation for the upcoming day. Kiev seems to have so much energy
that the people and the city never have to rest or, rather,
recharge. Everywhere the city is just sounds, movement,
parts of bodies, actions and reactions, lights, colors and
Pidmohyl'nyj , trlisto, p. 16.
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garbled conversations. rt is a continual chemical chain
reaction without a beginning or an end.2

Pidmohyl'nyj's vision of the cityr âs seen through
the eyes of stepan, is not a unique vision. A similar
vision of the city was held by the German Expressionists,
who were almost an exclusively urban group. one of the
best examples of the German Expressionist city, depicted
as total movement, is found in the films of Vüa1ter Ruttmann.
These ,films were very popular, indicating that many people
shared the same view of the city and that it was not just
the iiew of an intellectual elite. A night scene in Ruttman's Berlin: symphony of a Great city looks rike this.
A kaleidoscope arrangement of shots suï_
veys all kinds of sports, a fashion show and
a few instances of boys meeting girls or trying to meet them. The last sequence amor:nts to
a pleasure drive through nocturnal Berlin, luminous with ruthl-ess neon líghts. An orchestra
plays Beethoven,-'the legs of girl dancers perform; Chaplin's legs stumble across a screeni
two lovers t or rather two pairs of legs, make
for the nearest hotel; and finally, a true
pandemonium of legs breaks 1oose; the six-d.av
race going on and on without interruption. 3Ruttmannrs vision of the city shows a much more disjointed city where everything that goes on is part of a

whole (a day in the life of a modern city), but each action
is not directly influenced by the previous action. rn pidmohyl'nyj's city, oD the other hand, everything is somewhat

2. rbid., p. 37.
3, siegfried Kracauer, From caligari to Hitre!
New Jersêy, 1947), p

(princeton,
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more organized with one action directly influencing the sub_

sequent actionr âs in a chemical reaction.

still

somewhat rand.om,

The actions are

but they are much more ordered than
those of Ruttmann's city
'This idea that life in the
city is part of a molecurar
structure involved in a chemical reaction is further emphasized in the novel when stepan admits that he saw the city
as being at the center of a solar system with all the villages
rotating around it.4 The city can also be looked upon as a
dying sun or supernova. rt is e>çanding its brilriant outer
limits and i-s d.rawing smalr-er objects/people towards it, while
the center is dead. pidmohyilnyj's Kiev, on the surface, is
full- of energy, drawing people to itself, but in the inner
city, there is a total vacuum. ft is a cold dark place without any sparks of rife. rt is armost r_ike the calm in the
center of a storm. This is the-area that has to be revitalized by people like stepan who have come to the city in order
to change it.
The outer city is a very deceptive place and provides
only a very superficiar view of the city. The inner city,
on the other hand, is the city that is behind the exterior
facade, and it is here, where the individual is shown as ,,e/
she really is, rather than in the role he/she takes on in
the outer city- The surroundings that a person is found in
are a direct reflection of that person,s character. Kiev's

Pidmohyl 'ny

j , tlisto , p.

160 .
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inner cityr âs portrayed by pidmohyl'nyi, therefore, is a
direct reflection of the peopre that shaped the inner city.
The inner city is not fur-l of rife,

energy, and. sensuality like the outer city is. rt is dark -ld stagnant.
This is the part of the city that is rotting away, and nobody
is doing anything about it. The inhabitants accept it and
leave everything as it is. An example of how the inner city
looks at its worst can be found in the private dining room
that zostka takes stepan to.5 The dining room, itself, was
hidden as part of an underground tunnel system. The waiter
who leads them to their room is described as being perfectly

comfortabre working among atl the decay around him. The
waiter is also described as being a figure without any recog-

nizabl-e characteristics.

The air of the dining room, because

it had nowhere to escape to, is stifling.6
The dining room,
which Ì,vas. essentially a hole beneath the surface of the
earth, had not been cl-eaned, or so it seemed, since the
establishment had been built.
rt was rotting away inside
and smert of vornit, excrement, and spitt wine. The filth of
the establishment, which had been corlecting over a period
of many years, had penetrated the brick war_ls in rayers of
burnt dirt- 7 stepan was repulsed by this prace, whire
Zosrka, a person who had lived totally in the inner city,

5
6

7

Ibid., p.
I_Þid. , p.
Ibid., p.

150.
150.
151.
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accepted it as being nothing out of the ordinary.
she wanted to spend her whole life there. B

fn fact,

vyhors'kyj shows stepan more of the inner city. He
introduces stepan to the way the inner city operates. rn
the beer cellars he points out to stepan how the prostitutes
go about their business, even though prostitution is against
the Iaw. This shows that the people, in their essential selves, have not changed at all. Even though Lhe Revolution
was supposed to have freed people from prostitution and the
need for people to become prostitutes, the prostitute is
still there and so is the customer.
Everything associated with the inner city is negative
because it stops all development and creative progress. The
rnstitute is a prime example of this. The fact that it is
an institute shows that it is limited, with set boundaries.
At first, Borys was not allowed into the rnstitute because
he was the son of a priest. This has nothing to do with his
abilities and his capabilities. Because Borys was outsíde
the rnstitute's frame of referencei , he was not torerated.
only a serect group is tolerated. rn the end this means a
select class of people. The rnstitute also deals exclusively
in statistics and in numbers, totalry avoíding the human
aspect in its program of studies. The ïnstitute has onry
one goal, which is to create good party members and workers
who will follow party directives without questioning them.

8.

fbid.

,

p.

151.
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This is another example of how limited the establishment is.
No new ideas can be created here because the rnstitute is
set up onry for the regurgitation of ideas of the party
instructors.
The outer city/inner

city conflict is found in the
everyday lives of the people of Kiev. For examplei it is
found in Musin'ka's house. The facade of the house€ shows
at first that a happy family l-ives inside, but what is found
inside is the exact opposíte.
Musin'ka's house has to be rooked upon as a museum.
rt serves only as a place where articles like stamps and
books can be corlected and stored. Nobody in the household
had developed fulIy when stepan arrived. Musinfka,s development stopped with her first experience with her father,s
servant' stepan, and only after her meeting with stepan Radchenko does it. continue. Maksym is an individual who never
gre\^r up. Everything has to be the way he wants it to be.
Maksym could not face up to anything that seemed unpleasant. to him and so he became an escapist riving at first in a
worrd of opia-ted dre_ams .gd later in a world colored by alcohoI. Musin'kars husband just ',fad.ed into the woodwork,, and
is no longer a factor in the nover or in the househord itself, even though at one time he was an extremely domineering
person- He is just a harmless artifact from the pre-Revolution era- when stepan comes to the household, he i_s a vj_lrage
boy and this village-boy concept is carried on there. He
does all the village/househord chores, but this
limit him to being just a village boy. He writeå" hi;,,rfrüu,õ;
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stories here, thus continuing his development.
Nadjars and Borysr apartment (discussed at the end
of the novel) is another example of the inner city. The
apartment is fulI of bourgeois bric-a-brac and is simirar to
Musintka's house before stepan came. rt is like a museum
because of the collection of various articles, which had
never before been a part of their lives. This is evident i¡r
Nadjars attitude to and reception of stepan. she starts
talking in the formal manner rather than in the. personal, as
they had earlier when they first arrived to the city. she is
behaving like a high class rady would behave before a poorer
individual that she was trying to impress
Another contradiction arises in pidmohyl'nyj's outer
city. rn the continual flow of the outer city, the peopÌe
are faceless and appear as members of a crowd, but they'still
possess certain distinctive features that separate them from
the rest of the crowd. They are separated from the crowd,
not as individuals, but because of the roles that they are
acting out. The identification of these people does not go
any deeper than the role that they are acting out. one is
a streetHamlet; another is a businessman; while a third is
a tramp. No further, d.eeper or more personalized identification is made. There is also a sense of great camaraderie
on the streets where no one seems to be out of place and
where there seems to be a place for a11.9 But the people

Ibid., p. 37.
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sti1l seem to be very indistinct and depersonali zed, playing
out roles assigned to them. one person's actj-on is dependent
on another's reaction to someone else,s action. ïn other
words, the process is almost similar to a chemical reaction
with none of the participants possessing or controlling any
energy or free will of his/her own.
Sherekh wrote that in @,
there were
elements of existentiarism comparable to sartre's view of
tite.10 Pidmohyl'nyj's vision of the outer city can al-so be
called existentialist.
The individual is in a totall-y powerless position;hìs/herlife is controlled by the community and
he/she cannot change the situation noï can he/she change the
community.

Traditionally, the city has been looked upon as an
evil place where people are corrupted, while the countryside
!ùas seen as the only place where goodn.êss and righteousness
have been preserved. pidmohyl'nyj shows that this is untrue.
Pj-dmohyl'nyj places the emphasis on people and says that they

the pIace, rather than the place making the people. The
most notabre example of this is when stepan goes to the private dining room with Zos'ka. Here, he comments that the
same type of ceIl, that was used by the monks of the Lavra
lrlonastery for meditation, prayer and generally for the spreading of good, can arso be used as a filthy dining room, where
people can behave as they please without anyone taking notice
make

10
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of them or as a place where a prostitute takes her customers.
ft all depends on the people and on what they want to make of
the place which they inhabit. The celr itself is an inanimate object and has no free will of its own, and., therefore,
it accommodates itself to whatever purpose it is used for. fI
The same goes for th"e rest of Kiev.

rt is, and it

will be, the city that the inhabitants of Kiev want despite
official regulations to the contrary. rn the picture that
Pidmohyl'nyj presents the reader, Kiev is the city that the
peo$te of Kiev wanted and created. This is shown best in
the beer ce]lars and the dining estabrishments. They are
packed with people. rf tlr-e people of Kiev had not wanted
these establishments, they would not have gone there in the
first place, and. the estabrishments would have had to chanqe
whatever was necessary to entice people back again.
Pidmohyl'nyj destroys another myth about the city.
The nineteenth-century Romantics, who believed that the pastoral l-ife \^/as better, also believed that the industrial
city was trying to barricade itself against nature and,
using the new technol-ogical advances, \tras trying to create
an artificial
environment that wourd be subservient to the
machine and r:nder its control-

The onry positive thing about

this new environment would be that it would be pleasing to
all. rn the ideal city of the Romanticsr âs Ruskin wroLe,
"you will be able to breathe in their streets, and the ,excur

11
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sion' will be the afternoon walk or game in the fields
around them."12 Ruskín's vision of the ideal city is basica1Iy a continuation of the pastoral vision. ït is also
the vision of life as seen by the idle rich.
Pidmohyl'nyj's city is just as open to the natural
elements as the pre-industrial one was. The city cannot
escape from nature and i-ts elements. Nature can be found
everywhere. rt can be f ound in the undergror:nd dining
rooms, causing the various components of the dining rooms
EO rot. l-3

The effects of the natural elements can be seen in
the outer city much more readily than in the inner city.

Everything in the outer city moves much faster and so do
any changes to the environment. Here the people of the
outer city and the city itself have to come into contact
with nature and its elements. with every change in the weather, the people aïe forced to ctr-ange Èheir accustomed. manner

of behavior- The autumn rains force all the peopre off the
streetÈ, showing their insignificance in the face of something that is much- more powerful than they are and beyond
their control.14
Man has

no control over nature, nor wirl he get any
in Pidmohyl'nyj's city. Man cannot even predict the weather

12. Lewis Ir4umford, The Culture of
1938), p. 222.
13 Pidmohyl'nyj, l4isto, p. 150.
L4 Ïbid., p. 143.
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precisely.

Any of his attempts at predicting the weather
become the butt of a joke, and show man's fallibirity
in the

face of forces he cannot controt.15
The outer city does not rive in opposition to nature.
rt is abre to live alongside it without any great problems.
rt adapts to seasonal changes and orders its life to match
these changes. seasonal changes are a part of the city's
existence, but the main erement of any urban rife is stirl

man- Man is at th,e heart of the city and when the city
adapts to seasonar changes, it is actually man changing along
with the elements. He cannot escape from nature no matter
how he tries.
Nature will catch up with him even in the beer
cellars and in the dining establj-shments.
on the surface, the city rooks rike an energetic
place that is all-powerfur, but beneath this facade, the city
is crumbring and dying. stepan seems justified in berieving

that the city is full 0f decaying material t.hat has to be
r"*o-r"d-16 ïn Kiev, as in any other city, the most important
element aÏe its people. They are the ones that decide what
type of character the city is going to have, and. pidmohy,nyj
realizes this. He does not try to hide behind some great
intellectual truth in describing the city, but rather, he
just presents the city in the way it appears to him. The
problems that are found there are not caused by the
city, but

15. Ibid. , p.
16 Ibid., p.
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by the people who live there.
Pidmohyl'nyj was not the onry writer who dealt with
life in the ukrainian city in the late twenties. Mykhajl
semenko, one of the more prominent members of the ukrainian
Futurist movement, also wrote about rife in the city. He
believed that the essence of city life revolved around the
cabarets and parks. The city was also a place where perversions could be satisfied. lT
Another writer who deart with the topic of the city
Idas Victor petrov (V. Domontovych). In his two_part nove1,

lgktor serafikus, he also describes the city, the peopre, and
life in general in the late twenties. The novel itself was
written in Lg28 - rg2g, but was not published until rg47 in
Germany. fn the novelrDo¡,,¡onto,.y_clrclaims that the people were
living rrnder the ill-usion that they \,vere serf-sufficient.
This illusion was partly fostered by what seemed to be the
good life approaching during the N..E.p. y".r".f B
According

majority of the people who
lived in the cities had come from the villagies and. were being urbanized in one \^iay gr another. However, they still
regarded the "old world land.owner" lifestyle as the highest
form of life.
They lived a rife as if nothing bothered them,
buying carpets, furniture, gold and buildings. There was
also another group of people in the city who, readinq about
toDornontoov"rrrthe

L7, A. Shamraj , Ukraj ins 'ka l-iteratura (Kharkiv , l-92B) , p. IS7 .
18. v. Domontovych, DOkLOT Serafikus (Iv1uniclr, 1947) , p. 95.
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the impending outbreak of war that was supposed to engulf
the soviet union at almost any time, started to panic. This
group started to hoard sugiar, salt, gâs and go1d.19
According

the major change in life was
caused by industriaLization and the conveyor belt. The worker, instead of building an auto or sewing a pair of pants,
performs onry one action oveï and over again. The worker
loses control over the object that he is making. His work,
therefore, is without purpo=".20 tr, ah" days before industrialization, each person was an artisan (taiIor, carpenter,
glassblower) who could take pride in his work. contemporary
man, according to Dor'ontoojeh is only a worker who completes
details.2l Contemporary man has no goal in lífe. Contemporary man is a person who is locked in a schematic existence
with no way ou:.22
Some agïeement betweenD-oraontovJcûand pidmohyl rnyj can be
found. Both berieve that man in -the twentieth century is in
toDor¿o¡r.'torycht

trouble.

Both berieve that man is trapped in an existence
herlshe cannot get out of . HoweverrDomon'ho*'¡¡oL bel-ieves that
man's success can only come from returning to the past. pid-

mohyl'nyj, on the other hand, believes that man's success has
to come from the rebuilding of the old society and. creating a
new future. Pidmohylrnyj rejects returning to the past.
19
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Pidmohyl'nyj's city may not be the ideal haven, but
it is certainly not as negative a place as semenko poïtrays.
Pidmohyl'nyj's city does encompass the cabarets and the
parks but it also incrudes the business offices and the various schools. This leaves pidmohyl'nyj's city as a fairly
unique phenomena in Ukrainian literature because nobody else
sees the city in the same terms that he does.

CHAPTER TV

The People of Kiev

Pidmohylrnyj believed that man \^zas essentially a
very insignificant being whose fate was not in his own hands,

but in the hands of forces beyond his control. Life, tor
Pidmohyl'nyj, was something that was frightening and uncertain, similar to a lottery where the finar outcome is not
controlled by man, but by some uncertain and uncontrollable
force like fate. Life is hard, cruel, and shows no mercy to
l
anyone. * Also, accord.ing to pidmohyt'nyj, life is a welladvertised lottery where nobody tells you that there is only
one winning ticket for the thousands that are invorved. Nor
do they te1l you that you can
enter it only orr"".2
Pidmohyl'nyj believed that man i_s a complex being that
cannot be categorized into good or evil, no maLter how desirable this would be for soci"ty.3 pidmohyl,nyj also berieved
that man once possessed a complex vision but gradually l-ost
it. This is evident through the gods that he created.
Man could not have thought up of multif"r=orrr"ð
gods had he himself not been a diverse being
because, perceiving himself as a stran,ge ,rrrio'
of blatant opposites, the need for finãing
place for every one of them, and the desiie ato
create one great god with a smaI1 devil, signi_
fies the normalization of the human being, Ëh"t
1
2
3

Pidmohyl'nyj

,
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is, the drying up of its imagination.4
Pidmohyl'nyj's city has deveroped a new crass structurer ro longer based on names and titles, but on dress.
Pidmohyl'nyj carefully listed the members of this ne\¡ir cl_ass
structure while describing stepan's first impressions of
nightlife in the city
:

He was pushed by girls in sheer blouses
whose fabric
united with the
'nnoticeabry
nakedness of their
arms ãnd backs; \,vomen in
hats and veiIs, men in coats, boys without

caps, in shirts with sleeves rolj_ed
elbows, annymen in heav)¡ oppressive up to the
maids holding each otheis' rrãnas, marines
"rrif"r*=,
rrom
the Dniprofleet, teens, the beni caps of the
technical workers, the light coats õr tne dandies, the greasy jackets ót tfre tramps. 5
The peopre that stepan meets are the same ones that

Pidmohyt'nyj is describing. rn the time that the novel_ Ís
set, the people were enjoying the highest standard of living
that they had ever had. This was stirl before the repres-

sions, and there was a carefree attitude among the people.
The people that stepan meets in the course of the novel_ form
a cross-section of Kievan society. They are not very signi_
ficant beings in that they do not possess wide reaching po\,vers,
but they do have the opportunity to do many different things.
whether they take advantage of this opportunity is another
problem

Nikovs'kyj claims that

4
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5
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modelled on actual peopre who l-ived in Kiev at the time.6 ïf
we accept this statement as true, then the vision pidmohyl'-

nyj presents of Kiev and its inhabitants also has to be accepted as being fairly accurate in its appraisal of rife at that
time.
1.

Levko

Levko is a virlage boy who is working for and who believes in the Revolution. The problem here is that his vision

of the Revolution is an extremely romanticízed one, in which
the cossacks are brought back as the rulers of the steppes.
Levko has not accepted industrialization and he constantlv
avoids dealing with it.
r,evko came to the city with only one goal in mind and
that was to get an education and then return to the village
to live. There he would l-ive in the style of the new utopia.
He would be free from daitry troubles because they would have
been eliminated by the Revolution,, Everything that he does
is done for the betterment of alr the people around him so
that they could more easily fit into his vision of the future.
Levko was totally good and could not think evil about anyone
or anything.
Pidmohyil nyj gives a clear description of r.evko's atti-

tude towards life

6, Nikovs'kyj, "Pro rMisto'
pidmohyl'noho,,,. Zr'yttja i
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To be able to smile and be in a good
humor were his main attributes, the ciiteria

of his attitude to the world. Neither poverty
nor schooling were abre to kill in him iris
good wilI, that had been developed_beneath
the quiet willows of the viIlagè. a
This good wirl of his that borders on the totarly
naive- made him the target of everyone, including stepan.
Levko lent stepan some books that he needed in his studies,
but having taken the books, stepan never went back to see Lev_
ko- He completely .forgot about him until their chance meeting later on. stepan had changed greatry, whire Levko was
still- basically as he had been earlier. Levko was happy in
his tine of work while stepan. ât this point in time, was
disil-lusioned with what he was doing and was not sure of what
to do next.
Levko is an example of what stepan would have been rike
if he had followed the path that he h_ad planned, going to the

rnstitute and then returning to the village instead of looking
for something else in life. Levko is not rearly an escapist.
He is more of a romantic, but at the same time he is limiting
his field of experience. Because of. this, he ís a stunted
individual similar to arl the other people of the citv.
2. Nadja
Nadja came from the same background as stepan, yet
Lhey both ended up going their separate \,vays. stepan came to
the city with a definite goal and had a definite plan of action
t_
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that was going to help him conquer the city and create a new
lifestyle in it. Nadja never had a similar goal in mind.
Her coming to the city was more like a tourist trip for her.
At first she was fuIl of enthusiasm as she approached the
city, but once she was ínside the city, she gradually l-ost her
enthusiasm as she became conscious of the fact that she was
alone in a foreign environment and that she was going to have

to make do by herself-

stepan was not affected by the city
as much as Nadja was/ mainly because as an orphan he had had
to make do by himserf for many years. The city overpowered
Nadja from the very beginning.S
The need for security in a foreign environment was
something that plagued Nadja and became the only goal in her
life- Riqht from the start she was overwhermed by the ci_ty
and developed a fear of it.
To combat this fear, she tried

to find a sense of security with someone. The first person
that she turned to was stepan. she asked for love or at l_east
some sort of compassion from stepan, but he was r:nabr_e
to
respond to her need. He was caught up in his own ruthless
drive to conquer the city, and. Nadja became an articre that
he conquered along the road to what he believed would be suc_
cess- He conquered herr or to be more precise, committed an
act that bordered on ïape. Neither of them was satisfied.
she started to cry, while he was angry. stepan was r:nable to
face up to her crying and left her alone in the park and did

g
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not return to see her until near the end of the nover-.
Nadja, however, did find the sense of security that
she was looking for with B.orys. Here, she was no
more than
an object in a museum with no responsibilities other
than
being one of Borys'. possessions. From a youthful figure
and
a person full of rife, in a few years under Borys' protective
shield, she had degenerated into looking rike an old 1ady,
to be pregnant. The vitality that she had when
she was on the boat on the way to the city was now gone.
The
most important point to be made here is that Nadja seemed
to
be happy in her role- she had found the security that
she was
striving for, but to attain this security, she had to st.op
functi-oning as a Lotal human being. Therefore, she
is a nega_
tive character at the end of the novel. This is an exampre
of the stunting process that is seen in eidmohyl,nyj,s city
that turns people into something less than totar_ beinqs.
who happened

3.

Maksym

llaksym is a city dweller and is representative
of the
escapist facet within the urban population. As in arl
the
urban dweIlers, there is a d.uality in his character.
lvhen

stepan first

encounters him, stepan compares him to a young

lord from the old aristocarcy, who is arrogant and vain.
stepan was not all that far off the mark in his
comparison be_
cause Maksym did come from a formerly well-to-do
family. As
stepan gets to know Maksym better, his attitude towards
Makq¿m
changes and he sees a different being, similar to
the type
that Stepan wanted to become.
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older than stepan. He had graduated from
the rnstitute and was working, ât the beginning of the nove1,
in a fairly respectable position. The work that he actualry
did entailed the shuffring of paper and working íitr, figures,
generally avoiding contact with people and daily life.
This
position suited his arienation from people very nicely because the people that he did come in contact with saw only
his facade of being well-adjusted. This facade even fooled
stepan- Maksym appeared to be quiet, gentre, and. cordial.
He gave the appearance that he was satisfied with his life and
with his work. He seemed to be certain of himsel-f and of
everything that he did. This was the reason why stepan was so
attracted to frirn.9
rn rearity, Maksym was completely different. He was
an insecure being who was trying to create his ovün worl_d with
himself at its center. Everybody was relegated to a specific
role that he/she had to pray for him. Maksym berieved that
he was superior to stepan because stepan was an orphan, while
Maksym had a family with a heritage. He even told this to
stepan in an attempt to make stepan feel smalI, which he succeeded in doing. He arso agreed to let stepan stay in his
mother's house because he believed that now he had an inferior
Maksym was

being who would do the chores for his mother. when Musinrka
and Stepan started their affaír,

felt threatened by
the fact that his mother dared to have a life outside of the
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one that he had set out for her.

He could not face up to the

fact that his mother was an individual with her own desires
and was not his personar servant. rn order to
avoid. this
fact, Maksym ran a\^/ay from home, just like a little child.
is seen next, he has become a drunk¡ rêfusing to go to the ukrainian lessons given by stepan.
Later,
he is seen rolling around. on the floor of the beer celrar,
when Maksym

drunk and causing' a commotion. He slowly becomes
lvorse and
lvorse, until in the end he is reduced to going to borro\,r
money
from stepan¡ so that he can go on and do some
drinking.
_more

is essentially an escapist. He is constantly
using one means or another to run a\^/ay from the reality
that
surro'nd.s him. fiThen stepan first meets him and gets
to know
him, he is smoking opium and living in a worrd surrounded
by
his books and his stamp collection. He tries to convince
ste_
pan that his way of
.living is better. He says, ,,Someday you
will see' that it is much moïe interesting to read books,
than to do what is written in them.,tro This shows Maksym,s
Maksym

cynicism and apathy towards life and how he has barricaded

himself in his own little worl-d.
Maksym is the exact opposite of Levko. rn
post-Revolutionary society, Maksym is also searching for a utopia,
but
his ideal is based on himserf and not on a social one.
Maksym wants to keep that which is good and pleasanL
for him and
avoj-d the rest by refusing Lo admit that it exists.
rf he

30)
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cannot have what he wants, he runs a\{ay and hides in some
beer cel]ar, like thousands of other people. The only difference between llaksym and the other patrons of the beer ce]lars

in that Maksym is stirl basically a chird that has not
loped fu1ly past the temper tantrum stage
tl

deve_

Musin'ka

rf vyhors'kyj represents the interlectual consc+ousness of the city that refuses to develop further and limits
itself, then Musin'ka represents the intellectual consciousness of the city that was not allowed to develop. From her
youth, Musin'ka was cast into one role or another that she
did not want by the people around her. unfortunately, she
neither had the strength nor the opportunity to cast these
roles off.
Musin'ka came from a rich famiry with a lot of servants,
who did everything for her.

.Her lifestyle

that of the
idle rich, which left her with a lot of free time to
"read.
Her reading covered a very large spectrum from cheap pulp to
the latest writings in psychology. subsequently, she became
quite well read and. aware of the different things going on in
the world, though not always understanding them.
!üas

Her marriage was one that had been arranged by her
parents in an attempt to consolidate their wealth with that

of another wealthy family. she did not want this marriage
and neither did her husband. This did not make for ideal
maritar relations, and a hatred towards her arose in him. He
wante.d to see her dead and out of his wây, even though he
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behaved as he pleased an]¡vvay, and she
knew about it.
He had
all the doors and the windows r_ocked so that
she courd

not

escape from his house. only the windows
on the fourth floor
were left open so that she could ju¡np to
her death. when her
husband was at home for any period of
time, she became the
victím of his constant beatings which !ì/ere an
attempt to drive
her to take her own rife. To keep herserf from
going over

the brink, she created her own fantasy worl-d.
f only lived on this earth because of other
-irror.
people. Do you know what
a
dream
is
toi
who -rg in pain? It is a"*.r_iion. But
how I
dreamedt The harder it was i"r *", the happier
ï was. r knew the most wondert"r-úorïã=.*rimyself ro rhe srar thar rises
:í:i:n"rred there are
nr-ginE
"rr"ry
most fantastic orchard.s
therer Quiet streams,the
and. the warm autumn never
passes. I dreamed
9n1y about Çhe autumn. And
how rhey loved me therår
.... fir

The Revolution ruined her husband, both
financially and
psychologically. He was forced to a-bandon
his large mansion
and move into the decrepit house that
he

inhabited, on the
outskirts of the city. Here he was not able
to exercise the
sarne type of control .ver his wife
that he had previously.
For the first time in their marriage, he
had to deal with her
on even terms- This made him afraid of her
and, for the first
time in their marriage, because of his fear
of her, she had
po'ver over him- Because she never exercised
this po\,fer, he
became even more afraid of her
now
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Musin'ka was not affected very much by the Revolution.
she adapted to the new life that she had to live. rnstead of
being a member of the idle rich, she became a housewife,

learning a new occupation that she had not been trained for.
Her husband, on the other hand, retreated further a¡d furttrer
until he was no longer a factor in the house.
Maksym was the onry thing in Musin,ka,s life that she
had some control oveï, in the sense that she was ín charge of
his upbringing- rn an attempt to retain this contror_ while
trying to avoid arienating herself from her son, she spoireà
Maksym- Later, she allowed him to dominate her, so as not
to lose him- Because she was weak and alone, she alr-owed
herself to be cast into the rore of housewife/servant/maid,
most nobably by Maksym, without objecting. untir- she met
stepan, nusin'ka's life had been joyless, except for the tine
when she was small.

Musin''ka's attraction to stepan is much moïe comprex
than his attraction to her. He wanted. to prove to himself
that he was not afraid of anythí.g, Iet ar-one making rove to
an older woman. They both had one thing in common in that
they were both solitary beings with no one to confide i_n.
Part of the reason Musin'ka was attracted to stepan resulted
from an experience in her youth. when she was twelve, her
father had had a servant named stepan. once when she was

half-asleep, this servant had carried her to her room. This
\'ras the awakening of her sexual self and she wanted to
be carried by the servant again. only shame of her own feelinqs
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prevented her from asking him to carry her againJ2
However, this fascination with stepan did not stop
there- she was so wrapped up with a,,stepan,'that she wanted

her son to be carred stepan, but her husband and others did
not allow her to do so. This fascinati-on with stepan carried
over into her relationship with stepan Radchenko. rn him,
she found the ghost of the servant as welr as the opportr:nity

to make her dream worr-d come true. This was also the first
step in her breaking out of the role Maksym had cast her
in,
as wel-l as being the reawakening of her sexuar- serf, which
was not allowed to exist during her marriage and during
her
pampering of Maksym.
At first, stepan rejected her because he had not for_
seen any such relationship as possible, but "when she
finally
did come, the boy accepted her with arl the force of a youthfu1 passion and the gigantic ïeserve of strength that he
had

brought with him to the city. '/3 stepan did two things
differently from the other people that Musin'ka knew. He accepted her for what she was and he did not try to cast her into

a role that she did not wantr âs Maksym did. The other thing
that was different was that for the first time Musin,ka was
not involved in a one-sided relationship. Her existence with
her husband was a constant battre for her physical and psychologicar survival. Her relationship with Maksym was one-sided
because she had no rear- response from him. However,
with stel2
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pan, she lvas abre to open up and expose the side of her that
had been hidden from everybody for so many ]¡ears. This was
the side that thought and felt. Nobody had wanted to listen
to what Musin'ka had to say because her husband did not want
to have anything to do with her, while Maksym was in a world
where he was the only person that mattered. stepan was willing to listen and so Musin'ka opened up to him. Musin'ka
\^ias very much involved in the relationship with Stepan because
she trusted enough to confide in him.
Their affair started out in a very nonchalant way.
Pidmohyl'nyj writes that at first Musin'ka was never serious
about anything nor did she ret her innermost feelings. be known.
stepan liked it like this becauser âs pidmohyilnyj mentions i¡r
the same section, "to know a strange soul is too great a bur_
den for your own sour."l4 once lvlusin,ka was sure that stepan
vras not about to reject her and that he was in many ways simiIar to her, she started to open up.
Their affair was a secret one. During the d-y, they
behaved as if they barely knew each other. During the night,
however, they \¡¡ere intimate. rt was during the night that
Musin'ka allowed her secret self , the Musinrka that was totally
repressed by others, to come out. rt was during the night
that stepan really got to know her and what she believed in.

A sort of split personalit.y exists in Musin,ka. There
is one Musin'ka for the day and another l1usin,ka for the night.
This is a duarity that is found. in many of the characters of
t4
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the city- rt was found in Maksym and later will be found in
vyhorstkyj and Zos'ka. Tn each case there ís a difference
between what the character pretends to be on the surface and
what he/she really is inside.
Their affair lasted untir stepan became dissatisfied
with his position as a choreboy. This dissatisfaction first
arose when he started his job as a lecturer. He started
acquiring money. This made him more independent as well as
making him more selective. His attitude towards himsel_f and
towards the things around him changed as he started to l_ook
at everything moïe critically.
subsequently, he saw Musin,ka
in a nev¡ light, forgetting what she had been for him in the
t/clÞ

L.

He also observed Musin'ka from the stature of
his European dress, seeing in her just ." *rr"h
decliner âs she saw in him floweriñg. Never did
the thin cheeks, embroidered. with iiny wrinkles,
seem so unpleasant to his eyes as now, the anae_
mic lips, and the flabby brãasts that implacably
drifted apart. The h.ppy giç]ish smile was a
grimace on her aging faèã.:..15

important things happened during their affair. The
first was that Musin'ka started to break out of the rol_e she
\,¿as in, while the second. thing was that stepan started
to become consci-ous of people other than himself . He came to reaLize and understand Musin'ka and what she believed
Musinrka did not believe in happiness any more. she
rvas very cynical in this regard, though in terms of her own
experiences this belief is probably justified.
,,Do you know
Two
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what happiness is?

ft is ether. It evaporates after one
minute- But the pain lasts and lasts without end
proba-bly due to her own r:nhappy rife, her
outrook on
life in general was equally bleak.
They say that life is a bazaar. ft,s
true! Everyone has his wares. Somebody
fits on it, another subsidizes it. rvhy? pro_
Nobody wants to die- you have to se11l even
at a loss. After this, everybody has ifr"
right to call you an idiot , .'__- the one who
miscalculates is called a iool.
people
are so frightfurly dissimirar. rnAnd
boãks,they
write
here is a human being, he ís such
and such. There are all sorts õt prorrerbs
about people, about all people, .nã you may
think
how well we kñow- a human being!"
There is even a study about the sou1, psfcho_
logy
I read, I don't remember whoèe it
vvas. He concludes that a person runs
not
cause he is afraid, but is afraid because be_
he
runs- But what difference is it to the person
who was ,Çrightened? He doesn't know
either. tt
""ylfri"g
Her religious convictions are superficial and are not
based on a conviction or belief, but on a need that must be
satisfied. "I didn,t believe in God .._ that is I once believed. But when f sar¡/ you, I started praying again.,,lB Ste_
pan's appearance gave her some hope for a better l_ife and. the
fulfillment of her dreams. This is what she was looking for
in her religion.
Musin'kars philosophy of life is derived from a sense
of entrapment as well as from an actual entrapment. whether
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it was the role that her parents and society imposed on her,
the prison of her husbandrs mansion, or whether it was what
Maksym demanded of her, she was constantly being required
to
be subservient to someone else both physicalry and inte]rectually- she courd not get out of her predicament, and. after
a while accepted it, believing that she could never get out of
it- only after both stepan and Maksym reave her, when she has
no crutch to farr back oD, does she begin to live her own
life, mainry because she is no\^/ forced to do so in order to
survive
Musin'ka does not give up on life.
when the servanLs
.'. went away, she adapted to the change. she became the
housewife- when she is reft alone, she does not fade into

the woodwork rike her husband did. she is enticed out of her
house to follow the lights.
They lead her to the lottery parl-ors and casinos
gambling establishments where she will
try her luck at life. The first time stepan sees Musin'ka
after he leaves her (actualry the only time he sees her), srie
is sitting in one of the casinos looking rike someone who is
very much out of place. she is a solitary figure in the casino- Because Musin'ka has been kept away from life, she rost
all contact with it. whereas she stayed the same littr_e girl
who could not forget the servant stepan, the world pushed
forward thirty years, leaving her behind. she is sort of a
freak in this new world. rn order to succeed in this nev/
world, she has to adapt to all the changes that have taken
place- she does not know any people beyond the walls of her
house, but this does not stop her from going out.

she goes
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out and tries to develop new acquaintances. Though it is
not shown in the story proper, it seems that she has succeeded
in branching out. rn the casi-no, she appeared to be a pathetic figure who had no one who would listen to her. This was
partially caused by the fact that the people of the city do
not care to risten to someone else. However, near the end of
the novel, when stepan returns to Musin'ka,s house, there is
a party going on- The house has become alive and is full
of
life and light- rt is no longer just a museum for the collection of books, stamps, and. private opiated dreams. The question that arises here is whether her new rife is any more meaningful than the one that she had e>çerienced earr_ier. rhe
answer to this can be found in Musin,ka's philosophy
of life.

A person has to r-ive his/her life irregardress of how it i_s
going' Musin'ka may be no luckier now than she had been earl-ier, but she is trying and that is what cormts.
vüith Musin'ka there is also the sarne probr_em that be_

sets all of the people of the cityr and. that is they cannot
develop any meaningful rerationships with anybody erse. Musin'ka's relationship to Maksym was a failure. she became his
servant- Maksym did not respect her as a human being with
her own wishes and desires. He only saw her as his seïvant
and nothing more. Her marriage was a failure, and the
affair
with stepan could not have been anything greater than just a
passing thing until stepan, in order to advance himser-f
in
his quest for power, chose to leave her for someone er_se

who

had the contacts that Stepan needed.
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In terms of the yf!{gt_ hero, the reader sees in
Musín'ka a person who had great potential for development,
but
who was not allowed to develop. she had the ability to
think
and she possessed enough talent to adapt to two radical
changes in lifestyle.
However, she lacked the freedom to develop

in a natural progression. Musin'kars lack of freedom, or to
be more properly put, oppression, started in the pre-Revolutionary era, but it was not remedied in the post-Revolutionarlz
era. The oppression that she faced was not financial or poli_
tical, but rather it was personar. rt was a lot harder to
change it in the post-Revolutionary era.

ïnstead of her husband's domineering, her son took over the position. Only
after she was free of both of them was she able to expand her
horizons and attempt to live in the way she wanted to. The
question that remains unanswered is whether her new life i_s
any better than the previous one she had experienced.

5. Borys
rf Levko is the naive, rornantic revor-utionary, then the
opposite of him is Borys, who is the pragmatic rearist, representative of the direction that the Revolution took in creat_
ing a new crass structure identicar to the one it was supposed
to replace.
Borys, while trying to get an education, had to fight
off all sorts of narrow-mindedness becauser âs pid,mohyUnyj
puts it, "he had the carelessness to be fathered by a priest..."r9
19
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His social roots caused him many problems in trying to get
through the rnstitute.
Twice he was excluded, and each ti-me
he had to prove himself worthy of being allowed back into the
rnstitute. when he finally was able to get a job as a night
watchman, he saw himserf as truly successfur. All of his

problems, however, did not put a damper on his ambition, and.
he succeeded in graduating from the fnstitute.
However, once instarled in a position of power, Borys
changed completely. rnstead of remembering the prejudice

l-evelIed against him and trying to do something about Ít,
Borys slowly became more and. more bourgeois, imitating the
bureaucrats that the nevr youth was supposed to replace. Borys
gathered objects that helped to raise his social stature and

his material werl-being. This could be anything from a new
apartment complete with a maid to a wife. Nadja is onry a
possession that serves a specific purpose, that of betterinq
his social stature.
From his background as a priestrs son, the receiver of
a moralistic, humanitarian upbringing, he took a drastic turn.
stepan saw the apartment where Borys lived with Nadja at
the end of the novel, he realized that Borys could not afford
such an apartment on hj-s salary. Therefore, it was obvious,

vùhen

to stepan at least, that Borys was either embezzling fr:nds for
his own use or else was involved in some other ilregal activity- Borys had submitted to the temptation of abusing power,
showing that he was rro different from the bureaucrats of

twenty years before, despite his socialist re-education in the

fnstitute.
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6.

Zos

'ka

After breaking off with Musin'ka, stepan was 100king
for someone who wour-d introduce him to the rife and peopre
of
the city. This is where Zos'ka fits in. Her major
accomplishment is that she introduced stepan to the
beer cellars,
movie houses, ',

theaters and the darkness associated with
them' she is also the person who, more than anyone
else,
brought stepan into direct contact with the people
of the
inner city- vyhors'kyj may have brought stepan into
the world
of the inner cityrbut because vyhors'kyj himself was
an ar_ien_
ated being and unable to communicate with the people
there,
stepan did not get to know the people as well
as he got to
know them through Zos,ka.
,

Zosrka can also be looked at as the pinnacre of
modern
urban youth that has been raised totally within
the confines

of the industrial city. Because she was raised withÍn
the
confines of a limited environmentr-she was not able
to deveJop
all the faceÈs of her character. she cannot expand
her own
horizons and is, therefore, a very limited person.
As a person she is not very significant.
pidmohyl'nyj
describes her simply as a "child's figure,,,Ð,emphasizing
the
fact that she has not developed fulry and is a limited
being.
She does not take up much space in comparison
to Stepan be_
cause she was "short in heiqht
just, beneath his armbits

slim in a flat

hat.,,2I She behaved like a child,
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ua1ly demanding gifts from stepan such as candy and. other
sweets. she wanted only things in life that were pleasing
to her and that could not hurt her. Her natural tendency was
to escape from the reality around her and this is shown most
vividly through her continual trips to the theaters and. the
movie hou=e=.22

Just like Maksym, her whole life is built upon escapi'g
from the real world into an illusionary world. This escapist
tendency allowed her to avoid pain and all the unpleasantness
that are found in life.
pain is a part of life, and when she
avoided pain, she stopped growing and developing and stayed a
child- when she is finally forced to confront pain, after ste_
pan breaks off the engag,ement with her, she cannot take it. and

so decides to take the ultimate escapist trip.
The suicide shows the duality of her character.
Throughout her relationship with stepan, she portrayed herself
as a modern city girl who was hard and,cruel; This facade
covered the Zost ka who was fragile and vulnerable
a per_
son who could be hurt. This is the Zos'ka that stepan never
s a\,'f .

There was no substance to zos,ka or to her actions,
and stepan v/as able to see through her quite early in their

rel-ationship and through the kind of

games

that she was pray-

ing.

---.for it wasn't very hard for him to realize
that this girl was a èapricious cheat,
who does_
nrt know herserf what sñe needs, and this
a wide range of action to a person with a gives
õet
goal- .He was especially p1eãsed with her habit
of saying, ,,1 forbid!',, wñen something had aI_
22 Ibid., p. '140.
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ready been done. Such a ban,
is obvious,
^â,F
does not present an obstac|e.'¿/E-

rka is very simirar to arl the other people
that
stepan meets in the city. she does not berieve in love, crainr
ing that it i-s something that was created by people through
their imaginations .24', s]ne also does not want to get to know
stepan any better than she already does. she knows that he
Zos

is a writer, but when he starts talking about his past, she
changes the subject. she does not want to know his inner
thoughts, fearing that she may become too deeply involved.
The only thing that zosrka really has to offer stepan,
other than the satisfaction of his sexual desires, is to show
him another form of existence that was associated with the
inner city, which stepan had not known or experienced before.
stepan quickly realized that this type of existence was not
what he wanted and so he -broke away. He broke off the engagement with Zos'ka because he did not want to be trapped in a

life of domesticity.
During their affair, stepan came into contact with
cinema- Rather than being a means of escape, as it had been
for Zos'ka, Stepan was able to channel his creative abilities
into this medium. This was the most important thing that
stayed with stepan after the breakup of the affair.
Hj_s
memories and the guilt after he had l_earnt of Zosrkars sui-

23
2.4

Ibid., pp. 139-140.
Ibid., p. L44"
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cide, were soon forgotten, and he was able to keep on living.
Zosrka is a stereotype of the urban youth found in
Pidmohyl'nyj's vision of Kiev. she is very limited in her
capabilities and in her range of activities.
she seeks only
to escape. she has stopped growing and has remaj-ned a chird
emotionally, intellectually, and physically. she cannot
break out of this mould because she is afraid of what she has
no control over. when it comes to the point where she has to
get over her affair with stepan, assimilate the experience,
and go on living, she refuses to go on living and kills hersel-f

7.

Rita
From the very beginning, Rita is presented as a person

who is a: unique individual.

her parents rive in Kiev,
she rives in Kharkiv where she is a soloist with a ba]Iet
company. she is also very mobile, commuting between Kharkiv
and Kiev. she has no roots-and does not want âoy, but wher_ever she goes, she constantly finds herself among friends.
she is the opposite of vyhors'kyj who travel-s a great deal
and who has no roots, but wherever he goes, he always is and
always will be the strangier.
Rita is in a very unique position because while she is
an artist, ât the same time, she is her own artwork. Her
name is also not a slavic one. Everything points to the fact
that she is not an ordinary person. stepan even comments
that she reminded him of an ancient Egyptian woman of the
kind who would have followed a pharaoh.
Though
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That woman had a.serene, almost unmoving,
el0ngated face, that in the rectangular
frame
of the smoothly cut hair, with eveñ bangs
the eyes, reminded him of something J¿i;";, above
refined and hardened, unchangeably
of its beauty and solemn, liÈe thè youn;,
?aceã'or=úr"

ancient- Egypt i an women i who .,iol I owed .wiúh,-îans
after the pharaoh. But
on trrËãtrrei iräna,
eyes were alive, moved and laughed for the her
whole face, -_ - large, shinin! eyes, thafl_
glistened in rhe darÈness, likã
"-"ãÉ,;l-25
Rita is an exotic and sensual woman and as such is the
first real \^roman that stepan had run into. Nadja and. Zosr_
ka are referred to as girls, while Musin'ka, though she is a
lot older than stepan, stopped in her development when she was
stiIl a child. Ritar or the other hand, is the idealized
dream woman. she is beautiful and intelligent as stepan
later
finds out in conveïsation with her. stepan is ar_most at a
disadvantage with her. He cannot pfay any of the rores that
he knew in front of her because she has seen them arl- and has
a rebuttal for each act. stepan is forced to be just plain
Stepan in front of her.
stepan, in order to be with Rita, has to get up to her
level, a level far above the mundan.e consciousness of the
rest of the party where they first meet. Rita is similar to
the stars in the night sky and this is accentuated by her
shining eyes- she is so much above stepan during the party,
that after she pricks him and awakes him from his cynical
thinking, she tells him that he wilr never be able to inflict
a similar revenge on her

25 Pid.mohyl'nyj, Misto, p. 236.
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The second time that they meet is in the middle of the
night and stepan recognizes her through her shining eyes and

not through the rest of her physical r"1f.26 The fact that
she can see in the dark emphasizes the visionary tarent that
she possesses and. uses. stepan always was attracted to the
light and thís is shown once again here.

Pidmohyl'nyj wrote that onry through creativity does
a person furfilr him/hersel-f .27 *it. i" an exampr-e of a fulfilled person both according to pidmohyl'nyj,s beliefs and
according to the beriefs of rg*-ntykr tit.ir*rr.
she is a
talented person who is involved in a creative activity. she
is al-so independent and can function on her o\,ün, and she does

not need anybody to think for her.
Rita has at.tained the lever of life that stepan is
striving for- she can function in a1l three spheres of life
the physical/concrete world, the intellectual/rational
wor1d, and the imaginary/írrational/creative world. Rita
has been abre to combine these spheres of life within herself,
which no one elserexcept perhaps stepanrwas abr-e to do. Rita
accepts the distinction between herself and the rest of soci_
ety
'. because she realizes that she is different
from them- stepan, ât the end of the novel, also finarÌy accepts the differences between himself and the city below him.

26 rbid., p. z7g.
2''{ Valeri j an. pi_dmohy} 'nyj , rntroduction to Trêt ja revol j utsi ja (L,vi_v-Kharkiv ,- 1942) , p. 5.
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8. Vyhors'kyj
The best example of pidmohyl'nyj's urban dweller is
probably vyhors'kyj. He is constantly on the run from people

and from responsibilities.

He is unable to complete anything

from start to finish, like the modern industriar worker. He
gives up teaching factory workers Ukrainian in the middle of
the term. The reason that he was teaching ukrainian in the
first place was to make enough money so that he could travel
and in this way avoid getting stuck in one place for any length of time. He has to be on the move constantly, not because

he is energetic, but because if he stays in one spot for too
long a period, he just might get to know someone else's problems. His trips are not excursions where he tries to get to
know another part of the country better. They are escapist
jaunts where he tries to avoid people. To be a participant

in someone el-se's problems is too great a responsibirity for
Vyhors'kyj; rn order to avoid having to make a serious
acquaintance when he is in a given rocale, vyhors'kyj hides

in the beer cellars. vyhors'kyj is totally alone, incapable
of and not desiring to relate to other people.
Vyhors'kyj is very simirar to the city itser-f . He
possesses a dual- nature similar to that of the city. on the
surface, vyhors'kyj is the poet/artist who is supposed to
possess vision and vitality.
vyhorsrkyj's interior, however,
reveals a person who is very sha110w and who possesses no
vi-sion or vitality.
vyhorsrkyj has a very great influence on stepan and
passes his views and opinions on to him. one of the first
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pearrs of wisdom that he passes on to stepan is that, ,'ït is
too great a responsibility to sign your ovrn name. rt armost
obliges you to live and think as you write ." àBrhis is especi-

a1ly difficult for vyhors'kyj because he tries to avoid
responsibilities.
Therefore, he uses a pseudonym. His writings, therefore, can say one thing, while he can say something else. Most notably is that most peopre know Vyhors,kyj
by his pseudonym vyhors'kyj rather than by his real name
Lans'kyj. This shows that most people know onry the exterior
man rather than the interior man which stepan gets to know.
vyhors'kyj is cord and cynicar. His cynicism about
knowledge and the Revol-ution, echoes a character from Anatole
France,'a writer who influenced not onJ-y pidmohylrnyj but
other people from the twenties rike Alexander DovzhenroÇ9¿rr¿
severar of whose works pidmohyl,nyj later transrated. citizer: Gamelin, in Bohy zhazhdut' krovy, states that man should
not place any hope in the French Revolution because no matter
how hard people

try to create changer ilo change will ever
come- she also goes on to say that she does not see the practical equality of all men. she believes that after every
revol-ution a ne\^z class structure will develop because people
\^¡ere never equaI, nor will- they ever be equar.'301
Vyhorsrkyj is like an existentialist hero who believes
that nothing can be changed and., therefore, gives up on life.
28 Pjdmohyi'nyj, MÍsto, p. ll5.
29 ]leksan.ir Dovzhenko, ,Ja Ðrbyra

ju klqsu ,

(Ki

ev, ì 968) , p.

117 .

30 Anatole France, Bohy zhazhdut' krovy, translated by o.
Pashuk (W'innipeg
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vyhors'kyj can be compared to Albert camusr character
Meur_
saurt in The outsider. Meursault berieved that ar1
life was
headed towards death and therefore, he sa\¡¡ no point in
postponing the inevitable.

'

Every man alive was- privileged; there was onty
one class_of men, thè priviÍeged class. Aii
alike would be condemnãd
die one d_y; his
turn, too, would come liketothe
A"ã
what difference would it make if,others,i
after
b"fig
with murder,-he were executed because
-charged
he di$,t weep at his mother,s
it alr came to the same thing infuneral,
..ji
trre eåaã=i.rã"

vyhorsrkyj may be an existentiarist, but he is arso
apathetic' This is reveared to stepan after zostka,s
suicide.
stepan, after overcoming the traumatic shock of Zos,ka,s
suicide, t€1]5 vyhors'kyj about the nightmares in which
he sees
himserf surror:nded by all sorts of virlainous beings
like
gallows-birds and hardened criminal.-.ß2 Here, stepan
begins
to question the existence in the beer cellar by wondering
if
he is not like the p.eopre around him. stepan was tarking
about the fantastic.beings in his dreams, but he
was correct
to a certain extent. The beer cerlars are furl of prostitutes,
pimps,

do not enjoy the best of reputations, and
fn response to this, Vyhors,kyj,s apathy

NEPmen who

other low life.
appears. He accepts the situation. He remains where he
is
mainly because he believes that there is no such thing
as

change for the better.

Furthermore, vyhors,kyj does not have

Al-bert camus, Thg outsider, translated by stuart Gilbert
( London
, L9 76 ) ;p .--ÌTg .
'82 Pidmohyl'nyj, Misto, p. 257.
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to go because he does not have any friends, nor does
he want to find any- He just wants to be the solitary
person
that he is.
A very good example of how far removed from society
vyhorsrkyj is, can be seen in how he is referred to.
stepan,
reasonabry close to vyhors'kyi, refers to him only
as Vyhors,_
kyj or else as the poet. Nowhere in the novel is he cafled
by his first nalne
vyhors'kyj's hair is cut in the manner of a convict.sB.
anlr$/here

stepan wondered if a person is not like the people
aro'nd him.

Vyhors'kyj's haircut shows that this is possible because,
though vyhors'kyj does not partake in any criminal
activities,
he is found continually in the place where the criminalelemenL is fo*nd. Also, in the private díning
room to which
Zosrka takes stepan, there is a painting of convicts
feeding
84
pigeons from a barred train.
rni" dining room is a part of
the world of the inner city where vyhors'kyj spends his
time,
and so the painting is appropriate for describing
the character of the establishment and its patrons. vyhors,kyj
has
nowhere to escape to because, wherever he goes,
he wilr_ find
his prison- His prison is not a physical prison, but rather
it is an intefrectual /psychologicar one. The fact that
he
still keeps his prison haircut shows that Vyhors,kyj,s
deve_

lopment as a' i-ndividual stopped with his entrance
into a r:rison, where he probably first got his hair cut.

3Bt rbid., p.

223.

Bq rbid., p.

151.

BO

From the very beginning there are
differences between
stepan and vyhors'kyj that show the
different

roads that the

two wj-Il take- vyhors'kyj accepts
the same gallows-bj_rds
which are the cause of nightmares for
Stepan. Vyhors,kyj
does not try to change his surroundings,
which is something
that stepan does- Literature for vyhors'kyj

is a means of
material support
a livelihood from which he is able to
get money in order to live his life
aócording to his rures.
Literature is not a creative act for vyhors,kyj.
Literature
for stepan starts out as a means of expressing
himser-f and
his experiences- Later on, however, literature
does become
a means of support, but stepan overcomes
this aspect in his
writings. He ends up trying to write
something that is mean_
ingful
According to vyhors'kyj, the artist
has no responsibi_
lity towards society whatsoever. The artist¿
âs he sees him,
is apart from society .He tells stepan
that if he wants to
help people and change society, he should join
one of the
org'anizations that provide aid to cripples
85

or to chirdren.
This is the rejection of one of the basic
christian
dogmas- christian phirosophy preached
that the individual
û/as responsible for the wer_l-being
of those around hÍm/her.
vyhors'kyi, the poet, is not at arl respected
by the
literary and intellectual community. people
refer to him as
being a spineless intellectual.86'u" is
calred that with good
B5

rbid.

,

p. 189.

a6

EC.,

p. L92.
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cause because he does not take a stand on
anything and he is

constantly avoíding getting involved.
vyhors'kyj is also somewhat contradictory in
that he
tells stepan that his reason for leaving the city
and dropping his Ukrainian lessons was because, ,,This
stupid city
has become repugnant to me."8,7, He goes on to
say, ,,Do you
know what our city is?
A historical graveyard. ft has been
stinking for years. You really want to air it
o,r¿.,,88 yet,
instead of trying to do something about the situation
that
he is describing to stepan, vyhors'kyj leaves
the city and
upon his return to it, he terls stepan how
he missed the g10r_
ious city- vyhors'kyj also writes a book of poetry
about
the city, describing ar1 the various activities
that go on in
the outer city- The vision of the city as portrayed
i-n the
book' Misto i misjats'! (.the city and The Moon),
is similar to
the vision of the city th¿t stepan had when he first
came to
the city- a9 when stepan became a part of the city
and accustomed to the flow of the outer city, this
frow did not stand
out as anything to be noticed. vyhors'kyj, despite
the fact
that he has been a resident of the city for so many
years,
stiIl sees the flow, emphasizing his detachment from
his surroundings' vyhors'kyj's contradictory stance is
consistent,
however, with the duality of his character.
He denorrnces thecity yet he returns, praising it to the same person
he had
'87 rbid.
.3& fbid.

?

p. 116.

,

p.

e9ì rbid.,

116

"

p. 209.
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it to earlier.
vyhors'kyi, at the same t'me, can
be perfectly candid
and realistic in describing the
beer cellars where he contin_
ually hangs out and the other patrons
of the estabr_ishment,
revealing his abirity to read people
and their problems. He
admits that the beer cellar is a place
where people come to
escape from their everyday problems
and to al,r_ow themserves
' to live
out some magical fantasy worl-d in
Lheir J-maginations
without anybody bothering them.
vyhors,kyj knows exactly
what al-r the people are thinking
and dreaming about and why.
An insignificant serviceman dreams
about being a superhero
and taking part in all sorts of
heroic exproì_ts while gaining
for himself fame and. the 10ve the
beautiful \^¡omen. vyhors,_
kyj knows that the NEpmen, who aïe
cerebrating a successful
business transaction now, will probably
end up in Maksym,s
cafe later on in the evening and. carry
on with the cer_ebration.
vyhorstkyj can identify everyone and
what is on everyoners
mina' 4CI This is an example
of the tarents that vyhors,kyj
has that he does take advantage
of because he does not want
to get involved. with people.
All the people of the beer cel'ar,
especially vyhors,_
kyi' are utterly a10ne- vyhors'kyj
and all 0f the people of
the beer cellars do not 1ive
they merely exist from day
to day in a state of stagnation and
of apathy. They all live
in their own isor-ated little worlds,
unable to communicate
with anyone- vyhors'kyj tries to justify
this sort of exis_
-

4Q,, Ibid.,

p. 2Ll-.
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tence by referring to the new
social structure that abolished

religion, declaring it evil. ,,After
the supernatural_ was
U:"-."U, the lt4natural was l-eft
as our only joy.,,4ff The offi_
cr-a. r-oss of religion did
not have that great an effect
on
vyhors'kyj because he had rejected
religion earlier. lrihat
it did give him was to give
him a justification for his
apathy.
vyhors'kyj sees knowledge as
a meaningless search and
beu-eves that it does not
provide mankin¿ with any gains.
Accordi-n9 to vyhors'kyi,
the only thing that knowledge
pro_
vided mankind with was the
Revolution. AI1 the Revol-ution
amounts to' in his eyes,
is humanity moulting b100d like
a
snake moults its skin, but
only much more painfully. Vyhorsr_
kyj does see proglress in the
world, but he sees no reason
for
it because progress does not
increase human happiness.
rn
his example of how "prog'ress"
4as not accomplished anything,
he compares a man condemned
to the wheer_ three centuri.es
âgo,
and a man in front of a firing
squad today, saying that
they
both suffer just as much pain._42:
Because vyhors,kyj does
not
believe in progress, he htìs stopped
trying to change his
'lifo
vyhors'kyj tries to justify
his mode of existence by
claiming that man is heading
for his own self_destruction
any_
way and that nothing can
be done about this. This self_des_
truction is going to be caused,
accord,ino
i.o him,
hi- l^_,
ng to
by the path
of development that man has
embarked upon. Manr âs
Vyhors,_

4[
421

rbid., p.
Ibid., p.

191.
J-7B.
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kyj sees him, entered on the path of doom the moment
he started to think in abstract terms. This caused him
to leave the
natural life in the caves. Even man,s first creations,
such

as huts, are the products of an artificial
world. The only
way that man can return to the natural world,
accord.ing to

vyhors'kyi, is to cut off his own head or, i_n
other words, to
commit intellectual suicide. vyhors'kyj
also believes that
after man's extinction no new race of supermen
wirl follow.
Man is a dying organism which cour-d
have survived longer had
he conquered his greatest enemy, and that enemy,
accord.inq to
Vyhors'kyj, is his br.irr.4ß
Negation of the brain succeeds in'accomplishíng
two
very important things. The first is the negation
of consciousnessrwhile the second is the negation of the
thinking process
itself.
vyhors'kyj want.s to return to the past, to the primal
world before consciousness set in, where everything
accep_
'üas
ted
'rithout question. Vyhors'kyj's living with the ,,low
lives" and accepting theír type of existence is part
of his
attempt to return to the primal state. However,
this can only
be accomplished through the negation of the conscious
er_ement
within the individual. unfortunately for vyhors,kyj,
he can_
not return to the unconscious state because he
has been con_

scious.

vyhors'kyj sees himserf as a pathetic being
that is

+e

Tbid., p.

191.
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caught between two distinct eras.
Because of his posi-tion,
he is able to see what the past
was and what the future will

be' Because of his vision, vylr-ors'kyj
believes that he is
an enemy of both sides. The
only people both eras r-ike are
people who are either blind
or weaksighted because these
people do not see; they only
imagine what they see. The
only
time that these people see something
ne\A¡ is when they want
to
see something nevf. ultimately,
vyhors,kyj sees life being
"""tr;:ted by the blind and not by those who possess intel_

lect.

ffi

vyhors'kyj also believes that in
the twentieth century
is not possible and claiming that
iÉ was only an illusion
'ove
that was passed from one age to
the next one by tradition.
vyhors'kyj sees l-ove as being possible
only in a civilized
âg€¿ and since he refers to
the twentieth century as an age
of enlightened savagery, love is
impossible. Love was pos_
sible in other ages and vyhors,kyj
cites the example of the
twerfth and ni-neteenth centuries.
rn the twelfth century, the
woman gave her body to her
husband and her soul to her
10ver.
rn the nineteenth century, the
woman gave her body to
her
lover, while she gave her husband
her soul. According to
vyhors'kyi in the twentieth
century, women have totally for_
'
gotten the differences between
these two rores.4,gronors,kyj
arso berieves that because love
no longer exists in the twen_
tieth century, the true poets of
this era should not sinq
4,41

rbid.,

¿iq,

rbid. , p. 258.

p. 2s9.
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about love, but rather they should
sing about work. Vyhors,_
kyj is partially consistent with this
view in his poetryr ât
least in the last book of it that stepan
reads. Here he does
describe various occupations as they
are being performed, but
they are there as a part of the city and

not specifically

as

poetry about work.
vyhorsrkyj is incapable of loving another
person and
he does not even try to. He cannot
extend any emotion to any_
one because he is a dried-up individuar-.
The only thing that
he can get emotional about is the cutlet
that he gets.served
in the beer cellars - As f ar as he is
concerned., the cutr-ets
are the only things that are deserving
oí any emotion. vyhor_
s'kyj sees 10ve as being only a fleeti-ng
thing because it
takes an effort to love another peïson,
while no effort is
required to 10ve a cutlet. vyhors,kyj
wants to avoid having
to extend some emotion towards anyone. ,,ft
seems to me that
one cannot 10ve a person as much as
one can 10ve a dead
object- How many of us have 10ved tens
of women and pícked
through stirr more friends, but rove
cutlets arl our livesz,'46,
Other than when he is drinking or eating,
the only
other time that vyhors'kyj finds satisfaction
in his life is
when he is working- But since he
rarely works, he mostJ-y
travels or drinks, living off his earnings
as a writer, he
finds little satisfaction. rt does not
matter to vyhors,kyj
that he cannot find any satisfaction in
his life because he

.4-6,

rbid. r p. I77"
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believes that happiness is an illusion
anyway.
Vyhors 'kyj
also claims that he is repulsed by
the idea of total satisfaction becauser âs he sees it, it
is the most natural of all
human illusions and most bestial
.-q,f Vyhors,kyj rejects the
bestial.
Happiness for vyhors'kyj consists
of being a_bIe to
move about from one place to
another anytime he chooses to

do

so. rt also consists of the ability
to be able to drink beer
in his favorite beer cel.ar. Life
is only sufferabr_e for
vyhors'kyj when he has no responsibÍrities.
rn his logic,
when a man has responsibilities,
he is not free. Neither is
a man free if he is tied down to
a city, o, to a village, or
any other permanent l0cation because
he, in vyhors,kyj,s
view' becomes plantlike- The only
time when vyhors,kyj will
consider a man free is when the
individuar_ has the funds to
do as he/she pleases- only then
can the individual be happy.
vyhors'kyj has not got the funds
to do as he pleases a'd,
therefore, he is unhappy.48
The authors of th"
!i
claim
that vyhors'kyj \4/as the character
that pidmohyl,nyj portrayed
most sympathetically in the novel
as welr as claiming that he
is the positive character ih the.rorr"1.4g
This is a state_
ment that is debaÐable for two
reasons. The f irst is that
+7, r-bid., p. l_91.
-48':, Ibid. , p. 2IS.
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Pidmohyl'nyj

a supporter of rgmantyka vitaizmu and vyhorsrkyj is hardly a character that could be described as a
r^ras

textbook example of the "vitaist"hero . vyhors'kyj does
have talent and vision, but he does not use them. vyhors rkyj is imprisoned everywhere that he goe.s/ and his philosophy

is a tangled web which rejects all aspects of life. Vitaism
was supposed to promote life rather than negate it as vyhorsr_
kyj does. Vyhors'kyj rejected the intellectual and bestial
side of life and craimed that the emotionar side of life was
not possible in the twentieth century
The second reason is that pidmohyilnyj rejects individuals like vyhors'kyj. fn his review of rvlaksym Ryl's'kyj, a
writer that in many \.,rays is similar to vyhors'kyj, pidmohyl'nyj takes a very negative stance towards him and his poetry.
He writes that tÀe major "complex,, behind Ryf ,s,kyj is wine
and that Ryl's'kyj uses this wine to drown the unconquerable
differences between the dream and reality.-5CI pidmohyl,nyj
concludes his attack on Ryl's'kyj

by saying that there is no
point in blindfolding Ryl,s,kyj because he is already brind.5Í
The worst elements of the city are not for:nd in vyhors'kyj's character, but only the characteristics of an individual
who has given up on rife and who promotes the negation of
life- As his narne suggests, vyhors'kyj is a burnt-out individual wi-thout any ambitions or goars to strive for. He is
'5@ Valeri j an
' nyj , "Bez sterna, rt !¡¡,tt j a i revoljub.fi{nohyl
sija, No. 1 (L927), p. 49.
5-ff Ibid., p. 53.
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suffering from stomach pains which he blames on the pate
that he ut".5l2 This is a very important image of vyhors'kyj- His stomach, the convertor of food into energy/does
not work, and he cannot tolerate liver which provides him
with iron orrto be more specific, the strength to live on.
He is at the end of his road and even admits to stepan that
stepan may never see him again. This could be partry caused

by the fact that he has begun to know stepan much moïe intimately than he wanted tor or by the fact that he did not want

to have stepan see him as a sick man who needs help from
other individuals; but whatever the reason may be for his
belief that he may never see stepan again, it is stilr a running away from life. vyhors'kyj, according to his own outl_ook
on life, has only one option open to him, and that is death.
He has tried to achieve an intel'lectual death, but has failed.
Physical death is then the only option l-eft open for him. ït
does not matter whether the death is self-inflicted
or not,
because only in death can absolute non-existence be found.

The people of Kiev are not a positive rot.

rnstead of

getting better, their problems are becoming worse a¡rd worse.
Nobody is doing anything to improve the situation which they
are in and nobody cares. The people of Kiev are apathetic,
cynical individuals who lack vision. This rack of vision,
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not only prohibits them from being creative, whether it be
artistically or intellectually
or just being abre to rebuird
old derapidated structures, but it also prevents them from
perceiving the situation as it rea1ly is.
Their rack of vision also shows up in their need for
artificial stimulants in all forms, from alcohol and opium
to the escapist firms, theater, and literature that the
people flock to. The peopre are dependent on someone or
something erse for their dreams. They cannot dream themsel-

ves. Vyhorsrkyj claimed that the best servants of 1ife were
blind, and in this wây, the pqopre of Kiev are ideal servants
of lifeThe people of Kiev are stunted individuals.

F9, whatThey have all
some in the days

ever reason, they have not devel0ped fully.
stopped somewhere in their development
of the czarist regime and others in the post-Revorutionary
era- The best examples of Lhis can be found in Zos'ka and in
Musinrka- Their names refer not only to chirdren, but also
to a diminished person, something less than a total being.
Their actions, especially those of Zos'ka and Maksym, point
towards their being childrike.
As children, the worrd will
always seem to be a nice prace to rive in. As children, they
do not have to face up to the realities and responsibilities
of life
Rita is the only person who may be positive, but even
with her there are problems. Rita is a stage performer and
the only way that she could influence the people wourd be
for them to perceive her performance as it is intended to be
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perceived. unfortunately, the people cannot do so because
they lack the necessary vision. The other problem with Rita
is that since she has no roots , if she comes across something
she does not like, she can always leave and. move elsewhere
and in this way avoid the problem.
The people of the city cannot communicate with each
other. They need to be stimurated by alcohol or some other
substance in order to start the communication process. Even
then, the communication process becomes one-sided with one
person ending up lecturing the other as in the case of vyhors'kyj and stepan, or in the other conversations of the beer
cellar where both individuals talk, but nobody listens or
wants to l-isten.

to listen to the prostitute and lèarn more about her, she is totally unprepared for
such an action and does not know what to do.
There is no one capable of rejuvenating the city;
Therefore, any rejuvenation is going to have to be done by
outside elements from the countryside and the víIlages; but
on closer examination of the rurar populus, pidmohyilnyj
shows that the villagers are not capable of providing the
stimulus needed. The villages are filred with people rike
Levko, who refuse to face up to the realities of life in the
twentieth century. They are also filled with people who
shunned stepan because he was an orphan. The countryside
itsetf needs a stimulus to help it rejuvenate.
The situation in both the city and the countryside is
static- This places the spotlight on the individual who must
provide the stimulus needed to revive life in both the city
when stepan wants

g2

and the countryside.

CHAPTER V

Stepan Radchenko
He
the new force, summoned from
villages for creative
work. ge ____ one ofthe
those
who should replacl_
ãecayed
past and courageously
build!h"the future.of.', the

That is how stepan envisi_oned
himself and his roÌe in
life when he first came to the
city. FulI of youthful pride,
energy, and a sense of power
that had foll0wed the Revolu_
tion, he ber-ieved that he was
abr-e to take on everything
and
everyone and change things
in order to create a new world,
a
new utopia promised by the
Revolution. Stepan came to the
city with the new revival 0f
life during the N.E.p. years.
His motto \'üas' "Do not hate the
city, but conguer ít.r2
Evêrything \'vas clear for him.
He knew exactly what
had to be done and what he
was going to do to accompli_sh
the
dreams of the future'
Nothing \^/as going to stop him,
or
others like him who had come
to the cities with the same
ideas in mind.
A minute ago he ,.".g_:ylar"g-d"r,
but now he
the endless p"r=p"ãtives- rhouåands

self

sa\À/

like
comins'to
girt;";iårains inrohimlars, barns and'dormitories-,,=tå.rirg,
cel_
lfre
-i*p"'ceptibly
but work_
rÁ/ere

unaerminins irs
::fl.:iu-:!:gv+lg,
in nãw,"iã
,,,,=r,*"å;T:.*å31=,riå"3:ff:
and vasyll: ;;1"i"yins seise :É i".
." .;J::'fu"ilfiTan's

havens' squeezi"g-ih"*,
anã finally toppling them.
ïnto the city rrãws -tne t",
Àiooå ot the villages.

1" pidmohyf 'nyj, Misto, p. 2L.
2 Tbid. r p. 40.
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that wil1 change the city,s appearance
and
essence. And he
one of lÈe changes, that
f are has appointed. to. tafce-pf ;;u
. City_garden ,
vi I 1 age
pr ophe s i ã -n| -frr" Re volur
a_v
i on,
îi
I
^rnese
"_"
wonders of the
future
of
which
left only a vague impressi;;-:___ at-that báoks
moment
seemed to him near ana conceivable. J
stepan was influenced by the orators
and the propagandists of that time, especially those who
were doing a variation on rhe ninrh poinr of rh. g@
(1848)
that proclaimed that the differences between
the cities and
the countryside wourd be gradually aborished
through the
'ni_
fication of agriculture and the manufacturing
industry and
through the redistribution of the populatiorr.4
All Stepan is
doing is reg'urgitating somebody erse,s thoughts
and visions.
He does not have any thoughts or visions
of his own,nor does
he have the personal experience needed
to develop his own
vision of life.5
The passage also shows how much faith
stepan had in
the Revorution and in,the success of all the
utopian p1ans.
He is so idealistic that he is naive.

believes that he
can pinpoint who and what the enemy
of the Revolution is.
Ïn his eyes t oT rather in the eyes of the
orators and propagandists that he had listened to or
read, the enemy is the
He

3.
4.

Ibid. , p. 40.
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, ,,The communist
Manifesto,,,

ìirffiJïi 'ËuÎ""ttt"t, "ãl-vicior ðã*"i.n"'o (mew york,

5

This is exactly, yh3t Khvyljoyyj criticized
the acrivists
for in his pamþhlets. aå"gg-1"g
him,
rhey
are capable
only of fo110wing orders, aÇ-ng others,
f.o
especially their
Russian superiors' Hordi"rèYkyi,
¡:-rgiå%asovjets'koji Ukrajiny, pl--e ¡.
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city and everything that the city represents. The
city for
him is like the sun in a sorar system. Eventuarly,
it draws
everything into itserf and through a very painful,
though irn_
seen process, forces everything to conform
to the standards
of the city.6
Historically, the city was much more powerfur than
the
village- N.E-p- was an attempt at bringing the village
materi_
ally to the same lever as the city and stepan supports
this.
"rs it the eternar- fate of the village to be an ignorant,
restricted slave who serls himself for positions
and food,
losing not only his goal, but al_so human dignity?,, 7
stepan blamed the people of the city for this
state of
affairs. From the very beginning, he possessed a g,reat
hatred
towards them even though he had never encountered
any of them

personally- From the boatr âs they approached Kiev
for the
first time, stepan, Levko, and Nadja saw the crowd.s
on the
beaches along the river. Nadja was enraptured
by them and be_
came very excited- stepan \,vas not. He
thought that the sight
of all those people was very
'npreasant and believed them to
be ridicurous looking. He was also put off by the
fact that
Nadja vras enthusiastic about their behavior.
Levko, who was
not as critical as stepan, tried to justify their
behavior by
claiming that they roamed about the beaches the
way they did,
l-n an attempt to regain their sanity after a rough
week. g
6
7

I

Valerijan pidmohyl inyj , Misto, p.
.ïbid. , p. 46.
Ibid., p. 16"

160.

Even Levko's attempt at justifying
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their behavior did
not have any affect on Stepan. He
did not like the city
dwellers and had a ver]r simple solution
for dealing with them.
And his whole soul engaged in an
uncontrol__
lable animosity towarãs this *irrdl"==,
laugh_
ing stream;
aie
all
thesã--trea¿s
good
for
except for laughter
'ihat and for flirtinga
ïs
it
possible to asÀume that i" tr."ir
an idea, that their dear ¡f""ã-is hearts lives
spontaneous acti-on, that i"-ah"i; capable of
consciousrress there are assignments and
responsibilities?
Here they are
dwel_lers ! Shop_
keepersr. silly teachers,city
troublefree
dolrs in
posh costumes. ft is necessary
to
s\,veep
ai,ray, to squash these licentiãúç-*rggots, them
and in
their pl_ace, others
wil_1 ;;il:-õ
here.

There is only one problem with Stepan,s
philosophy
He does not know who or what the
others

will be that
will take over the positions of the
city dwel-lers that will
be eradicated- Alr stepan wants to
do is to totally destrov
everything that he finds in the city.
and then build his
utopian society. He has no respect
for the people that he
finds in the city, nor for any of their
accomplishments.

He

does not see them as people with
human emotions. They are.
just something that is in his
way and in the way of the Revo_

lution as he understands it andrtherefore,
they have to be
eradicated- This is essentially the
emergence of the anti_
city bias in Stepan that \,vas prevelant
among Ukrainian villa_
gers like peter Skorevetanskii and
that was continuing during
the N.E.p. era.

rbid.,

p. 39.
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stepan came to the city with a cor-d, cruel,
rational
head on hi-s shoulders- He knew exactly
what he wanted to
accomplish and how he was going to do it..

fuIl 0f
that vibrant energy that was needed to rebuild
the city.
This energy is part of his existence and it
is emphasized
very clearly in the way stepan decided to start
off the first
day in the city. Fur-I 0f energy, he has
to get rid of it by
exercising, as he says, in the manner of the
city dwellers,
not knowing that except for a few athretes
and athletically_
inclined individuars, city dwerrers do not exercise
at arl.
This is stepan'!s first attempt at trying to
integrate himself
into the system of the city. By doing these
exercises, he
also wanted to create some kind of pattern
that he could fol_
10w' because at this point in time, he believed
that, ,,the
norm and order are the first guarantee
of success. ,, l0 This
also shows how dependent he is on externarcontrols to pro_
vide him with the means of living. ït also shows
that stepan
upon his first arrival in the city only
has his physical
si-de developed fuIIy.
His rational side is slowly developlng
as he is becoming more and more experienced
in life.
stepan has one characteristic that is common
to arr of
the people of the novel and this is duality
of character.
At the beginning of the nover, stepan's duarity
is caused by
the combination of his activist beriefs and
his alienation.
stepan the activist wanted to destroy
the city dwel'ers,
He was

10

Ibid., p.

ZZ".
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while stepan the arienated. wanted to become integrated
into
city life- This duality does have a positive side
to it.
ït allows him rater to e>çerience urban rife
and compare it
to the kind of rife that he led in the village
and. as a
result of this comparison, come up with'his
o*, pr,,íosophy
of life at the end of the novel.
one of the first

things that does make an appearance
in stepan's life is his cold ratíonalism. Everything
has
place and a purpose and j-f it is not practicar,
then there
is no point to it. stepan cannot understand
the need to
study t,atin-lf The worr-d around him is a tota]Iy
rational
p'ace. "Fairies and good wizards do not exist
today, nor did
they ever- only through suffering and work can
something be
attained -"I2
stepanrs practicality and his cor_dness can be
seen in
his early view of the city. rn the night, while
he is wander_
ing aimlessly among the marquees and the downtown
displays,
he stops by an electrical display
The electrical store suddenly stopped him.
Behind Íts mirrorlike g1ass, colorãd
f"*p=
iit up continually ana"werrt out, and the
cry_

stal of the mirrois
display io, a sácond
reflected weird deadon
flowers.
And Stepan
thought to himself bitterly
not take
these lamps to_ the viIlagã, wherewhy
there
coul_d
be. some gain f5om tîq*, ána not entertainment.
o insatiable city. J-3

11 rbid.,
12, rbid.,
13, rbid.,

p. 35.
p. 27.
p. 39.
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stepanrs response, from the point of view
of a revolutionary, is a positive one because the city
is using up
energy in a purposeless fashion, energy
that courd be put to
good use on a village somewhere.
rt ar_so shows that stepan
has a very shallow and rimited knowledge
of people and of
their \{ays. people cannot be practical

all the time. The
sequence also shows that stepan has veïy
little knowledge of
himserf- He does not notice that he was attracted
to that
shop window, just rike other people,
and. that he had been
wandering around Kiev aimlessly before
that.14 Stepan has a
very limited view of life at this time. This
is a very
important problem in his rife. He can
see the events of the
pastrbut he cannot see what is going on
around him in the
present. His vi-sion of the future is not
his, but somebody
else's, and it i-s this vision of a glorious
future that keeps

him going.

yet despite stepan's positive
attitude and his belief
in himself and in the Revolution, a doubt
begins to creep in.
This forces him to reevaluate what.he is doing
and why. This
takes place beside a shop window also, but
this time the shop
window is that of a bookstore. All
the books on display in
the windovrz were ner,r ones, except for one,
and this intimi_
dated him because he did not know where
all these books
would lead him- He was not sure what would
be revealed in
them; whereas he was certain of what the
Revolution ha;J pro_
mised him- All this previous planningseemed to have been
t4

Tbid. , p. 37.

wasted,
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he started to question everything,
including his
motives for coming to Kiev and
what would eventual_ly happen

to him.

and

15

Even after atl his doubts, stepan
tried to rationa_
lize
- . why he was feeling that wây, and
he avoided
the obvious- He wanted to believe
that his doubts
\.vere

brought on by tiredness, and not by
the fact that he was
human. This is one of Stepan,s major
problems. He cannot
relate to other people, or see himserf
as a human capable of
making mistakes and being attracted
to flashing lights. ste_
pan sees himself as infallible.
Because of thi-srhe believes
that he is superior to the people
around him. He sees people,
not as people, but as parL of a great
plan that he has to
fo.row' rf the people fit. into this
pran, then they are
allowed to remain in their positions.
ïf not, then they are

r"mo-r"d. f6

when stepan was

by the -bookstore window, the bookstore
seemed to him to be almost
blind. The blindness of the book_
store can be interpreted in a number
of ways. The first j-s
that the knowledge that is for:nd
in the bookstore reads no_
where and should be avoided. stepan
fol-lowed a simil_ar cou::se
later when he decided not to return
to the ïnstitute.
He
realized that he was not acquiring
any new knowledge or at
l-eastnof t'letype of knowledge
that he wanted at the rnstitute.
15

16

rbid., p. 17.
Ibid., pp. 38 and

40.
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The image of the blind bookstore
can also point out the fact
that the people who read books
i_n Kiev are the same people
who want to escape from
life and live in a dream worrd.
This
is not an answer to any of the
problems of l_ife. The image
can also be interpreted as
an omen for stepaïi. rn order
to
devel0p his own vision that
will guide him in life, stepan
has to assimilate- not only
the knowledge that is found in

these books, but also ttre experiences
that hè will have in
life'
stepan will have to make
a decision eventually, whether
to be his o\'ì/n man, after experiencing
everything that life
,.as to offer- This is a decision
that stepan takes a r-ono

time to

make.

when stepan was by the bookstore
window, it was the
first time that he revealed a
stepan that was not a finely
tuned Revoluti-onary machineThe second. time thatthis happened was during a gathering
atNadja,s quarters,vjtll AlaJjas
¿¡¿
Levko's friends- - stepan is in
a bad frame o,- mind from the

beginning. Dedicated to the
Revolution, he saw many things
that had to be accomplished, yetall the people in the room
sat around and talked without
accomplishing anything. This
brought his hatred of other people
to the fore. The main
object of his hatred this eveningr
was a boy who had also just
come from the villagesThe boy was everything that
stepan
had wanted to replace in the
city. Th-e boy had no respect
for the villagers' He was a
cynic and a male chauvinist.
Fun, for him consisted of pinching
hís girlfriend, while
making passes at all the
others. The boy did not believe
in
the Revolution anrmoïe, even
though he was a part of it.
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Faced with this type of person and
his cynicism, stepan \^/as completely helpless and did
not know how to react.

stepan's major problem here was that he
courd not argue with
this boy intellectually because he did
not possess the e:çeri_
ence of life to base his arg.uments
on. stepan realized that
the boy was wrong, but he could not do
anything about it.
All he could rely on were the orators
that he had heard;
they r^/ere no help to him in a situation
rike this. Alr ste_
pan could think of doing \,fas to physically
destroy him, whiclr
he realizeJ *.r impossible
Another problem that stepan faced at
this gathering

his boredom. This caused himtobnintro"pective,
and he
started to think about everything that
he had seen in the
Toom and his relationship to it.
He began to doubt Levko,
suspecting that he might have gone over
to the city dwe'lers.
From this point oD, stepan moved from
one desparate thought
to the next in very rapid succession,
reveal-ing how r:ncertain
he really was about the future.
r^/as

Maybe this road also
for him, this quag_
mire, that shall suckwaits.
rri*-i"
r,i*,
makingf him a powerless .oailion-r;-Ë;"
""ã-äíg""t* rusred
system of life? He felr il
]t f;ishf;nins
springs,
that
fraA
settled
in the dents
":":-1
of
the Revolution and now a,h"O ygi"
fãgj_nning
to straighten out. And mayne-"il-riià"i"
unstoppable, train, that no machinist only
3l
the power to change t¡re--airection of its has
move_
ment on the designated rails ¡etweã;
;h;
known,
gray stations? only one .thing rà*"i"J"ìrn.voiaable
to grab oñto it-regardless of where
it. leads its monotonous
trail - tt

I7,

Ibid., p. 46.
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If life was this train, then the only
option for Sce_
pan was to hop onto it like the
carpetbaggers did during
the

Revolution.

Through stepan's thoughts a number
of things are
revealed about him- The first is
that stepan was an idea_
list who very strongly berieved in what

the Revolution \,vas
trying to accomplish- stepan also had
to rationalize every_
thing to himself so that he could accept
it.. stepan remem_
bered the Revolution and how he had
been a part of it.
He
j-s constantly looking
back at the Revolutionr,whether it
is
in his early works or in his thoughts,
not only because it
r^¡as the most important event
of his life until then, but
also because it was the only thing
that he knew from actual

experience.

The most important thing that
the passage does show

about stepan is that once stepan starts
to think about him_
self, he reveals himself to be just
as scared as anybody
else of all the events that have changed
the traditionar_
way of life'
The incident by the bookstore window j.s
shown
to be not an isolated event caused by
his being

tired. ste_
pan r¡¡as the i-dealist, and. as the
Revolution started to show
signs of failure and the idealism was
being replaced

stark reality,

by

the future became moïe uncertain. Everything
had been mapped out beforehand.
stepan believed that he
knew exactly what was going to
happen- Now stepan had to
start to reassess his plans. The orators
were no longer

dependable.
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Stepan's fear of being powerless is also
reveal_ed.
stepan came to the city with an idea that
he was going to be
the conqueror of the city- s10w1y this concept
is destroyed,
but reappears later in a different form.
Stepan realizes what he is thinking;
he does not l_ike

these ideas, so he tries to avoid them.

.=

i r'Täåu'i iä

nrlËi=

:' å"ii

:fl::i :
calÌy took a piece of hide:;:l_ïli53å".*:
startãd
chewing
it. The vil1ãge was
""ã
.r.y from him; he
was beginning to see Toving
it
in
a
áistant perspective,
that leaves schematic traits iiom
the livino
body. And he became- frishrãnÀã,"rii.'ã
å-;å;:""
beneath whose feet the eãrtf, fraA shifted.
l-B
stepan reverts to being a machine because
a machine

does not think

and, like the r-ocomotive earlier, forl0ws
a
predetermined pattern of action. Any
changes in its action
are changes that are i-mposed on it. From
this point on, ste_
pan becomes like a machine, with no
free time for any serious
thinking. He lets fate take his rife wherever
it may until
he decides where he is heading. Then he
takes contror_ again.
stepanrs reverting to a machine takes place
many
times. The happiest that stepan ever is is
among the machi¡:es
in the magazine publishing office. Here,
in his imagination,
the machines are personified and become similar
to anything
that would be found in the natural world.
These machines
were overpowering and they si_lenced all
human communication.
Because of this, stepan believed that
the heart of the city

18

rbid., p.

47.
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courd be for:nd in the machine rooms. They gradually took
control 0f stepan and led him into a fantasy world. The

machines ;attracted him with their noise and discord.ant
rhy_
thms. The fantasy worId, however, was not a mechanist one.

stepan's fantasy worrd was a world from his past, from
his
youth when everything vüas stirr reasonably simple and
i_nno-

""rt.

f9

ïn the machine. room, ta is shown that stepan can rerate
to a machine, but he ca¡rnot relate to other people. This
emphasizes stepanrs anti-social

tendencies and his inclina_

tion to see himserf as the center of the universe.
one positive thing that stepan possesses right from
the start is his imagination. when Maksym describes for him
his job, stepan is abre to visuali-ze it. very easily though

he

never had seen Maksym work.
Stepan shook his head.
a IiveIy.
imagination and. a talent for Having
underõtanding
everything at once and to take an interesË in
everything, he suddenry experienced
that noise_
less world_of figures ãnd ieceipts, where
the
gaiety of-life i9 placed into mänotonous, pre_
fabricated formuraË, where figuies
trrä prace
of events.and of people. He ãigh"a,take
rrrr.or""i._
ously desiring the troublefree i"""" of paper=.20
Here again is stepan's wish to be a\,vay from peopre and
in a world of his or^/n. This anti-sociar feeling of his is
one of the problems that he has to overcome in order
to be an
integrated person and a creative writer. His early writings

19

20

rbid.
rbid.
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echo the fact.

They are no more than a chronicling of the
events that took place during the Revolution.

stepan' very early in the novel, realizes that he possesses anti-sociar feerings and he also realizes that he
is
partry responsible for his behavior. He describes himself
as being l0cked within himself 100king out at the worr_d from
behind voluntary b.r=.2f Despite the fact that he knows
what he is doing, he stilr does not do anything to improve
his condition r:ntil after the breakup of his affair with Musin'ka.
stepan went through a great humbling process upon his
arrival in the city. An example of how he was humbled can
be seen during his trip to the famous literary critic to

his writings- stepan was thrown out very rudely.
However, stepan, in his imagination, reveng.es the wrong
done
to him in a very violent manner.
show him

along, his brain numb, he spun
_ Walking
unclearthoughts of revenge. He could hit that
snail, break lig impudent pince-.nez, drag his
carefully-tended body on tñe fr-oor because the
superiority of his muscles was undisputable.
And because he could imagine only srrãf, a form of
revenge, the consciousness of being powerless
made him stirl weaker. once again'in rrim awoke
that village boy with his bliná hatred ltowards
everything that was higher than he. 22
As with the boy that he met at Nadjâ's, Stepan could
only think of violence as a means of getting what he thóught

2I
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p. 69.
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across. He could not intellectually counter
the critic,s
action by proving to himself that in
actuar fact his writings
v/ere good' All he could do was to
think of violence.
one posit've thing has to be said
about stepan here.
He does not give up his literary
career after this putdown.
when the opportr:nity presents itself
again, stepan brings his
stories out and shows them to Vyhors,kyj,
who reads them and,
subsequently, sends them to a couple
of mag,azines.
stepan's failure with the critic is
reflected in his
attitude towards other people that he
meets in the streets.
rn his mind, he believes that they are
all his secret enernles.g
stepan was angïy after his experience
with the critic and was
looking for someone to dominate. This person
was Nadja.
ât this point in time, stepan is extremely
frustrated.
Gradually he gets rid of this frustration
as he becomes more
involved with the life of the city,
s10w1y beginning to partake in everything that the city has
to offer. stepan roses
the conscious side of himself, as a result
of having less
time to thinkì He starts to move in a
seemingly purposeless
manneï similar to the way people
in the outer city moved,
wl:en stepan arrived in Kiev. Every
minute in his day was
measured- There was constantly something
that had to be done.
vrhen stepan was the secretarl¿
of the magazi-ne, his
evening's were always futl.
For example, after he dined, he
had time to read a few newspapers.
At five, he went to the
23
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area conmittee,

the discussion centered around a health
spa campaign. stepan planned to start thinking
about a sum_
mer vacation because it was already spring.
The meeting
finished at eightr âfid someone suggested that
they all go to
the movies- stepan only returned to his room
at ten_thirtv
and he stil1 had Zos'ka's party to go to.24
r^7here

Even though Stepan is behaving

a machine, he l_s
'ike
beginning to think independently. This is the
awakeninq of
one of Stepan's ptsitive attributes.
At work and at the meetings he became some_
thing like a capable automaton]
yes, everywhere,
except.in his room, he felt he was a wor:nd_up
mechanism that accomplishes a certain number
required deeds, makes habitual reactions to theof
surroundings, and has
ability to rep1y.
His sensibilities \^/erethe
squeezed ilao hi;-å;"arns,
placing a shadow over his* life. 25--!eu
Another side of stepan is reveared through
the rer_ationships that he has with other people. The
only peopre
that stepan does not deverop a hatred for are-the

women in
his life'
The or,ro other person that stepan was abre
to
carry on an amicable relationship with was vyhors'kyj.
stepanrs first affair¡ oï rather non-affair,
was with
Nadja' rt was not very much of a relationship.
They both
had a cornmon background., since they were both
from the same
village- However, any communication between the
two did not
take place until they \,vere on the same boat going
to Kiev.

24
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she had been to Kiev previously and had some friends
in the
city' stepan \¡/as going to Kiev wit.hout knowing exactly
where or to whom- Despite the fact th.at they
were mutually
attracted, the most important thing to note about their

rerationship is that neither really knew the other,
and the
relationship did not last long enough for them to get
to
know each other more. The major reason they got
together in
the first place was companionship.
As they lvere approaching Kiev, they passed crowds
of.
people, bathing and amusing themselves on the beaches.
Nadja
was very enthusiastic about this scene, whire
stepan could
not understand her enthusia=*.26 at a l_ater meeting
in
Nadja's quarters, stepan meets her city friends. Because
she associated with the urban or urbanized youth,
stepan
thought her inferior.
He cour-d not understand why she would
want to associate with them, especially since
he was so furl
of hatred towards them.

stepan fer-t that he courd conquer and control
Nadja.
This is first shown when, after being humiliated by
the cri_
tic, stepan was looking for revenge and Nadja became

his vic-

tim- stepan became the cruer ag'gressor who wanted to
humi_
liate her- "He felt his power over her and wanted her
to
submit- Alt of his annoyance centered on her, and.
he might
have hit her, if she had decided to argue. But
she went
along obedient
26
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This also shows a facet of Nadja that is very important and this is her spinelessness. she cannot say no, even
though she knows that she i-s being usedr ês she is by stepan
and later on by Borys- Arl she can do is cry after the
event is all
?ver
Nadja wanted to keep stepan at arl costs because he
rvas someone she believed that she could lean oà. stepan
wanted someone to dominate, not someone to be dependent on
him- He courd not dominate Nadja, because there was nothing

to dominate over. Nadja did. whatever was demanded of her
like a mecha¡ical toy. she gave up her free wirr during her
search for the security which Stepan could not provide her.
After stepan broke off with Nadja, he had other rovers,
but he never completely forgot about Nadja. He created a
dream in which an idealized Nadja came back to him. In
the
dream Nadja \,'ras quickly destroyed after stepan saw her again.
His affair with Musi-n'ka started as a resurt of his
trying to prove to himself that he was not afraid of anythingand that he wourd tackle anything. However, all it. rearly
lvas \,ras the meeting of two solitary people who offered friend_
ship to each other. Musin,ka fírst carne to him in the middle
of the night whire he was sleeping. she scared hÍm, he
shrugged her off. she left him to wonder about the event.
rn his thoroughly rational manner, he recreated the events
that had taken place. Then he tried to rationarize to him_
self why he had been afraid. He came to the conclusion that
his rejection of Musin'ka had been caused by simple boyish
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' rn the morning, stepan had planned to go to the rnstitute and start attending crasses, but the adventure
of the
previous night spoiled any chançe of his attending.
He had
to sol-ve the problem of how to react to Musin'ka
now that
her attitude towards him had changed.
And the desire for that woman, about whom
had not even dared. to think yåsteraay, had he
turned into a burning thirst, -f.rua been sea_
soned with an unconquerable curiosity, ;ã
had become, fínal1yr ârr irritati"g
qúå=iio,
of his o\,vn self-love. He had onli Ëo
i;;;i""
that this vroman might not neioÃg to himi
rage
rook hoJ_d of him añd brousht iã-his li;É ih;most graphic words. Libeitine. Defi-nquen!.
Even prostitute.

Br-t despite that, he would have begged
her on his knees, if sfr"
,å"iã smile at him
just oBFe, if she would give
fri* tfr" least
sign - ¿9
stepan did ask her to come again, and she returned.
From this point oD, their affair br-ossomed.
Musin,ka had been
afraid to break out of her house and to start to
live for her_
sel-f. Stepan had been an egocentric¿ peïson.
Through his
relationship with Musin'ka, he opened up to other
people.
stepan got to know Musinrka in a \,vay that he
had never known
anyone previously- He learnt her inner
thoughts and
feetings.

Musin'ka also
="'r-r"d "= a resting place for stepan so that he
could get his bearings in his new surroundings.
stepan
admitted that he had been spun around by the

city and that

28
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had been afraid-30

This he confessed to Musin,ka and to noone else- Musin'ka was also the only person
that got to kno¡¡
stepan- she also helped him to adapt to the
city life by
making him conscious of other people. This
is very impor_
tant because people are the basis of urban life.

Musin'ka became a veïy important part of stepan,s
life.
she was totally different from anybody else
that he had. known

before' she was just plain Musin'ka. she did not
play any
role in front of him rÍke other people that he had
known or
met both in the village and in the city.
she did not divide
herserf into li.tle parts in an attempt to imitate
others.
"fn comparison to her, all the girls that he knew were
like
squirming dorls who rooked on making love as
a featr â serf_
sacrifice and an unrepayable service.,,31 This is
the most
important part of their relationship. Musin,ka
never made
any demands on him and he rrever made any demands
on her.
Another thíng that Musinrka brought to their

relationship was that she was abre to get stepan to put
his rational
side alray for at least a short period of t.ime.
This a]]owed
stepan the opportunity to bring forward and
develop his human
or instinctive side- During the night, the only
time when
they \'vere able to be together aIone, stepan was
able to feertroublefree- There were no more demands or assignments
from

anyone hanging

30
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to anyone during the night. During the night,
all the peopre
that had placed demands on him disappeared.
upon getting rid
of them, he was finally free and ',perceived
the conscious
independence and impertinent strength
of life.u32
But even though stepan had started to ,,let
himself
go, " he was stirl constantly thinking
and perceiving every_
thing from a rationalistic standpoint. stepan
was stirl
basically anti-social. The night \,vas pleasing
to him partly
because he was together with Musin,ka,
but also because he
was able to avoid contact with people that
he did not like.
Even though at night stepan seemed to
be satisfied
with being himself, during the day Stepan does
not change.
After Maksym had his fight with Stepan and
left
the house,
stepan was left alone with rvtusin'ka.
The conqueror complex
immediatery returned to him. He rear_ized
that he was arone
with Musin'ka, and he became conscious of his
power. ,,And
truly after this remarkable event, the boy involuntarily
fert
himsel-f the complete master, not onry of
the kitchen, but
also of the farther rooms, which he never entered.,
spreading
over them an invisible rule.,,33
stepan has not real'y changed since his
arriva' in
the city- His quest for power is stilr there.
However, when

the opportr:nity arises to take power into his
hands after
Maksymts departure and lord over Musin,ka's
house, he does
not take it- This is the only time when stepan
lets a chance
32 rbid., p. 92.
33. Ibid., pp. 106 -i-.07.
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at possessing po\^/er sl'p away from him.
He let things
$o on
as they had before Maksymts departure
because he was satis_
fied with things.
The affair with Musin'ka saw the creation
of a stepan
who had two different personar-ities.
when stepan first arri_
ved to the city, he was a full-fledged
village activist, a
fairly one-dimensional_ character. As he
spent more time in.
the city, he started to devel0p. one facet
of this devel0p_
ment was the creation of the
"day stepan,,and the,,night
stepan." A¡other facet was revear_ed when
stepan became a
lecturer and started teaching ukrainia¡
to the workers. ste_
pan started to play two different
roles during the day. one
role was that of the poor student, while
the other one was
that of the welr-dressed lecturer. This
caused. some problems
in the everyday routine that stepan folrowed.
when he was
teaching he had to be well-dressed to impress
the workers.
vühen he had to attend lectures
at the rnstitute, he had to
change back into the grubby cl0thes
that people at the rnsti_
tute
'vere accustomed to seeing him wear. This was an attempt
to keep people from gossiping -¡orrt him
in a \,vay that could
cause him to 10se his schor-arship.
stepan also changed his
behavior with every change of clothing.
stepan had started
to play the different roles that he had detested
in other
people, nov¡ that it was to his ad.vantage
to do
"o.34 What
is al-so important to note is that stepan
was afraid of what

34
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other people thought about his new roles,
and so he hid
these separate rol-es. Only Musj_n,ka
knew that he was playing

them.

Another important change that took place
was in ste_
pan's attitude towards the city. when
he had first arrived
in the city, he was full of hatred.
As he became

moïe and
moïe integrated into city life, stepan
began to 10se hi_s
hatred of it and adopted a much more benevolent
attitude to_
wards it'
This was partly caused by the development
of the
various roles that he had begun to p1ay.
ft was also partly
caused by the fact that stepan had
beg¿n to have more varied
experiences in life.
As he became more mature, he .i
lized that people weïe much more complex
than he had

at first
be]ieved' Because of this, stepan decided
to rook on life
more 1eniently.
For during this *irfgrl- herthrough his
ov/n eyes,
had convinced himself Ëh"t'if-;;,
worrhwhile
ro
100k at the world a-nd at rrimseri somewhat
more
lenienrly, rhan ir had
rri* because in
lifer âs in a famine' one
""à;ã-Ëå
could
faII
and knock
over others accidentally, tãi"il -Ssunexpectedry
for oneself and or.," nei-ghbor.
Also duri-ng his affair with Musin,ka,
stepan rost his
revolutionary activist beliefs. when
he took the job of
teaching ukrainian to the workeïs, he
took it, not because
he,believed in ukrainianization, but
because he realized
that he could use the money- stepan has
strayed

from the
Revolution without anyone pressuring
him to do so.

35
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The breakup of the affair between stêpan and
Musin,ka
\'vas something that had to be expected. Musin'ka
knew

that

it was going to happen eventually. Their age differences
(she was forty-two whire he was in his
early twenties) was
one reason for the breakup, but, more import.ant,
stepan had
started becoming conscious of her physical shortcomings.
He
y-= also becoming integrated into city rife. This meant that
he had to live more rike an urbanite and not a village
boy
milking co\,üs for somebody else. Musin,ka was no\^/ a
barrier
that kept him tied to the past. I^Iith Musin,ka, he was
depen_
dent on someone else- As an urba'ite, living in his
own room,
he was dependent only on himself.
Despite his rationarism and his quasi-atheistic
approach to Iife, his actual breaking with the past
took on
a very ritualistic
air. His clothes \,vere associated with his
past and reflected the duality of his character
at that time.
The grubby student'!s outfi-t was associated with
the poor vil_
lage boy who had just come to the city. The splendid
Euro_
pean outfit was associated with the urban
dweller. what ste_
pan \^/as doi-ng was eliminating one character
from his life.

stepan did not throw out the ord clothes of the
vilrage boy.
He burned them in what seems armost like a sacrificial
fire.

All that remained \4rere memories, which, like his unburned
boots,
discarded into a garbage can. This scene gains more
'vere
significance when one notes that stepan burned his
or_d clothes
in the family stove, the traditional place where all
the
decisions !ìrere mad.e in the slavic pagan tradition.
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After thus rejectj.ng tþe past,
Stepan could not, nor
did he want to return to
the vi11age. However,
he could not
get rid of his roots, symbdlized
by the boots. An example
of
how his roots affected
him was in his reaction
to the arrival
of spring- stepan felt the
arrival 0f spring not
the
urban dweller watching
the sno\,ìi being haul-ed away 'ike
by the dray_
men' buL like the peasant
who was waiting for planting
to get
started again- stepan wanted
to 10se himself in the green
fj_eIds, but he was not able.to
in the city. But that did
not
stop him from noticing the
way in which nature
was treated in
the city. He saw it being
repressed. The trees seemed
to
him to be like caged animals
in a zoo stretching their
bran_
ches out to him.37 stepan
never realÌy got the village
out
of his system- He continually
dreamed about returning
to
the steppes and living there,
despite the fact that he
was
living in the city.
one of the first things
that stepan decided to
do
after movi-ng into his own
room \,vas not to conti.nue
his program
at the rnstitute'
This was not so much a,,cop-out,,on
his
part as a rejection of
the educational system.
The fnstitute
36
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did not offer him any new knowledge, but rather dåstorted
the knowledge that he already had.38
The Tnstitute was a failure because it did not intro_
duce stepan to people. wit.h Musin'ka, stepan had started
on the road to becoming conscious of other people and. was
becoming more lenient in his outlook on them. All the
ïnsti_
tute taught him was statistics and other such courses in

which there was no room for people or their properties.

Ar_1

he could learn at the rnstitute was a structured dogmatic
style of life - This he rejected and slowry he was becominq
more conscious of people.
stepan's arienation is a problem that began in his
youth- stepan vüas an orphan and as such, in a vilrage socieþz
based on familial

ties, he was automaticalry a sort of outcast' He had no place where he was accepted. stepan remained isolated and nobody tried to help hím break
down the
barriers of his isor-ation. As a result of this isolation,
stepan became very introspective, self-centered, and alienated from the rest of society. As time passed, this ar_ien-

ation increased until stepan created his own imaginary idea_
lized world- spurred on by Maksym's reminder of the fact
that he was an orphan, stepan not onry remembered his own
youth, but he also remembered the l-ife of mothers in the
vil_
lages. Many of them, were simply an extra mouth in their
son's house where they were not respected by anyone. The

3B
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memories also reminded him that he was
absolutely alone in
the world.39 Musin,ka provided Stepan not with
a mother

figure, but with an opportunity to open up and.
accept other
peopl-e.

Stepanrs alienation \^ias ingrained in his personality,
but it was something that he tried to overcome.
The best
example of this is seen in the differences
between the affair
with Musin'ka and the one with Zos'ka. The affair

with

Mus_

in'ka was started when Musinrka approached Stepan.
The
affair with Zos'!ka was initiated by stepan in
an attempt to
avoi-d being alone
Truthful1y, he didn,t really feel a great
desire to see he::, but
his ="iit"a"rwhich had
become

a*er',å:flIil'å;, iilS

T:.Th"::'if;:¡".
place' where he might:l:,T::.
hear
ãt
i"."t
one
word, and, if it cãme. from
then
'iving
that
{øiri,Naturally,
would be still more pleasinçj.
not
only words interesteã him- "The physicãí'.rrg..ri"t,
for a woman hadn't left fri*
-h. the time he
=ï"ce
had lef t Musi-n'ka, and the
*or"
ro.tãà-.rp-i.,
hj.mself the real opportunities_to blow
this
anguish gway,.Çhe èLronger it control_led
his
imagination. 40
Another reason for the affair was stepanrs
attempt

on

his part to become integrated into the life
of the city, with
Zos'ka as the means.
ft was her urbanism that lured
to
-ifr"her, be_
cause to become a real urbanitehim
,_=
assignment of his awakening. lr" ,oifi gofirst
with
her everlrwhere, to the theátres,
parties; with her he witt make i""il-"ity
"irã*"=, and
friends where he would certainly-b; accepted
39
40
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and respected . 41

Both of them r^/ent into this
affair with specific goals
in mind' Zosrka was regarded
only as a means to an end
by
stepan' He never regarded
her as another

human being, com_
plete with her own feelings
and desires. Stepan is
stil1
strivingr for power, but now
in a less obvious \day.
Zost ka, for her part.
\,ras going to use Stepan
as a
means of getting to go
to the theaters and cinemas
and any_
where else that
"h.'could get stepan to pay her way to. To
her' alr- stepan was- \,vas a
source of entertainmentr
ât the
beginning of the affair at
least. Only later does she
get
deeply involved with hirn.
Their relationship can be
divided into two distinct
phases' rn the first phase,
stepan was constantly going
to
Zos'ka, buying her little gifts
such as candlr and taking
her
to the cinema- she was the
dominant person in this
first
half of the affair because
she controlled the direction
in
which it was going- This phase
of the affair lasted as 10ng
as stepan had the funds
and could afford to live
this type
of life'
But as the money began to
run out, he was forced
to re-examine the relatÍonship
between the two of them.
once
again it was a purery rational
and mercenary need that
forced
him to re-examine his life
and the direction in

which i_t

heading.

was

The affair wíth Zosrka
had depleted stepan,s financial resources- He was left
with only pennies

with which to

4L
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buy food, and his cl0thing was
in need of a major overhaur_.
stepan bel-ieved that Zosrka
was the reason for the state
that
he was in, and he decided to break
off the affair with her,
claiming that she had not brought
anything to him during the
course of their relationship.
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Stepan did go back to her,
but this time it was on
his own terms - He became the dominant
figure .in

tionship'

t¡reir

rer_a_

He began

to control the time when they would
meet,
and she had no say in thisshe just arranged the place
where they would meet - zos'ka
had to adjust her life to
suit his, and she began to take
a secondary role in the rela_
tionship- During this time, stepan
became the secretary of
the magazine, and this gave him
still more poÌ,üer and raised
his sel_f_esteem.
'

I¡ühile he was secretary of the
magazine, not only
stepan non-creativei¡thaf rre did
not write anything, but

was

he

also became similar to those bureaucrats
that he had wanted
to replace' For example, he behaved
in the
Maksym, as

sa'ne way towards

the critic had acted towards him.
At the same
time, stepan started to accumulate possessions
and to become
42
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very materialisticHe tried to find excuses
for his non_
creativity, and he placed the
blame on the room where
he
lived' rather thanoñtie fact
that he had nothing to say.
This started stepan on his quest
for an apartment with a
view' hoping that this might
help him in his creati_vity.

As stepan became conscious
of possessions and the
esteem that they bring
to their owners, this overlapped
into

his relationship with Zos'ka.
she functioned only as a
pos_
session with no free will
of her ovün. Stepan proposed
mar_
riage to her only to keep her
by his side so that he would
have someone there, and not
out of love. She had no ro1e,
other than her sexual 0'eA dissatisfaction with his
toy
o5, to be more precise,
a dissatisfaction with what
r_ife *ran
this toy would have amounted
to, is the reason for his
break_
ing off the engagement. His
own lack of knowledge
about him_
self and about the effect of
his actions was shown when,
a
few days later, Stepan went
back to Zos:tka believing
that
she would be waiting for
him. I¡Ihen she was not there,
ste_
pan's world started to faIl
apart.
The failure of this relationship
\,vas inevitable

be_
cause Stepan and Zos,ka
had very little in common.
Stepan
\^/as a:r rational character, while Zos,ka
was the

escapist.

'ka never let her inner thoughts
be known to
anyoner ârìd so stepan never
real'y knew what was going
on
inside her- Vühat Stepan did
was cruel, but it was not
grounds enough for her
to kil_l herself. She was
forced to
face reality and she did not
want to. The only thing
that
her suicide accomplished was
to make stepan fee' guirty
for
Zos
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a time.
During the first

part of his relationship with zos,ka,
stepan was still able to dream and write,
but in the second
half, he was not able to. His dream had
turned into night_
mares and he was not able to s1eep.
At night, he started not being able to fall_
asleep for a lonq time, t;=;i;g and turning
in
a rroubled way, ãr"=i"é ;i;"å;:=,
and
in
rhe
morning he wour-d awake, exrrauÉied from
troubr_ed
dreams where, it
t"
fri*,
f.i=
cheek
had
started to puff up
"".*.å
immeasureabiy or el-se his
arm had lengtheneã painf"iit;-;nd
somerimes even
incubi, in irre guisé.of
.orþÁ"=,
that
suddãnJ-y
stif fened into ã solid *"=='ãrrã
in
front
=**g
the air rike t;ii";;irds,-tãrt"iãä

;fr:.Trt"

During t'.e affair with Zos,ka, Lhe city
arso Étarted
to become a menacing place for stepan. ït
seemed

claustrophobic' The city seemed to take on the
shape of a maze from
which there was no \,vay out. There was
a threat to stepan at
every street corner and in every house.
The city lvas a place
that cour-d destroy a person- stepan, finally
realizing that
he was afraid, lost his confidence and
admitted to hi-mself
that he could not conquer the city. stepan
tried to rationa_
lize his feelings. The conclusion that he
came to was the
same one that he used any time that
he was afraid of the
future: he was tired-44 when stepan was
energetic, nothing
scared him' only when he started to
10se his energ*¡, did
doubts and fears start to creep in.
Stepan, ho\nrever, was
43
44.
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ar-\^'ays abr-e

to get back his eneïg*Z, and
the fears disappeared.
During his relationship with
Zos,ka, Stepan began to
find fault with vyhors'kyjstepan confront"a rri* with
the
accusation that vyhors'kyj
was a "spineless intellectual.,,
stepan was no l0nger influenced
by vyhors,kyj because he
had
outgrrown everything that
vyhors,kyj had to offer him.
ste_
pan had experienced life
for himself, and he did not
need
Vyhors'kyj's interpretation
of life to guide him. This
was
also the start of Stepan,s
intellectua] creativity. He
now
had arguments of h's ovfn to
counter those of vyhors ,kyj.
This is a great step forward
for Stepan. ln the beginning
of the novel all Stepan could
think of to counter an argrument
he did not support was to physically
destroy the propagator
of that argument.
To the point, after the
first enthusiasm of
the profuse i¡rousÀts. ot iLå"p"ã"
and his noncarins arrirude Ë; rh;-*;;iaorio,r.,a
him,
pan already felt toyard¡
hi* t;" beginningsrecriticism- beca,r=" h" r.i*"åît-ïr-rr"¿
of
without
sophisms and he accepted
the-wo*rrd without a
fir-ter of a¡straci,

ro himself eirhe, categrories- Il-e didn't lie
or
and the concrete siayea
i: !i;-!^-""nn.=
witÀi¡i-.Àl*, acrions,

did nor- ?rop beins'rär him-;l;.;srant, and life
though bittãr,
even
almãnA tree 45
.

stepan was wir-ring to accept
life no matter what life
had to offer him- He did
not want to hide behind some
phil0_
sophical belief that prevented
him from experiencing

totally,

including the pain and the
unhappiness.

45, fbid., p.

193.

life
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with the rejection of alr th.e negative aspects that
vyhors'kyj had to offer stepan, stepan left himserf open
to
everything that was positive in life, including his fellow
man' This opening up took place over a prol0nged period
of
time *ntil, finally, stepan started to accept peopre as peopfe and not as adversaries that had to be overcome.
He understood, that people are different;
he understood it as .rr"ryLhiig that
is known
can be understood, when r:naerãta¡ding
the heart via sharp points, when it flashes
"o*""--to
its
mel-odic seeds from béneath the ancient
husks
words. He didn,t understand itl he felt it asof
l-ove can be fe1t, loving, like pain, despair,
and as passion can be dlscovereã, becomiirg
ved with them and forgetting which name hásinvotbeen
given to each. peoplã are ãiiierentl
He
had
suspected this, and now he_knew it, foresaw it,
and it became a realitv. 46

Even as he was becoming more appreciative of peopre,
hi-s rationarism creeped in. when trying to justify his
accep-

tance of people, i-n his mind, he donned the role of a
resear_
cher who had to prove every point in order to justify

his

beliefs.
as an observant researcher,
drunk
trom a. briltiant prediction .nå becoming
fearing
tor
validity, needing to check and strengthen hisits
conclusions with broad observations, the
moved there, onto the 1arge noisy streets,boy
where
there w-ere people, the pori", of þeopIe, wúere
he
could observe ti11 r:ncoñsciousness. + t
stepan was living in an urban environment and contact
.And

with other people was inescapable. As stepan gradually

46

rbid.

,

p. 2A2.

47

fbid.

,

p. 202.

began
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to accept people, he became fascinated with them and especially with crowds. These were the same crowd.s that he had
condemned upon his arrival to the city.
stepan became inte_
grated into the crowd and absorbed part of the energy that
the crowd emittedr âS well as becoming more conscious of his
senses.

The crowd stimulated him, not only
sight_and hearing, but also his nostril_shis
widened
in order.to smell, his fingertips trembled
to
touch.this moving and noisy masã. He wanted
feel i_t, every individual with a1l his senses,to
to gather it up through arl his channers into
that mighty workshop, whe:,.e sensations
ãn
the hearth of the blogQ and are forged mel.
on
the
48
anvils

of the heart.
stepan's rise in the city to a position of prominence
was the result of his coming into contact with people and
infl-uencing them, not with his po\,ver or by scaring them into
submission, but through his naturar tar_ents. A professor
saw that stepan knew ukrainian and suggested that he start

to teach a section of factory workers. Here he met Vyhors,_
kyi who read his stories and was abl_e to get them published.
'
This allowed stepan to come into contact with other writers
who then erected him to the position of secretary of the magazine. rn this position stepan possessed power over others.
This allowed his congueror comprex to reappear. He quickry
forgot about people and about their feerings. only after zost_
ka's suicide did stepan once again remember people.
His inability to relate to people and his alienation
from them was reflected very clearly in stepan,s writinqs.
4B

Ibid., p.

2A3.
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He reread hís stories and. realizedtÉat

of them was there
mention of living persons. As a resurt, the stories seemed
lifetress to stepan. He noticed this and realized that peopJe
are the true measure of somethingi's worth. "yes, he had not
paid attention to man, and. what, other than he, is worth
noticing? vlithout him, everything loses its rationale, becomes a soulless scheme, a be1l in a airless expanse tu49
After zostkais suicide, stepan re-examined his position in life and his own relationship to the world around
ì¿ noye

him.

ft seemed that he was alone amidst an inaccessible silence, in an immeasureable distance
from the earth and people, unattached to Iife,
but close to it as-neîer before. In this feeling of frightening solitude, of total_ Ioss of
all ties with surrounding reality and his ne\d
union with it, was the senseless certainty of
victory. Certaintyt He realized the aepths of
his power, he was truly goinq insane
but
only from happiness. 50
what stepan rearized during this last re-exarnination
of himseLfwastÍtatatt along he had only been trying to be him-

self.

This made him accept himself as he vras.
Zosrka's suicide r-='lik" a slap in the face for stepan. rt destroyed the pattern of self-confidence that he had
fallen into. The shock of the suicide, for which he blamed
himself, introduced him to stirl another vision of the world
around him. stepan started to see the world that a person
sees who has just had a trarrmatic experience. The people on
49

rbid.,

p. 245.

50

r_Þi_d.,

p. 247.
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the streets were now simirar to the d.emons and the incubi
that stepan had seen in his nightmares. "But all the faces
that he saw were those of strangers and. somehow not alive !
Yes, it was almost as if they had died a long time â9or a
long time ago had taken poison. And suddenly he felt himself the only 1ivíng being in an endless kingdom of death.,,51
stepan found himserf in a city populated by peopre who
had voluntarily decided not to 1ive. stepan wanted to live
and appreciate life to the fulrest.
Because of this he was

left all alone. zos 'ka physicarly joined their group, while
vyhors'kyj intellectuarly became a part of them. This left
stepan with no one to turn to. A1r his other acquaintances
\¡¡ere not people he could confide in. stepan was partly res_
ponsible for his soritude, but part of the blame had to fal-l
on the people of the city themserves. They were also totalry
alienated and just as solitary as stepan. stepan never communicated with anyone other than with Musin'ka, and the possibility of his. being able to communicate with someone seened
more remote than ever. stepan was left as the u]timate
orphan
friendless, with no one to turn to, a person who
believed in life in a society geaïed to the negation of it.
He saw himself as "alone in the endless starry world that
brightly changed above hj-m before the rising of the moon.,,52
This is the first time stepan associated himserf with the
stars. He was a light in a sea of darkness
51

rbid. , p.

52

r_Þiê., p. 259.
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The fact that he was alone did not stop stepan from
going out into the city and trying to rebuild his life.
Noth_

, ing satisfied him and he seemed to be like a caged animal.
He found fault with everything. The lectures that he
atten_
ded did not reveal anything ne\,v. The plays were monotonous
and the fi-1ms \,vere hideous. He could. not make himself go
back to the beer cerrars. Even though he mingled with
the
crowds, he was still- conscious of the solitude that surroun_
ded him.53

During his wanderings, Stepan was picked up by a pro_
stitute. rnstead of going to bed with her, stepan wanted to

get to know her better. He wanted to find that
that he had been lacking.

human contact

The boy looked at the photographs
hung on the warr without tr-ames, -du-sty that
and dotted with the.many_yeared traces of fll-es.
And
suddenry an inteieét towards this v¡oman arose

in him, a desire to know her life, views,
factions, real position, and attitude t"*.iá"
"áii=_
the government and that secret thing thr;;;hwhich her sour rives outside of her accustómed
trade. 54
stepan was totarly alone at this point. in time. There
\¡/as no one that he cour-d turn to. Though he had
to pay the
prostitute in order to have a conveïsation with her, the
most important thing about the event was that this was
the
first time that stepan actually took an active interest in
another person

53

J_D

54

Ibid.

l_O.

p. 26L.
t/.

263.
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Also during the time of stepanrs post-Zos'ka depression, he started to think about returning to the steppe. He
dreamt about returning with Nadja and becoming one of the
faceless grey persons that work the Iand. This was a returning to the romantic, pastoral way of riving.55 stepan, however' was prevented from taking this retrogressive step by
Nadja. All through t.he last part of the nover, stepan lived
with the idealized Nadja that he had created in his mind.
stepan believed that this idearized Nadja would be waiting
for him to come and claim her and then lead her away from
the city. lvhen stepan finally went to claim her, she was not
there. when she finally arrived, she turned out to be not
the dream Nadja that he had expected to see. she belonged to
Borys and not to him. Both sLepan ¿¡flt¡raljahad changed greatry,
and their conversation took on a very formal tone. Nadja
also fel-t superior to him because she was surrounded:by all-

sorts of bric-a-brac, and had a maid, while in her eyes,
Stepan was a nobody.
stepan had nowhere to retreat to. stepan could not
go back to Musin'ka, because she was not tied down anymore.
Her house w.as now full of life. and of light.. All of his op-

tions for retreating to the past had been closed off and,
therefore, because stepan was determíned to live on, he had
to go forward and face the new life that was being creaced
around him.

s5

rbid., p. 21I.
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After leaving Nadjars apartment and wandering more or
less aimlessly, stepan runs into nita. He was abre to identify her by her "shiningi eyes." 56 The light attracted him.
stepan was always attracted to the right, and this was another example. Rita was aligined with the right. As a solo
dancer in the ballet, the spotlight was always focused on
her. Ho\,vever, stepan and Rita were surrounded by the darkness, and this limited their ability to function creatively.
As a result of their meeting, stepan and Rita seemed
to embark on some sort of relationship. Alr the relationships that stepan was involved in previous to the one with
Rita \,vere stepan-centered. with Rita, it seems otherwise.
However, the relationship was not geared to be a lasting one.
stepan put a time limit. on it from the very beginning. Rita
was just going to be in Kiev r:ntil the fall and stepan liked
this. This gave him a way out and prevented him from getting
too deeply involved. Their relatíonship was rimibed, and this
\,ras a negative factor.
After his meeting with Rita. stepan returned to his
nelr apartment. He was fuIl of energy and was able to run up
six flights of stairs to his penthouse suite, not needing
the erevator to get him th"re.57 This apartment was the one
that stepan had dreamed about. Now that he had it, he was
56,
57

Ibid., p. 279 "
A six-storey building was a very high structure in Kiev
at that time. Bulgakov writes that buitdings in Kiev
"towered. to five, six and even seven storeys." The
lfh-ite Guard, p. 50.
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hoping that it would give him the inspiration that he had
longed for.

ït was a smallish, bright, neat study with par_

quet_ flooring and central heating,
in
new bluish-grey wallpaper, with two"oir"red
windows from

which could be seen below the endless citys".pã
and the distant- horizon past the river. yes,
this.*.pojust the kind of room that he had dreanrt
ue
aDout.

This room can be seen ín two different ways. On the
one hand, Stepan was making his dreams come true; but on the
other hand, he was stepping into his own dream world which was
an escape from a reality that he did not want to have contact
with.
The room also allowed stepan to see boLh the city and

the river at the sarne time, creating a sort of union between
the areas and the two lifestyles.
This ne\^/ symbiosis between
the urban and the rural was something new and. revolutionary,
but stepan only had a distant vision of it. whether the vis_
ion will be realized is uncertain. ft is al_so a vision that
can be seen only by stepan. stepan has succeeded in uni-ting
the two mainly because he, like no one else, has experienced
both existences.
The room is werl-rit,

which is positive, a sign show-

ing a renewal of life in stepan. stepan, at the end of the
novel, is also associated with the light.
However' the room does have its limitations.

rt is
not an unlimited ex¡ranse. lt has definite boundaries. ste_
pan has to work within them, because beyond them the lioht
58

Pidmohyl'nyj, Misto, p. 255.
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of the room is diffused and has no power to illuminate. The
walls of the room are a bluish-grey which is an indistinct
color similar to the grey faceless mass that stepan once
wanted to become a member of. . This helps to emphasize the
darkness on the other side of the waI1s. The indistinctiveness and neutrality of the color also is representative of
the fact that stepanrs character is not yet fully defined.
The penthouse apartment al-so allows stepan to see what is go-

ing on down below, but he cannot experience anything. He
cannot communicate with anyone who is on the ground, nor they
with him.
At the end of the novel, Stepan is full of energy
again. The most important thing about this new energy is
that it is self-generated. when stepan first came to the ciLy¡
he was energetic under the influence of the post-Revorution
rebuilding process. Later on in the city, the crowd instil1ed energy in him. Now at the end of the novel, the energy

is self-generated, and stepan is the cause of its rebirth.
stepan is directing this eneïgy into a creative pursuit by
writing his ne\Àr rìovel about people.
This seems to. be the culminating act of a prolonged
struggle for stepan. when he first arrived in the city, he
came across the bookstore at the bottom of the hill.
The
books vrere behind the glass in the darkness. Now stepan is
the writer of those books ¿ oD top of the modern hill (the
apartment complex), behind the glass and in the light.

CHAPTTR VI
CONCLUS ION

Pidmohyì

'nyj's description of I ife in the twent.ies is

unique vision 'in ukrainian

Iiterature.

a

pjdrnohyì,nyj,s Kiev

is

a

cìty of contrasts that is divided into two distinct spheres.
while the outer cìty continues to provide the impressìon of a
good

life, the inner city

presents the

opposite.

The peopre of

Kiev are an al ienated, insecure, visionless mass who, instead
of
trying to face up to the'ir probrems and sorving them, escape from

realjty

and

try to avoid their

problems.

Kievan society r's a stagnant socìety

or create anything new. It is rotting
Nobody

that is unable to builc

with the ruins of the past.
'is able to do anythìng constructive.
They cannot even repaìr
away

old ruins. Everything carries on as it did before the Revol ut.ion.

stiil there, offering the same services,
and the peopìe flock to them. The inhabitants of Kiev cannot
even
dream for themselves. The dreams that they do have
are someone
The same establishments are

else's or else are stimurated by arcohor or

to be st'imulated by alcohol in order to
Even then there

is

some

be able

other drug. They

to

have

communicate.

no rear communication because one person ends

in

a

domjnant pos'itìon.

As a group on the

street, they seem to be energetic.

Once the

indivjdual ìs separated from the group, he/she lacks energy and becomes
passive. The peopìe of the city iack vision which not onìy prevents
them from accepting

the situation in whjch they fjnd themserves, but it
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also prevents them fronr being creative. They are atheist-ic,
cynìcar,
and apathetìc be'ings. They passìve'ly wajt for
events to come to them
rather than go'ing out and trying to find
Stepan Radchenko was a young

some new

kind of experience.

idearistic revorutionary

who came ro

the city in order to change it and create his sociarist paradise.
He was also an aljenated indivjdual, but
he d.id try to face

up to

hìs problem and solve jt.
This was not the onìy difference between stepan and
the rest
of the characters. whire the ratter were satisfied doìng

the

th'ing repeatedìy,
to

broaden

Stepan was

his expe'ience.

not.

He came

same

to the c.ity to rearn and

He performed manuar rabor as

a chore

boy

for Musin'ka, and he perfornled white collar t.asks as the secretary
of the magazine. He ristened to jazz bands in the beer ceilars

ano

to

in the concerts halls. He had been with
money and had been without it.
stepan experìenced the whole gamut
of human expe.ience -- paìn, sor itude, success, faiì ure,
happíness-all except love. This is something that nobody erse in the c.ity
was
able to accompìr'sh. Stepan never loved anyone except
for hjs dream Nadja,
who

symphony

orchestras

djd not exjst, and his mother,

whom

he never knew. Stepan also djd

to be capabìe of lovìng someone in the future. He was afraid
of love, ârd this can be seen in his relationship with Rita.
This arso
shows that stepan was st jl I a I jmited indiv'idual
and that he was
not

seem

de'liberately

ljmjtjng hìmself. In regard to'love
jn the cìty.
Stepan was no

Stepan was no

a totally positjve character.

as anybody else and this could be seen

djfferent from anybody

He could be

in his treatment of

just as cruel

Zos,,ka and

1ar
tJo
But in spl.te of
these faults, Stepan
ô+-'ì
ì
was JLttt
¡lve than the rest
mOre pOSÍ_
of Kievan society.
He has done somethÍng
ltte.
with his

Maksym.

stepan' after experiencing
everything that
Kiev had to offer
rejected Kievan
him,
socfety as he attempted
to
steer
his own course. So_
ciety has not been
improved by hjs
action. If anything,
between the jndividuar
the djfferences
and society were
greater than before.
is reft in
stepan

his

penthouse

city are on the ground

suite in the right,

or eJse

berow ground

whi.re the peopre

of

jn the darkness.
The

the

v.iìlages were aJso
without ììght.
This does not mean
that stepan was
totajry detached from
in the city or vice
life
versa. He u/as very
accessible.
The motivated
coujd reach him
ones
by using the stairs,
--¡'Jr whjle
vYrrrte ot
others coujd reach
usÍng the elevators
him by
The penthouse
seen

suite can
by pidmohy'nyj.

b,

socíety',;:irïr'r;;;ï;',:

-- the individuajs in
the ìight
ones in the.light
are Ín

;;ï

and the mass in
the darkness.

;;r^
The

a mjnority position.
Stepan chooses
a person who is able
to be
to see and finds hÍmself
in the apartment,
essentjaily a soJitary
being, JookÍng out
over a facejess
ends up in a position
mass. He
similar to that of
vyhors,kyj. 0n.l_v
Stepan is going
hopefuì ìy,
to use hjs vjsjon
constuctjvely.
Stepan can functÍon
both inteljectually
and physicaljy
end of the novel.
at the
Nobody else
ín the city can,
except for Rita
is essentÍary an outsjder.
who
vyhors,kyj can function
ÍnteJìectuaììy,
Dut he cannot function
physicaì ry.
The other peop-re
of the city can
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on'ly function physicaììy. Stepan is able

to generate his

own energy

at the end of the novel. The peopìe of the city ìjve
off the energy
of others.

is a rim'ited being, but the peopìe of the c.ity are st.iil
more l'imited in their abirities and experience.
This does not justìfy
stepan

his actions not does it guarantee that he wiil ìmprove
or avoid as_
similation rater on. He is in a minorìty position
and the pressure is
on him to conform to the standards of the
cìty.
The

city is

dyjng because

creative peopìe' pìdmohyì'nyj

it is inhabited by a majority of
shows

that he himserf

non_

does not know what

the future wiil be. Nothing has been sorved in
the post_Revorution
era. Peopìe are stiil the same as they were before
the Revorutl.on.
In Pidmohy'l 'nyj's Kiev, change can onry be brought
about by strono
individuars, but these individuars are rare and
are far apart.
The future seems to be sranted towards
the pessimistic,

but

despite

novel.

this, there

seems

to be some optimism at the end of

the

Because one person has succeeded, pidmohyl,nyj
beljeves thar

there is a possibirity that others wir foilow
his path.
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ceiü Kparüo
0*8H aapoórøe Ha HËorvrye ipyrerä ¡ð"ïã¡ãä"uae
gorrry?

Hixro se xoce trol'¿parlro Mycu* upô.!aaärø, xoq 6u B'par*oo
ec.æcøå Nrae rpaBo HaBBaErr ;ð0"-Àri;";;
11,9"":-pol9t
T9lr -XTO npora,4aB, sBerbcJ1ii,qypHeM.
Â ;rioÆa cTpaEe!-!Ho ¡¡euo_
.qiósi" B r¡rø¡acax nøu¡¡rs ---- ocË now*ãT";;åï;Ë*|".
Bcs_
Ki.L rorosiprcu_-e npo nió4efi, upo sci x 'nn¡efi,
i
rrao#ua
tro.4yMaTrr ----- or æc ¡oópe ME- riÐ.[Eny sgaeMo ! g Hásirs ,""a
He.yKâ]
npo ÃyuyÈ ucøxonorie,
.Ér qãra¡a, He naMr"eralo
'408o.4rãgbr 40, Jrro.4rãHa óixørs He TOrw, qo Jr.EKaerbc"e-,"""1*Ëïã
a Jr.EJCa_
6TbC€'-ToMÍr qo õixnrr. A.sJCa pia*iq"Er:ÃJr.Er,Toro,
x'o
BJrfira¡c.e? Biu rexc Hi.roro He BHae o cT o ]:Oz
,8
niþuna Ea Eora.nro soóro KoJrr{cb ¡ípg¡a; A
--,fl segeóer
KOJrrl
noíacuna

),
r 9'Biu

¡r4as

SEOBy rror{aJra MoJrr.rrl,rcbo

cTio

r2?.,

Borys

i{eoóepenarictr

po.ql{Tr¿c"E::ei,q cB@eHiãKà ooo

cr,o

g+

6o Zosrka

2T- Ma¡re Ha api-cr
üorury .EKpaB ui¡ naxsa,
B riJrecKyBaTolvry KArreJrronIKOBi,. CT,o I33
28.,

...60

üoury

ryAeHËKe,

ne Ba,$Íco 6y;ro Ãopos¡nriruc.ar Eo ginuøna

rIJr

----_
Bepe.qJrrãBa rcpyriürca, .Erca ca^r4a He s.aNMsi, uoro
rpe6a, a
qe Ãa,e ae¡lrrrrü npocrip ,qi.agirro Jrr0Ãø¡¡¡4
craJruM daxanu,mr,to
Sorcpelta nopa.Ðf.aa-7la ' úoro
eau.rxa- :r"agan:fr. , rHê ¡oero.rraiori,
KoJrE: Sancr yxe óye ¡orottar.:øfr.. Tarda eaóoponá, mc 'ai¡ouo,

iå

ïï

sosciru xe crauogr¿TË rieperrrrco.qgo

cr"

rü

'

IB9_40'

7" Rita
25"
Ta xiruca MaJra cnorcifise, ua:ixe HepyxoMe ,qoBracre o6rnqqF, 4o . B.irlpJrMoKyrsiü pJil,riIi rJla,4errËKoro crpr{treHoro
Bo. Jroccrl B pinwru tracMoM Ha.q oqiãMa Hara¡çlrBa;ro qocb ctapoBr¿r{He,
BøToEqeHe fr. sacTI¿rJIer HêeMiuiro MoJroÃe,
csoe.I-Kpacø
ü ypouacre, "Ec oó¡øqrr.E ¡aenix e"*n*""oå,rreBHe
ün¡¡¿-3 ni.q¡ar¡s
uó
ea' @apaoHo¡.do Hagouics¡ o.ri ïÏ, xlrJrr4, nopym-ø¡øc¡ i crvri"s¡nct
Ba Bce oó¡r¿r¡c.E
poqi-e .EK y Kr¿ÞKø,o cro 286
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B" Vyhorsrkyj

IIe Ha,qro BeJrr¿Ka si.qnoai.qa;r¡rnicgg ni¡uøcya arÞTcb BJrae_
HIãM iturfeM" I{e HeMoB eoóoar.trBa'H.E *trr-fr.-.qñäõä';;;,
.Ðr
¡lrüIlelrls cr o II5

z8',

Ile Ãypre Micgo; sxe ,qocr¿TÉ oõpa¡no MeHí . u" cr o ]'l¿6
"
ga, Saaete, qo Ta&e Har[e rvricgo.?
rcropøuna B.qoxJrETI{Hao Bixa¡æ¿
Txge'o Tax i xo.rer¡c.a¡fioro upoairþuru"
Iffi
"r,.
4[t
flic¡.e-,Toro, .trK r{a.qrrpupo.que
Helrp?rpo,4_
He JiIãrluJrocfi HaTrorc eÃEI{oIo gE'xorc- . o .ro Bafiepeque,
cr,n rgr
+6,, Me¡ri B.qareEÉc.er:raei-rtr, qo
Ão .qroJrr¿Hr¿ He MorcHa rarc trprrJrn6ørlðcÉ , ffK .qo MepEBol pevi. Crci¡¡xø B Hac
¿iodu¡ol ¡ãðãro*
xinort nepeópa.rro qe - ój,.¡æue gpyaia ¡ -ã-*orrrerø
¡ro6ur¡ yce
x¡¿rrsl @T;" Í117,
afl,
v4!

Chapter T
Stepan RaAc¡ento

lt

Bi:t
Bi¡r

HoBa cu$a, noxJrrãKatra

is ci¡¡ Ão raopuoi npa4i,
r¡rE¡EaHi
tuørynoro ü cMi¡ueo dy¡grearø ¡na:äOyrriãl
"t",r"-*" elrir¡tr
zI
"r,,
He neaaarøgirø rpeóa uicro:, a a¡o6yrra" cÐo
+O_,
[e wrm T'r/ry si-'. 6ya uornoó.ueirøü, a rerrep üorury eø.4i.rrøcr
o.EruH.B

tøi,

qo., noe{¿HHi

Tarcøx, rï nín, røc.eqi rpidxo.q.Ernb .qo.
91:y:*"i__I?p""ursøsr4o
Ml-crar syJr.ETbCa .4ecb tro JrËoxax,
x.iriáax ra õypcax, roJro,4r_
l'[br a,'e trpåqroro'b ijauarrcqn ¡rénouiriro
ni¡säi+r,o.rå aà"o
rnr¡¡ri ni¡ea-irønø, qo6 uopnacin Hosii ü nenoxassrl
Trac¡r¡rjJl:earcia, crenasiå i:Bacøiia. o6¡.araiorb r¡i_
ueuirr"r"u*i,'oceui,
crrrcryrorb ix í BaBaJrfirb. B rr¿icro
ce_
ilà¡ qo sl,riuørr *g"o. Blrrx.E.q li icroãyl-i"o*rrãru"*.."ri*r-*po"
jis
oÃnu
er\aiua, To rü si¡ .aãr!- ,rp*r""r{e'o ,,epeMorrrr.
"r"
Tlti
carJ4r ceJra-Micra,
sanoai¡anr:--pero¡¡oqi";r-qi .aønà MibraHoror Eo ripo rri4x KHr.r)K¡cE nønari ;rrrñ';;BøpaBHe *uaoyr_
Eepe.qrryrr',
;
B r$: xBr4Jirrny óyuu Ëo¡,ry óJrøerri Ë

"oä""ð**i. ãrl--+ö

Hesxe eiq*a: ,40Jr.E CeJra
----_-gyrø_Tynr{M, O.Uexenøu pa60u, qo
ilpo.*aeTb cÍ,ti Ba
ü
On:., B*paqaiorr' He ri;¡srr¡-u€Trr A
ü .rirogcrrcy nigiricrrï
''oca,*i{
ä"

I

BC.rL.:,qyrfia

üOfO

"r.

zai,t¡,¡¡a;¡¿ac$] Hectp]rMuojo Bopox¡reqep
Ão Þot.o
óee¡yunoro, cMlroqoro troro*y.
Ha:qo
inmã
egauri
sci
r¡i-ì ro_
JroBEr rpiu .arc c¡r¡ix i: eanør¡.auus? .{ø
ir¡oxna
¡ç
rrpønyc1r¿Tø¡
Eo
aM y cepqi *::
pi¡er+rá-ixiä'rcpos: ã¡lä¡ra
oop"",
*I-Fe' gaa¡ãr.ü"
qo sr csi.qoÀrocri ï¡r¡
-l:
ø- ãoãJiË.o"r
""

0c¡ Borrñ --:- roporËa*ø! Icparrapij óear.n¿a¡i euareni,
óeexypni s .ryBoqi"
n"t*ã--B rrørrnrrx yóopax! Ix rpe6a BrãMec_
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Ttr rerbe poar¡anr¿Íu qrc posrrycuy qepny,

upøü¡yrr inui.
IO

oo o'o60-HOplura

cro

22

cr,,o Bg

ü poenop-E.qo*

i na lric4e Tx

uepirra SairopJÆca ,4.c.ErHeHË

!

12

i ,4o6pøx vapi-a*rania retrep HeMaêc r& ü ¡rirco.nlr rre óyro.
9?a
Ti¡rsru repuiunøM Ta rrpaqeÐ Mo)KHa qorocb
oc.Errn. cg 27

I3

E.nercrpuq*a KpaM*lrrd"Er:patrroM cn*Hu¡a üoro. Ba rr geepraJrË_
'HI¿M cKJroM HeBrirrHHo
aaüMalac¡ i racuyJru KoJrbopucri Ji.EMrrKI,r,
i rcpraera.ri Bräctagregr¿x TaM Jïrocrep
Ha MHT¡ cnaJraxyBag:
HI{Mrr MepTBIaMtr ¡csj-Erca}rur. I Creneg, ripro [o"qyMaB
"qr{B_
r{oyy
He rroHecTr{ r¡i ricr'rura Ha ceJror,4ê 3 Hr¿X 6yni 6 xopøcrr, a

"

He poeaara? 0 nexaxepire r,¿icio! ct. 89
17 Moxe üoro Tea rre*ae r¡eü rrrJr.Ex, rIE Tp.EcoBr{Ha, qo BacMo*qe
apodraamø- óessii"ul¿* .Eo,qarrcoM,qo pxa_
T:1"^:^T:_pu-p"BErb,
Bor- cr¿creMø rKr¿rrs? Bis troqypaB y uiü crpanui
cra¡äsi- rpy_
rrcprurår Eo óynu oci¡r¿ ¡ra sø6oïriø
,urrãB-"*"po"_
þeeonrcqii,
TyIoTÉcfi BHoBy.o ï ¡,¡oxe Bce trr,rrr.É, ____ti¡sr¡¿
" *""*ä*""ü-¡o_
T,Err qo xi.æcøü ¡¡au¡¿nien ¡re s. cø¡i sr,riHørrd rratrp.fiMKy
ËOrO
py4y uo nprãsHaqeHr4x peürcax rrrix ni¿oMr.rMrr, cípur'rä cränqieM¡az
Jlruaersc¡l,.HeMl¿Hyqe o.qrre
rain¡ägucr Ha r{boro, xoq
nin i xo.+'KnÃR Be"qe cBoro o¡nonnanrir"y oy-uo
cro 46 "fiKøü
IB .
Ilopu'aioq* B ra¡ci
¿q^ccu, HeMoB Ba=Eparoqr. B
rer'4sr¿fi r¡u6 õeeoÃui, creua^n
"Lru""rri
MarirøHaJrbHo B3.EB U,rypørry Ë
rroqaB i{yBarrr ïï"
cgilo ai¡cyaa^nocr ai¡
äi¡r uäqøHae
6e'tuxu üoro n ¡arerciü nepcnérraei , -qã rrroro,
rryrfrae
ai_g xøaoro
gi¡a cxeMarør¡ri- pøcxtzo T üouy craJro crparriuo, fr<
qo nig HoraMr,r a Her. cxl¿TgyJracb seMJr.E=. cr" 47 nro¡øni,
2,0,

Crena¡r ilolg{TaB roJroBoro. Maroqa xÈany Sairraeiio ü xr¿cr
poeyrøi-rø Bce ri¡paey ra sciM nepeürraá*"ãu,
aiu paruroM BiÃ_
uyr. roü õesroÀ,finnEü- ceir pa4yurc-ia ra ¡ceørris,
rj-css rcr¿TT.É BfcJra,4aerbc.E B O.qiOVaïi-tri, Harrepe.qiã-õrpo*"_
rupoõneni
Õopuy¡ør Ãe rirdÕpr¿ BactyrraÐri' nogil ü .rrio¡eü" Biir ai-gxirya,
caM HecBi¡Orrao flparHyspr .40 óearypóorHoro crroKoro uauepin.:.

cg,o.79

22

lgywrr rrorywrBrrrø roJioBy, si* cHyBaB Heerzpaerii Ayùnc'
fipo rroMcry. Bis vi-r 6n B.4aprrrrf Toro
cJrrrMaJ(a, posóørr" norrry
saxaóHe rre*c'er..r.Erarr¡ uo ii¡¡osi üonó-søfieqe*e
ri.no, õo
nepeBara üoro Mrr.acia 6yna óecuepeu"r, r roìry;-qo-riou**
raxafr. cnocid rroMcrvr uii y"eav.rø.?'""Igðricss 6eecø¡ocrø qe
6i¡i-gue üoro Br¿cHajKyBaraiu B nroMy, BHoBy rrporiã.qaBc.ft
3 rJryxoþ eopoxicr& Ão Bcboro¡ qô nÍ-g í+soro ardqeo ceJnorc
cr. 6g

25,

Ha uoca,qi ü eacigannex ei' craB qiãMcb sióa BirpaBHrãM
csoer rci¡,rnarø, ain ,oÇr""
Br¿KoHye reBHy cyrry norpiõTg nu,
poóurr esør¡i peáxqir
orä.reHH.E h ,,í"J a¡io_
nic* si,qflosi.4arso Bca Çrr¡oaicr¡ Ëoro
c*yfirr*racË y] upiax,
aBTOMaroM" Tancr cxpiar, rcpi'r
ceóe T?KpyqeElrM MexaHiårrnoù,
nøx giü-,
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rroKJraBr[r.r

2'i]..

Ha ãcI{TTg xoJro.qoKo cT 2+rl
"

Bi¡r noqyBaB

cBoio Ha.q Hero BJ[a.qy

i xo¡ier trod BoHa Ko-

plãJiacb o 3c.Er; upørpicrt üoro ria ¡riü Bocepe.q6.y.)BaJraeb
fii nin
Morre B.qapr¿B 6u ïî, ro¡iu ó Borlaì Ha.qyMaJIa crrepeqarøcË. A¡e
BoHa norcipno niu¡ao oÍ o 69

29.l6axamn.a sieï xinru¡ Eo upo nei qe Bqopa B.qegb nis i uoM!{cJrrrrø He eea:ruaca ó, neperBopraJroc.E BJKe B rrexyqy e.rrpary,
flprãcMaqaJrocÉ Henoóopuoio \ircaaicrro i cra-no, Bpenroro, Ãpagisrøsø¡d rMTaI{H.BÁ Ëoro BJracgoro cauo¡rc6crBao Ti¡-g¡cø rro siir
y.EBJI.EB co6ir qo q.a xinrca Moxe fio¡4y Ha;relrarlr, JrrotÉ npofiuana
üoro ü sBogi4Jra Ha ycra Hafioópas¡usini c¡osa. Poenycnøqø"

Hasirg uoBiso
A npore, ain Jra.qeu óye 6ø. 6¡arasu ïï r¡asxo.nimcax,
KOJII{ 6 BoHa xoq paa nocuircryJrac.E Ìüouy, KoJrr{ 6 fio.qaJra üor,ry
xo.{ Hafi¡¡enmøfi BIf arc o cB'. 87
3I- IIepe¡ He¡o sci ¡inuata¡ Eo eix BHaBå 6ynu ¡r¿anrlx¡røvø Jr.EJÉ rcaMlr, .mci ei¿garøcr BBa^xaJiø Ba tro,qnrdr, caMoïceprBy ü neaí¡nnaruy rrocJryryo cr" 9Í
32 . oo.crIiBHâBâ.g- caaeiirbgy Hesa¡exgi-cre i ByxBaJiy, cirJry' Jrcr{TEarc¡rprca.

Tff.,ro.o CT. 92

33 I cnpaa¡ir ui-c¡.errieÏ

3HaMeEHoï

uo¡ii xJro[erÞ ¡,c¿rvro¡o¡1

trorryrue: ceóê . qi.xrconnTlrM rocno,4apeu He riffbrcn Ky)cri, à fr
T?Ix .4aJrbuøx lcit,tHa$r ,qe irixo¡R ue Saxo,qlrB, trpocgl4paroq}I Ha,q
Hr¿Mra HeBlrÃHMy BJra,qyo cr" T06-07

35r. Eo sa rIÐ BE¡ynJn,HaoqHo treperouaBcs, qo Ha csis i ira ce6e
BAp[ Ãø.F.ø.Iktgfi. [po]q¿ ¡øõar¡¡uaime, Hixc üorrry 3ÃaBaJroc.E, óo B,
xxtri, .æc Íi B,roJIoJIe.4I¿qio, Mofrga rra.4artr ü igulrx r,alrø.Í:ø. gogcirur uanagrcoeoj qinrcou necnogiBano ¡ne ceõe Ë ,qr.e ó¡øs-Hb

36'.
..
+0,

oro

o

GEio

rr['

Tpox¿ uorrniprcyBaBrrrlr, ein poaraJraa y
rop.Érrãeb ¿poaaf nepeópaBcs B crifi cipraü
r¡aB ilafiarø Qpeuqa, mraulr Ë ropóørrnv., qo
co6orø, qo He MorJrIÍ eropirø, Br{K}rHyB Ha
Hboro JIøfiI¿JMcË ri¡r¡xu Srriøtrcrr, KHøürKrã ta
,qpy ói¡¡raua. crr" ..I28

n.:rrzrqi.. IIorcu pesKocrroM, nosi_u nonpnnia i_e ceJra, a

cl¿irnør,

Tenep-y.,

BaropHyta. B KoB-

IIo upas¿i, siu He roqyBaB BeJrr.rroro 6axanu,s. ïi óauørø,

na6pø,4Jrar canutotnicts i norpe6a poBBaJKJrtrãcb nic¡r.e upaqi
e ouoeiganrg.EMrÍ BeJrE üoro .qo loro vicr¡r; Ãe siu tufir íonafr
cJroBo tKHBe troqyrøe & .tr{ ai¡ ¡iauvÍrí]rt, To rrdM rlp}retuffiire,n 3ea-

ane

vafino ,ne carui cJIoBa üoro r¡i-rcaeørn" Øiay:uira ryra no xiHqi
He lrorcraÃaJia üoro B Toro qacy, fr<, siu uoxønye,uycirrbK$¡i¡ jj
qo õi¡oue saMi.IKaB sirr coói peaarni MoxJriãBocril qro TSFIr¡poaai.Erør T.o rrli4riime orrauoByBaJra BoHa üoro y.flByio cro TB7'
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+L

4?t

4B¡

Can¡e uic¡rcicgs i r,a6ø,rra üoro s Hiü¡ 60', ctara cnpanxHÍ-u
ropo,q.Êrfr¿uou 6y.¡rro tteprrrrM BaB.qaHH.ær üoro cxolg'r Biir xo.q]rr![Me
B Heio. cripie¡' rrer TêÐ,Tpâxe rci:ro ra eeuipxax, ¡icuanerbcfi B
He¡o cy;,Toro uietrcoro ToBapr4cTBa, .qe üoroe IIêBHâ; pi-rr npøüMf,,rTA Tâ,: n[lS,HfIOTbro CTro I4O

I qo aijr sa rIe ì4a€ri HiÌ{oro, rcpiu npørpocrø ü upl{rir-.
Ír€HHfio Hir¡ørrr rclg se cTaBù rcpiiû .æc xii¡oqøM llpEuøfixaoctorrl,
rIErÞKoIo B pyrax ma¡er¡oii ¡iauønrn,. Ta xoç óø 6y.no sa qo?
ïoq 6ø aiu ¡icraa ry peaJrËuy, qinnices'e Bæ .Ercy'xiut¡ij qe:
Bapr,o JreprByBaîu..1 II æce dearnye¡e, Bcii oqírq¡ruceprcø ü oÃsij¡¡rnanuÍri. B.q,Box xino,! Mir{ancrao, iÈterrirerrrql¿Har!' cTio Í:47
eiu noqaa ,qoBro He crraurr, rypóoruo Bopoqaacgt
ouÍ, a Bpasqi nporcø¡aec.E søcna;cenufi nig ea,mcux
cnir, Ãer e¡ananoc fiory'r qorca fioro rior{I+Halta Hesuipno Eyxnyrø a6o py¡ca óo¡Ícso, B.qoBlnJroari{c , a qacom i rouMapl{ Ëoro
rfyqøJiø si'sørr.E¡i rrlepqia, qo paiIToM 3a&Jr.ErcaJrr¿ B cyqiJrbily/
r,racy û roü.4anucr [epeì4 rrr{M y,nosirpi;, .æt uø6e¡rtrç:øto GTio I+4
,[o peui, uic¡e:;irepnoro saxotrJle¡rg.E p.Écgo,ryanricnÞ "¡roerâ' Eâ'
fioro negóa.ürr4BøM cTaBJreHHfiM .qo aceceicy, Creuanr yrce no.ryBaB ,4o r{boro Bapo.qKlr Kprrrr¿rruoctr{, óo carú x}ra óea co$ist'tia
iL cais npøfiuaui,óes ói¡¡¡TpY.,aóctpancrgI¿x rcaseropifi" Bis ¡¡e
ópexae ilepe.q coóoÐ Hi a Ð/MKaJcr l¡i B'ylÌI¿HKax, i rconrperni-ct's Jrr¡rrreJracb g:' Hiun 1,x¡¿tt.a r¡e EepecraBaJro óyru fiorry
rra)c]r"rløM, xotr i niprcuu MrrnÃaJreMo cr. I93
Bi¡r apoayuiui qorJrioÃE pisni, eposyr,,tia qe EaJc, .Et
yce ni¡oløe MoüEra epoeyviu¡a, KoJrrr poeyui-uHæ ripoxo.qtltb yi cepqe ricr.mrr, KoJIE ó¡ncne BoHo cniayuurø BepiroM s-uig ,qaarrboro
Jryurruun.E c¡iB. Ea ne epoeylrio, a eóanuya, .Ei Jrio6or Mo&ra
BqyTlre Koxaioqu, ffiL ói¡¡, poslraq; i-inopøar-,MolKHa,¡i-enanø¡ tr€peülrarourrc¡, Hr¿Ms ü aa6ynaroura, "EKy KoxHoMy B Hr¿x npagineno
piawü! Bj-n nepe.qqyBaB qe, a rerep sHaBt
r{a3Byìo JIto¿ø
jj c.ra¡o .4iücnictroo
nepe¡6avao
Te .æc uposip;ruaøü goc.nigrøx, .¡"tn.Euiiorrø ai¡ reuíirJrb:Horo' BaBóaqeugsl ü óo¡o.røcs ea fioro fipaB,qrrBj-ct¡, trorpeõyrcvø riepeaipøru ü auir¡irurø caoi BHeHonrcrr lriaporc]ÍM crrocTeperceunfrM,
pyrnB &iroreÞ Ty,48,, Ha raJrac¡lrsi- BeJrr[Ki aynøqi-, ,4e
JIIo"qw, crrJra rin¡eür Ãe ñorry MoJKHa ,4i¿BlrrI¿cb fo 6eat.mær'. cg'o 2Oz
fuóa ady¡¡rynana ûoro¡ s6yJtxyBarra He ca¡mfr. aip ra
cJryx, aJre ü gic üoro trorwrpronaBcfi, qod nrcxawt, tryqrcil TpeMri¡ri¿¡ Eo6 ¿irxnyrucr qi-eï pyxnnnoi, rovis¡col Macuo Bin
trparuyB ai¡uytr ï¡ nciva qyrET.EM, scro j- Kolruoro, saÍ6paru
ïi ncir'ra ciroJlyr{H}rMø Kar{aJraME B Ty.} Moryrnro vaüctepuro, Ãe
epaxinnn ronJr.Elbcfrna oruøqi- KpoB!{ ü r¡lrcrrcfr Ha KoBa,qJrax
Sneuopa

BarrJrtoqøBrtrø

+5

46

47

48.'

cepl{J$i Ctio 2OB

aiu He nocrepir óya rrogøHø, a qo Ee rpir"r irel, Bapre
yr,aîø.? Ees Heï Bce BTpaqaê paqim, crae óee¡yrnnoþ cxeMoIo,
.qsBoHoM y óesnosirpoBolry npocropi! cs'o 245

+9, Tanco

1

50

44_

Sganaaocr, uiï õya canr cepelq, Heoc"El**oro
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